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Abstract
This thesis presents accurate capacitive sensing metrology designed for a prototype
atomic force microscope (AFM) originally developed in the MIT Precision Motion
Control Lab. The capacitive measurements use a set of commercial capacitance sen-
sors intended primarily for use against a flat target. In our design, the capacitance
sensors are used with a spherical target in order to be insensitive to target rotations.
The moving AFM probe tip is located approximately at the center of the spherical tar-
get to make the capacitive sensing insensitive to the probe tip assembly's undesirable
rotation on the order of 3 x 10- rad for 10 pim of lateral travel [48].
To accurately measure displacement of the spherical target relative to the ca-
pacitance sensors, models for the capacitance between a sphere and a circular disc
were developed with the assistance of Katherine Lilienkamp. One of the resulting
non-linear models was combined with the appropriate kinematic transformations to
accurately perform measurement scans on a 20 pum x 20 pum surface with step heights
of 26.5 nm. The probe tip positions during these scans were also calculated in real-
time using Lilienkamp's non-linear capacitance model with a set of transformations
and 3-D interpolation techniques implemented at 10 kHz. The scans were performed
both in tapping and shear detection modes. Localized accuracy on the order of 1 nm
with RMS noise of approximately 3 nm was attained in measuring the step heights.
Surface tracking control and speed were also improved relative to an earlier prototype.
Lateral speeds of approximately 0.8 pm/s were attained in the tapping mode.
In addition to improving the original prototype AFM's scan speed and ability to
attain dimensional accuracy, a process for mounting an optical fiber robe tip to a
quartz tuning fork was developed. This mounting process uses Post-it notes. These
resulting probe-tip/tuning-fork assemblies were tested in both the tapping and shear
modes. The tests in the tapping mode used the magnitude of the fork current for
accurate surface tracking. The tests performed in the shear mode used the magnitude
and phase of the fork current for accurate surface tracking.
Thesis Supervisor: David L. Trumper
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis Summary
In this thesis, we present the application of accurate capacitive sensing metrology
to displacement measurements of a spherical target. To demonstrate the accurate
capacitive sensing metrology, we show resulting images from our prototype atomic
force microscope (AFM) with the integrated capacitive sensing. The original proto-
type AFM was built by Andrew Stein [48], and we outline our modifications to the
hardware, control, and data processing of his original prototype. A picture of the
original prototype AFM is shown in Figure 1-1.
In both the new and old versions of the prototype AFM, a set of capacitance
sensors were used for monitoring the displacement of an optical fiber probe tip as scans
were performed. These capacitance sensors surrounded a target with an embedded
tuning fork oscillator. Attached to one of the tines of the tuning fork was the optical
fiber probe tip. This probe tip-tuning fork assembly was responsible for tracking
sample surfaces. By accurately tracking a calibration grating surface with the probe
tip-tuning fork assembly, we were able to verify the precision measurements of the
AFM and the capacitive sensing metrology.
In the initial prototype built by Stein [48], the capacitance target was cone shaped.
For the new prototype, we replaced the cone shaped target with a spherical target.
This spherical target with the other main components of the AFM assembly is shown
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in Figures 1-2 and 1-3. As shown in these figures, the spherical target was attached
to a piezo tube, which provided actuation. During a scan the piezo tube moved the
spherical target and probe tip laterally and vertically with three degrees of freedom.
Mo e te icrometers
AFM housing
Optical
viewfindr -Capacitance
p sensors
Figure 1-1: Modified Figure 1-4 of AFM from Stein's thesis [48]. This photo shows
the housing and top view of the AFM. The micrometers are utilized to bring the
probe tip close to the surface being scanned, and the optical view finder is used to
roughly monitor the probe tip's location relative to the surface being scanned.
With lateral motion of the probe tip due to piezo tube actuation, there was in-
herent rotation of the capacitance target. This rotation, combined with the lack of a
non-linear capacitance model for the cone shaped target, lead to measurement errors
in the original prototype. For the new prototype we converted the cone shaped target
into a spherical target and created the necessary capacitance model and kinematic
transformations to accurately monitor the displacement of the spherical target rel-
ative to its surrounding capacitance sensors. If the probe tip were at the center of
the spherical target, the probe tip's position relative to the spherical target's surface
would be insensitive to rotation, and the measurement error due to rotation induced
by the piezo tube would be eliminated. Our probe tips were placed near the center
of the spherical target, and we obtained accurate scans. However, we did not have
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sufficient time to implement a precise tip centering design described in Section 3.2.7.
To accurately monitor the displacement of the probe tip, we created a model
for the capacitance between a sphere and a flat circular disc with the assistance of
Katherine Lilienkamp. We then implemented the results of this capacitance model
with a new kinematic model to relate the output of the capacitance sensors to the
motion of the spherical target. This kinematic model implementation was verified by
scanning calibration surfaces with specified dimensions.
In addition to modifying the capacitive sensing metrology, we made modifications
to the control and surface tracking components to produce more accurate scan images.
The original prototype operated in the shear mode (see Section 1.4.1). We were able
to increase the scan speed and eliminate some measurement drift by reconfiguring the
microscope to operate in the tapping mode, which is explained in Section 1.4.2.
Capacitance Sensors - 30 mm -> Piezo Tube
Pobe Tip
Quartz Tuning Fork Spherical Target
Figure 1-2: Cross-section view of the prototype atomic force microscope. The probe
tip displacement is monitored by a set of capacitance sensors surrounding a spherical
target. The centerlines of the capacitance sensors are designed to intersect at the
probe tip, which is nominally coincident with the center of the spherical target.
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In our final experiments, we ran the microscope in the shear mode and experi-
mented with using phase instead of magnitude for surface tracking (see Section 4.2 for
general overview on magnitude or phase surface tracking). When using a very thin
probe tip in the shear mode for a few scans, the phase of the fork current was more
useful than the magnitude in obtaining accurate images. Using the phase instead of
the fork current also appeared to limit measurement drift in the vertical direction.
If more time had been available, we could have gone back to the tapping mode and
experimented with the use of phase for surface tracking.
Piezo tube
A
apacitance sensors
Spherical target
Probe tip
uartz tuning fork
Figure 1-3: Modified solid model depiction of the prototype AFM created by Stein.
This figure shows the quartz tuning fork and optical fiber probe tip configuration.
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1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy and Our Prototype
The atomic force microscope (AFM) traces its origin to Binnig [12], which grew
out of the scanning tunneling microscope originally developed by Rohrer and Binnig
[13]. Atomic force and scanning tunneling microscopy both maintain a probe tip a
constant distance from the surface being scanned. The scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) monitors the current flowing through the electron cloud between the tip and
a conductive surface to regulate a constant tracking height. The STM requires a
conductive sample to function properly. The AFM is different from the STM in that
it detects changes in interatomic forces between a probe tip and a surface to regulate
a constant tracking height. By using interatomic forces and not tunneling current,
the AFM does not require a conductive sample surface.
To successfully track a surface and regulate a constant tracking height, some
AFMs use an oscillating micro-cantilever beam with a sharp probe at the end. The
backside of the cantilever has a reflective surface for use with optical position sensing.
A laser is aimed at the end of the cantilever, and the beam reflects off the backside
of the cantilever and into a photodetector. By analyzing the light received by the
photodetector, it is possible to determine whether a force has been applied to the end
of the tip by monitoring the tip displacement. For proper height tracking, the goal is
to maintain the deflection of the cantilever beam at a constant value while scanning
[26].
Another method for surface tracking employs the use of a quartz tuning fork with
an attached probe tip. The tuning fork is either excited mechanically through the
use of a dithering piezo electric device as described in [54] or electrically as described
in [52, 21]. In our prototype AFM, we used an electrically excited tuning fork with
an optical fiber probe tip. We experimented with optical fiber probe tips because
we were able to work with Professor Robert Hocken of UNC-Charlotte to obtain tips
with an end radius on the order of 1 pm. These probe tips were also initially used in
Hocken's group to explore near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM), although
our tips were cut short and not used as optical sensors.
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In general, the probe-tip proximity sensor may be held fixed as the surface moves
relative to the sensor, or the proximity sensor may be attached to the actuator,
while the probe moves relative to the surface. In our prototype AFM, we initially
operated with a moving probe and fixed surface for shear mode scanning. Later, we
demonstrated accurate measurement results with a fixed probe and moving surface
in the tapping mode.
In either the shear or tapping modes (see Section 1.4 for detailed descriptions), a
fine probe tip is interacting with a surface. Work has been done by others to describe
the associated weak force interactions. At least a portion of the interactive forces
between a probe tip and a metal surface may be described in terms of capacitance as
shown in [24]. Jalili also reviews a variety of proposed models of differing complexi-
ties in [26]. With respect to the control implementation in our prototype AFM, we
did not design our controllers based on any of these models. We performed our sur-
face tracking control via loop shaping based upon experimentally-determined probe
dynamics.
For more information concerning the history and origins of atomic force mi-
croscopy, see Section 1.3.1 of Stein's thesis [48]. Stein's thesis also contains an abun-
dance of information concerning the initial prototype AFM.
1.3 Atomic Force Microscopy and Capacitive Sens-
ing Applications
Atomic force microscopy has become an integral measuring device to the semicon-
ductor and MEMS industries. In the semiconductor and MEMS industries, AFMs
are used for surface roughness evaluations as well as accurate dimensioning of surface
features. Outside the semiconductor and MEMs fields, AFMs have also been applied
to the analysis of biological systems.
One very impressive AFM application has been developed by Toshio Ando's group
of the Kanazawa Biophysics Lab at Kanazawa University in Japan. Using high-speed
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AFM technology that they developed, they have been able to record movies of kinesin
moving along a microtubule, ATP reacting to ultraviolet light, and a myosin molecule
changing shape. They use a cantilever beam and fine probe tip in tapping mode for
surface tracking in aqueous solutions. In order to increase the movie frame rate,
they have improved the individual components of their overall system. A couple of
these components include the cantilever beam sensing device and the moving stages.
Ando's macromolecule movies are one example of how atomic force microscopy has
affected biology and will continue to do so [9, 8, 7].
While our prototype AFM does not have the imaging speed exhibited by Ando's
microscope, our prototype AFM is uniquely designed to use a set of capacitance
sensors with a spherical target for both the lateral and vertical position measurements
of the probe tip motion. We do not use laser interferometry for any measurements.
We also do not rely on a piezo tube characterization for position information. The
piezo tube only provides the actuation. This project's greatest contributions lie in the
accurate capacitive sensing metrology and the real-time displacement measurements
using this metrology.
Capacitive sensing has been used in many precision engineering applications. Of-
ten capacitance sensors are used with a flat target to measure axial motion. However,
they can also be found in applications with rounded surfaces. One application is in
measuring the roundness of precision spheres [20]. Another, more common application
is for spindle measurements. In [49], Swann, Harrison, and Talke used capacitance
sensors for their analysis of non-repeatable runout for fluid lubricated spindles. In
[46], Srinivasa, Ziegert, and Mize used a laser ball bar for measuring thermal drift,
but they still made comparisons with capacitive sensing results. In [46, 49], the ca-
pacitance sensors were used with a cylindrical target. In many cases, a standard
capacitance sensor calibrated for a flat surface may be used with a cylindrical target
as long as the radius of the target is large enough or the radius of the probe is small
enough [4].
If someone is interested in performing spindle measurements using a round ball as
a capacitance target, the results of this thesis will be very useful. With the capacitance
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and kinematics modeling outlined in this thesis, it is possible to accurately measure
displacement of a sphere surrounded by a set of capacitance sensors. Some additional
work and testing would need to be done, but the concepts in this thesis are directly
applicable.
1.4 Implemented AFM Detection Methods
The atomic force microscope in the Precision Motion Control Lab was tested in two
detection modes: shear and tapping. These modes of operation were dependent on
the fork-scanning surface orientation. In the shear mode, the probe tip was coupled
to the motion of the piezo tube. In the tapping mode, the fork was stationary, while
the surface being scanned was attached to the piezo tube.
1.4.1 Shear Mode Surface Tracking
Shear mode scanning was the standard detection method for Stein's prototype atomic
force microscope. In this form of atomic force microscopy, the probe tip oscillates
horizontally very close to the surface being scanned. Figure 1-4 depicts the basic
shear detection mode.
Wires
Probe Tuning Fork
Surface
Figure 1-4: The tuning fork oscillates horizontally relative to the scanning surface
in the shear mode. The fork tracks the surface by remaining at a relative constant
height. In this case, the fork also moves relative to the stationary sample surface.
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For the shear detection mode we glued the tuning fork in a circular hole of the
spherical target with an orientation perpendicular to the surface being scanned. The
tuning fork leads were inserted into a pair of sockets, which were connected to shielded
wires to avoid noise due to stray capacitance. Figure 1-5 shows the spherical target
with the fork connected to the shielded cables.
Figure 1-5: The spherical target is holding the tuning fork and probe tip for shear
mode scanning. The shielded wires are below the spherical target.
1.4.2 Tapping Mode Surface Tracking
The tapping mode has been used by many people to obtain accurate surface images.
A graphical depiction is shown in Figure 1-6. In this case, the oscillatory motion of
the tuning fork is perpendicular to the surface being scanned. In our prototype AFM,
we mounted the sample surface to the moving spherical target and fixed the quartz
tuning fork to the microscope base. During a tapping mode scan, the sample surface
moved relative to the fixed tuning fork.
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Before we ran the AFM in the tapping mode with the sample moving relative to
the tuning fork, we had the tuning fork mounted to the bottom of the spherical target
in a flipped orientation from that shown in Figure 1-6. However, we were unable to
perform image scans and encountered the problems described in Section 3.3.3 with the
unstable high voltage amplifier exciting the piezo tube and tuning fork. At the time,
we did not know that the high voltage amplifier was unstable, but we did witness a
large amount of noise on the tuning fork signal. In an effort to reduce visible noise
on the tuning fork signal, we decoupled the tuning fork from the piezo tube motion
(fixed the tuning fork to the AFM base). Shortly after decoupling the tuning fork
and the piezo tube motion, we debugged/stabilized the high voltage amplifier. We
then obtained our fastest scans in the tapping mode with the tuning fork decoupled
from the piezo tube motion.
Surface
Wires
Probe
Tuning Fork
Figure 1-6: The tuning fork oscillates vertically relative to the scanned surface in the
tapping mode. In our prototype AFM's tapping mode, the tuning fork was fixed,
while the surface moved.
With limited time remaining to complete this thesis, we did not see the value in
swapping the positions of the probe and surface to have a moving probe relative to a
stationary surface. That said, we believe the the microscope would have been able to
obtain accurate scans in the tapping mode with a moving probe. However, without
significant changes to the controller, it is doubtful that the surface tracking would
have been faster than the speed attained with the tested tapping mode configuration.
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1.5 Electromechanical Components
The majority of the electromechanical components used by Stein were retained and
used throughout this project. Throughout this thesis, we make reference to these
components, and this section provides a brief listing of them and their use in the
project. For the real-time control and signal processing, a dSPACE DS1103 PPC
Controller Board was used in conjunction with Windows XP, MATLAB 6.5.1 Release
13 (Service Pack 1), Simulink, and dSPACE ControlDesk 2.4. This DSP board was
used in an Intel Pentium IV personal computer. The computer processed data from
ADE Technologies 2805 passive capacitance sensors with ADE Technologies 3800
gaging modules. These capacitance sensors monitored a target subject to actuation
by a piezoelectric tube from PI Ceramic (PT-130.24). The voltage drive to the piezo
tube was provided by a modified version of a five channel high voltage amplifier (+/-
100 Volts) originally built by Brian Boudreau while he was at UNC-Charlotte working
on a PhD from Michigan Technological University. The vertical actuation of the
piezotube was controlled by various quartz tuning fork-optical fiber proximity sensors.
These proximity sensors consisted of an optical fiber tip furnished by UNC-Charlotte
glued to one tine of an ECS-3X8 32.768 kHz quartz tuning fork (a standard watch
crystal with the end of the package removed). The feedback signal for the vertical
actuation was provided by a Stanford Research Systems SR530 Lock-in Amplifier,
which synchronously detected the current through the quartz tuning fork. The tuning
fork sinusoidal driving voltage was provided by an HP 33120A Arbitrary Waveform
Generator.
As mentioned before, most of the electromechanical components were used by
Stein in the original prototype. However, electrical, mechanical, and computational
changes were made. Computational models were developed to compensate for the
new spherical target being used in conjunction with the capacitance sensors. An
important electrical modification was made to the high voltage amplifier. Mechanical
modifications were made to the cone shaped target (machined into a spherical shape)
used by the capacitance sensors, the proximity sensor holding and orientation, and
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the tuning fork assembly. With respect to the tuning fork assembly, we also developed
a new tip mounting procedure.
1.6 Thesis Overview
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we outline the
theory, some infinite series solutions, and numerical solutions to solve for the capaci-
tance between a sphere and a flat disc. Katherine Lilienkamp contributed greatly to
the work therein. In Chapter 3, we discuss the kinematics and numerics that describe
the motion of the AFM spherical target and probe tip relative to the capacitance
sensors. We also present the AFM hardware modifications, including a novel method
for mounting an optical fiber probe tip to a quartz tuning fork using a Post-it® note.
In Chapter 4, we present the additional numerics necessary for real-time displace-
ment measurements and the control methods for lateral motion and surface tracking.
In Chapter 5, we present a number of scans and show that our AFM has localized
accuracy on the order of a few nanometers in the vertical direction. In Chapter 6, we
conclude this thesis and make suggestions for additional work.
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Chapter 2
Capacitive Sensing
Katherine Lilienkamp developed numerical capacitance relationships for the working
AFM. The content in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.4.2 of this chapter involving the capacitance
between a sphere and a circular disc is a result of her research. Comparable infor-
mation from this chapter is currently being developed into an article by Lilienkamp,
Mazzeo, Corbijn van Willenswaard, Thomassen, and Trumper [28].
Generally speaking, capacitance sensing has been utilized to achieve sub-nanometer
measuring resolution. The ability to achieve sub-nanometer resolution makes capac-
itive sensors a viable alternative to laser interferometry for many precision measure-
ment applications, where the range of travel is relatively small.
We attempted several numerical approximations to solve for the capacitance be-
tween a sphere and an infinite plane or a flat circular disc. The first numerical method
we explored satisfies Laplace's equation using the multipole integral equation method
implemented in FastCap 2.0 software [36]. Another set of solutions is based on infi-
nite series approximations by Smythe [44] and Maxwell [33]. The method we actually
implemented with our AFM involves iteratively approximating electric field lines to
satisfy Laplace's equation.
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2.1 Capacitance Sensors
We used ADE Technologies 2805 passive capacitance sensors with ADE Technologies
3800 gaging modules. The 2805 capacitance sensors had an active circular face with
a diameter of 5 mm. The active circular face has a surrounding guard ring (annulus),
which essentially makes the fringing effects on the surrounding edge of the active disc
negligible. The overall diameter of the sensor was approximately 8 mm. When used
with a flat target, the sensors had a range of ±50 pm with a standoff of approximately
100 pm. When set to operate with a 1 kHz bandwidth, the sensors with the 3800
gaging module had a specified RMS noise of 0.5 nm [5]. ADE Technologies also spec-
ified that their sensors might be used with spherical targets as long as the following
criterion was satisfied.
rprobe < 0. 2 rsphericaltarget (2.1)
where rrobe is the radius of the active area of the capacitance sensor and Tsphericaltarget
is the radius of the spherical target. With the newer 4810 gaging modules (not used in
this thesis), the RMS noise on the capacitance sensors would have been additionally
reduced [3].
In our application, the spherical target had a radius of 0.01445 m, which meant
the maximum allowable probe radius according to (2.1) was 2.3 mm. With the active
area of the sensors having a diameter of 5 mm (radius of 2.5 mm), we fell just outside
the range of this requirement. In addition to not meeting the maximum sensor radius
requirement with the spherical target, the AFM's spherical target motion was not
limited to motion normal to the surface of the circular, flat face of the capacitance
sensor. The spherical target moved perpendicularly and tangentially relative to the
face of the capacitance sensor. Monitoring the tangential movement of the spherical
target relative to the active area of the capacitance sensor was not an intended use
of these capacitance sensors.
The relative position between a capacitance sensor and a spherical target deter-
mined the capacitance measured and outputted by an ADE Technologies 3800 gaging
module. The measured capacitance was dictated by two parameters: minimum gap
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distance g and lateral offset a. Figure 2-1 depicts these parameters. The minimum
gap distance was the minimum distance between the probe and the spherical tar-
get. The lateral offset was the distance between the centerline of the sensor and the
centerline of the sphere running perpendicular to the surface of the sensor.
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Figure 2-1: Side view of a capacitance sensor relative to a spherical target. The
minimum gap distance, g, and the lateral offset, a, determine the capacitance sensor
output.
Figure 2-1 shows the minimum gap distance and the lateral offset parameters.
Any relative position between a circular, flat disc and a sphere is describable with
these two parameters. However, Figure 2-1 is a little misleading in terms of the
relative geometries of the AFM spherical target to one of the capacitance sensors
used. Because the relative curvature of the spherical target to a circular disc probe
is extremely important for the capacitance calculations, we provide an undistorted
image of the two relative to each other in Figure 2-2.
Probe
- Sphere
Figure 2-2: Scaled but undistorted side view of the capacitance probe related to the
spherical target. The length of the probe line is 5 mm, and the radius of the sphere
is 14.453 mm. The minimum gap offset g is 50 pam, and the lateral offset a is zero.
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The remaining sections show how we accurately model and predict the capacitance
between a spherical target and a circular, flat capacitance probe.
2.2 Capacitance Modeling
We searched for a concise solution for the capacitance between a sphere and a plane,
but we realized it was necessary to invest additional resources in developing a so-
lution for our application. Section 2.2.1 discusses previously published solutions for
the capacitance between two spheres. We do not provide the complete derivations
of these previously published solutions due to their complexity, but we show their
resulting accuracy by verifying their numerical agreement in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.
In Section 2.2.2, we also discuss how the capacitance between two spheres is related to
the capacitance between a sphere and an infinite plane. In Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4,
we show some different numerical procedures utilized to calculate the capacitance
between a sphere and a circular flat, along with an infinite series approximation that
Lilienkamp applies to obtain a solution.
2.2.1 Capacitance between Spheres
The capacitance between two spheres in different configurations has been expressed
through infinite series expressions for many years. Maxwell [33] gives expressions for
the self capacitance and mutual capacitance coefficients between two spheres as
/ri+ ri + d - 2rid2 - 2d 2 r2 - 2rIr2k =2d
2
cosh = d + r 2
2dri
cosh = -d 2 + r2 -
2dr2
d2 - r 2 _r2
coshw = 21 2 2  (2.2)
1
C11 = 47rok E
s=O sinh(sw - a)
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C12
C22
1
= -47rcok Z
s=1 sinh sw81
= 47rcok E 1
_.O sinh(3 + sw)'
where Eo, the electric permittivity of free space, is 8.85419 x 1012 F/m. We added the
47rco terms to (2.2) because Maxwell's solution was not provided in standard mks form.
Here, C11 and C22 are the self capacitances with respect to a zero reference potential
at infinity with the other sphere at zero potential, and C12 is the mutual capacitance
between the two spheres. The units for the mutual or coupling capacitance between
the two spheres, C12, in (2.2) are Farads. The units of the radii r1 and r 2 are meters,
and the units of the distance between the centers of the spheres, d, are also meters.
Sphere 1
01
Sphere 2
d 0 2
r2
Figure 2-3: Two separated spheres of radius r1 and r 2. The sphere centers 01 and
02 are separated by a distance d. The diagram is adapted from [45] and [18].
Chester Snow [45] provides a formula for the capacitance between two spheres
with geometry as shown in Figure 2-3 as
C I[d2 - (r 1 + r 2 )2 ][d2 - (r 1 -2
2d
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d 2+ r 2-r 2+2dc
1 = In1 2+2rid
12- +2 2dc
/32 = n d2 -r 2d (2.3)
y = 2(01+02)
C12 = 2(1.1127 x 10- 10)c 1 -(n+1/2
00 1
- 4coc= sinh(sy/2)
In [45], Snow does not provide a formula for the self-capacitance terms.
Another formulation of the capacitance between two spheres, which provides ex-
pressions for the self capacitance of the spheres is provided by Smythe. Self capaci-
tance or the Cu coefficient of capacitance relates the capacitance of an object to its
surroundings. Smythe defines self capacitance "as the charge to potential ratio on
the ... conductor when the other conductors are present but earthed." Mutual capac-
itance is the capacitance between two objects due only to the electric fields running
between one object and its companion. For mutual capacitance or the coefficient of
induction, Cs,, Smythe defines this value "as the ratio of the induced charge on the
rth conductor to the potential of the sth conductor when all conductors, except the
sth, are grounded." [44, 18]
A set of expressions for the self capacitance and mutual capacitance between two
spheres is given by Smythe as
001
C11 47rEorir 2 sinh(a) .
n r 2sinh(jna) +
00
ri sinh((n - 1)a)
1
C22 = 4'jreori'r2 sinh(a) (2.4
_ ri sinh(na) + r 2 sinh((n - 1)a) (2.4)
47rEorir 2 sinh(a) 0 1C12 and C21 = - d Ssihn)d _=1 sinh (na)
where cosh a = . Smythe then substitutes r1  R and r2 = (d - h) and
takes the limit as d and r 2 approach oc to derive the solution for a sphere over an
infinite, flat plane. Here, R is the radius of the single sphere, and h is the distance
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between the center of the sphere and a flat plane. The capacitance between a sphere
and a flat plane is given by the following expressions for Cu, C12, and C21:
00 1
Ci= 47rcoRsinh(#) 1 (2.5)
n=1 sinh~#
C12 and C 21 =-C1,
where cosh/3 = (h/R). Figure 2-10 depicts the dimensions h and R [44, 51].
The expression in (2.5) is the same equation shown by Durand [17]. Taylor only
includes the self capacitance terms [51]. The derivations by Maxwell, Smythe, and
Snow assume that the surfaces are perfectly smooth and are perfect conductors. To
account for surface roughness, refer to [15]. In [15], Boyer starts with (2.5) and
expands its application to account for the capacitance between a smooth sphere and
a "randomly rough" plane. For this thesis the surface roughness and less than perfect
conductivity are ignored as the surfaces are smooth and highly conducting. Additional
work would need to be done to account for these two factors, which do not critically
affect the results of this thesis.
2.2.2 Maxwell Capacitance Matrix
The capacitance coefficients expressed in Section 2.2.1 may also be expressed as com-
ponents of a Maxwell capacitance matrix. An NxN Maxwell capacitance matrix
expresses the lumped capacitance interactions between N surfaces. For a model only
involving two surfaces, the capacitance matrix satisfies
C11 C12 V Q1i26[c~ ] (, (2.6)
C21 C22 (V2 Q2
where C11 and C 2 2 are the self capacitance coefficients, V and V2 are specified voltages
on each of the surfaces, and Q, and Q2 are specified charges on each of the surfaces.
The off-diagonal or mutual capacitance terms are always less than zero.
We use the Maxwell capacitance matrix to help derive an expression for the ca-
pacitance between a sphere and a plane. Imagine a sphere and an infinite plane a set
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distance apart from each other. The invisible field lines run from the sphere to the
grounded plane, and at every point on either surface, the field lines are perpendicular
to the surface. Now, using the method of images, we place another sphere of equal
radius the same distance from the infinite plane as to be symmetric to the first sphere.
To satisfy the requirements of the method of images, the second sphere has a charge
equal and opposite to the first sphere. If the first sphere were positively charged, the
field lines would emanate from the first sphere, pass through the grounded infinite
plane, and terminate on the second sphere. Calling the spheres' surfaces 1 and 2 with
the grounded plane making no contribution, (2.6) becomes
C11 C12 V Q1 27Lc 02 (. ( . )
LC21 C22 _i V2 -Q1)
Since the radii of the two spheres are the same, the C11 and C22 components of the
Maxwell capacitance matrix are the same. Since the capacitance matrix is generally
symmetric, C12 and C21 are also equivalent. So, (2.7) can be expressed as
C 1 C12 V1  Q1 (2.8)
C12 C11 V2 -Q1)
which can be further simplified to the following equations:
(C11 + C12)V = -(C11 + C12)V2  (2.9)
or
V = -V 2. (2.10)
If the charges on two spheres of equal radii are equal and opposite, so are their
potentials. Now, capacitance is generally defined as
C = . (2.11)
In this case, the capacitance between the two spheres is the charge on one sphere
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divided by the potential difference between the two spheres. The expression in (2.12)
gives the capacitance between two spheres of equal radii of equal and opposite charge
separated by some distance as Cspheres.
Cspheres Q1
V1 
- V2
Q1 (2.12)
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C11 - C12
2
The expression in (2.12) is a solution for the capacitance between two spheres with
equal radii, which readily applies to the solution for the capacitance between a sphere
and a grounded infinite plane. We can look at the solution for the capacitance between
a sphere and an infinite plane as having the same field lines as those present in the
solution described in the process to deriving (2.12). However, the distance between
the sphere and the plane is half of the distance between the two spheres. So, the
voltage difference along a field line between one of the spheres and the infinite plane
is half of what it is between the two spheres. Equivalently, the plane is grounded, so
the voltage difference is half of what it is between the two spheres. In other words,
the capacitance between the sphere and the plane is double the capacitance between
the two spheres symmetric about a grounded infinite plane and may be described by
Csphereplane in (2.13).
Csphere-plane = C1 - C12  (2.13)
We verified (2.13) by comparing Smythe's solution for the capacitance between two
spheres (2.4) to Smythe's solution for the capacitance between a sphere and an infinite
plane (2.5). Figure 2-4 shows the numerical results for 1000 terms of Smythe's infinite
series solutions. The capacitance between a sphere and a grounded infinite plane,
C12flat, calculated from (2.4) and the line depicted by -(Cllspheres -Cl2spheres) overlap
and are very close to identical. The equation in (2.13) expresses the capacitance
between the sphere and a grounded plane as a positive quantity, while Figure 2-4
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shows the capacitance values with the negative sign inherent to their positions in the
Maxwell capacitance matrix.
In this subsection, we have shown how to solve for the capacitance between two
spheres. We have also shown how to solve for the capacitance between a sphere and
an infinite plane. These are important results, but they do not solve the problem we
initially proposed. We want a solution for the capacitance between a spherical target
and a cylindrical capacitance sensor, noting that the capacitance sensor's face really
consists of both an active area and a guard ring. The guard ring almost completely
eliminates fringing field effects from the edges of the active disc area of the capacitance
sensor. In Section 2.2.3, we show how we use FastCap to model the spherical target's
interaction with an active disc area surrounded by a guard ring. In Section 2.2.4, we
show how the active disc area surrounded by a guard ring can be treated as a circular
portion of the infinite plane solution.
X 10-10
- -
0 -
0l2flat
-2- -(C 11spheres C 12spheres)C1 1spheres
- C12spheres
2 3 46 7 8 9 10
Twice the Distance between the Sphere Center and Plane (m)
Figure 2-4: Comparison of the capacitance between two spheres to the mutual ca-
pacitance between a sphere and a plane. These results were accomplished using 1000
terms of Smythe's solutions with two spheres, each having a radius of 1 m.
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2.2.3 FastCap 2.0 Simulations
One of the first tools we used to calculate the solution was FastCap [1], which is a free
software package for modeling and calculating the capacitance between geometrical
objects. The geometrical objects are created by combining many flat panels. The
panels are used to satisfy Laplace's equation using a multipole boundary integral
method [36].
The boundary integral method is primarily concerned with solving the following
equation to satisfy Laplace's equation on conducting surfaces [50]:
(1) = f o-(x')dSx,, (2.14)
V surfaces 47rEo lIX - x'll
where x is a point on the surfaces, Vb(x) is the potential, lix - x'll is the distance
between points x and x', dSx, is the incremental surface area, and c-(x') is the charge
distribution at a given point x'. One of the more straightforward methods to solving
(2.14) involves defining a set of piece-wise constant basis functions for the paneled
surfaces. These basis functions make up a set of linear equations, which can be used
to approximate the charge distribution, o-(x'), on the panels. For the purposes of
this investigation, FastCap 2.0 along with FastModel 2.31 and 3.0 were used for the
analysis. For more information regarding the mathematics and theory behind the
software and integral equations, see [50, 36]. The Fast Field Solvers website, [1], has
information and downloadable software. The latest version is also compatible with
Microsoft Excel and VisualBasic macros for data processing.
Before the FastCap solver could be applied, the geometry and panel configuration
had to be created. To create these geometries, SolidWorks and ADINA were used to
produce the surfaces and panel discretization. Figures 2-5 and 2-6 show discretiza-
tions of two conductive surfaces considered. After performing these discretizations
in ADINA, the nodal coordinates and panel node number information were exported
to a text file. A MATLAB script then converted the text file to another text file of
.qui format for the FastCap software to handle. Using FastModel, visual confirmation
concerning the conducting surfaces' relative positions was obtained. Figures 2-7 and
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2-8 show a couple of images from FastModel.
A "'*
D
NI
A
Figure 2-5: Disc created in ADINA as a face of a cylinder. This disc with a diameter
of 5 mm consists of 8776 triangular panels. The nodal coordinates and panel node
number information are exported to a text file. Only the meshed portion was used
with FastCap.
Figure 2-6: Segment of a sphere created in SolidWorks and exported to ADINA in
parasolid format. This 20 degree revolved portion consists of 25188 triangular panels.
The nodal coordinates and panel node information are exported to a text file. Only
the meshed portion was used with FastCap.
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Spherical Target
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Figure 2-7: FastModel depiction of a sphere and disc separated by a distance of
300 ptm. The spherical segment has 25188 panels, while the disc has 534.
Initially, we ran the simulation for the capacitance between just the active disc
and the spherical target. We found that the fringing effects on the edges of the disc
were significant enough to cause errors in the capacitance calculations. Figure 2-8
shows the spherical target with an annulus and active disc of matching dimensions
to the ADE Technologies 2805 capacitance sensors. By including the annulus about
the active disc, the fringing field effects were reduced on the active area and more
accurate results were obtained. The inclusion of the annulus also much better models
the effect of the guard ring surrounding the active area of the capacitance sensor.
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Spherical Target
--Annulus
Figure 2-8: FastModel depiction of a sphere, a disc, and an annulus. These surfaces
were used for FastCap capacitance calculations.
With FastCap modeling it was also possible to change the relative lateral position
of the circular disc to the sphere, which allowed for calculations involving the lateral
offset.
2.2.4 Katherine Lilienkamp's Numerical Methods
This subsection represents work done by Katherine Lilienkamp. I worked with her in
developing the problem, but the solution and thought processes represent her work. I
am very much indebted to her for numerically solving the problem of the capacitance
between the active area of an ADE Technologies 2805 sensor and a spherical target.
Some of the wording in this subsection is also adapted from her work. An article by
Lilienkamp, Mazzeo, Corbijn van Willenswaard, Thomassen, and Trumper describing
this work is in preparation, and we hope to have this available shortly [28].
Computational Numerical Method
To numerically calculate the capacitance between a sphere and a circular flat, Lilienkamp
initially developed a two-step numerical iteration method to satisfy Laplace's equation
in cylindrical coordinates:
V 24(r, z) = 0, (2.15)
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\Active Disc
where 4) is the voltage potential at a given point (r, z). In cylindrical coordinates,
(2.15) is given by
1 a 4 a2 D Ia2DV 2 1(r, z) = ( r + z2 + 2 2 = 0. (2.16)
To approximately satisfy (2.15) and (2.16) with her two-step method, Lilienkamp first
estimates the electric field at a point (r, z) between the sphere and a grounded plane
to be the voltage potential between the sphere and the grounded plane divided by
the length of a vertical line segment passing through the point (r, z) and going from
the grounded plane to the sphere. This first step in the two-step method is given by
Ez (r, z) ~ A , (2.17)6
where Ez is the electrical field at a point (r, z) in the vertical direction above the
grounded plane, AV is the potential of the sphere relative to the flat, and 6 is the
length of the vertical line segment going from the grounded plane to the spherical
target that passes through the point (r, z). After creating a mesh to satisfy (2.17),
Lilienkamp then improves the solution by attempting to satisfy V 2 D(r, z) = 0 in
the r-direction, which is equivalent to taking the divergence of (2.17) and setting
the portion with respect to r to zero. A more detailed explanation of this two-step
method is being prepared in [281.
After successfully approximating the electric field between the sphere and the
grounded plane, Lilienkamp uses Gauss's Law to evaluate the surface charge density
on a circular portion of the grounded plane using the electric field distribution at
z = 0. By integrating the surface charge density on this circular region, she calculates
the total charge on a given circular portion and thereby can calculate the capacitance.
Since the charge summation is implemented numerically, the region can be laterally
offset from the center of the sphere.
In compiling the numerical solutions via this two-step process for the capacitance
between a sphere and flat disc with lateral offset, Lilienkamp produced a set of nu-
merical results relating the lateral offset and minimum gap distance to the resulting
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capacitance. These numerical results are shown in Figure 2-9. She fit sets of fifth or-
der polynomials to the resulting data set. By using these fitted solutions, we are able
to quickly generate the capacitance given a minimum gap distance and a lateral offset.
This is helpful because we need to be able to perform quick capacitance calculations
in order to efficiently create the kinematic data sets presented in Section 3.1.
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Figure 2-9: A graphical representation of Lilienkamp's resulting capacitance relation-
ship between a sphere and a disc. The minimum gap distance g and the lateral offset
a are given in units of meters. The linear capacitance separation represents the equiv-
alent gap distance between two parallel discs with diameters of 5 mm and no fringing
effects. For these data the sphere had a radius of 0.01445 m, and the diameter of the
active portion of the disc for the capacitance sensor was 5 mm.
From the results in Figure 2-9, it is interesting to note that the capacitance sensor's
output is much more sensitive to changes in the minimum gap distance than the lateral
offset. Error analysis was not performed on the effects of excluding the lateral offset,
but for the relatively small changes in lateral offset that we had in our AFM, we
might have been able to ignore the lateral offsets. In accounting for the lateral offset
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in our system implementation, we dealt with additional complexity in our kinematics
and position calculations. Even if accounting for the lateral offset was not completely
necessary for our AFM, the principles and kinematics outlined might be applied to
other capacitance measurement systems with a spherical target.
Infinite Series Solution
Using the method of images shown in [33, 44, 17], Maxwell, Smythe, and Durand
published the expressions for the capacitance between two spheres as shown in Sec-
tion 2.2.1. Using the same method of images, Lilienkamp derived a solution for the
electric field and the capacitance between a sphere and a flat, circular disc (capac-
itance probe active area) of given radii. To calculate the capacitance between the
sphere and the disc with a fixed radius, she integrated the surface charge density over
the surface of the disc. The integral of the surface charge density over the surface
of the disc determined the charge on the disc. The capacitance between the sphere
and the circular disc is then the charge on the disc divided by the voltage potential
between these two bodies.
To illustrate the method of images used to calculate the capacitance, Figure 2-
10 shows the format for placing successive charges opposite each other to create
two spherical equipotential surfaces. Invisible field lines emanate from the positive
charges and terminate on the negative charges. The field lines are arranged in such
a way that they are perpendicular to the spherical equipotential surfaces and the
grounded infinite plane. The positive, spherical equipotential surface coincides with
the spherical target, while the other is a reflection of the spherical target through the
z = 0 plane.
The positive equipotential sphere in Figure 2-10 has a potential V relative to the
probe. Lilienkamp derived the equations set forth in (2.18) based on the solution
provided by Durand [17] to give the values for the distances of the point charges from
the circular flat or infinite plane, d, and d' , and the magnitudes of the charges, qn
and q'. The values for these parameters (dn, d', ql and q') are set so as to create
the two equipotential, spherical surfaces. Here, h is the summation of R and g. A
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more detailed derivation should be available in a future publication by Lilienkamp,
Mazzeo, Corbijn van Willenswaard, Thomassen, and Trumper [28].
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Figure 2-10: Side view depiction of the successive charge placement for the method
of images capacitance calculation for the capacitance between a sphere and a circular
disc with a corresponding infinite plane.
The potential (Dp) at a given point (r, z) due to a single point charge of charge Q
located at the origin of a cylindrical coordinate system is given by
-(r, z) = Q
47eOV/r2 + z2
(2.19)
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By using (2.19) and superposition of the charges and image charges offset from
the origin in (2.18), we obtain infinite series solutions for the potential and electric
fields in the free space around the sphere and probe. The expressions are given as
<b(r, z) = r " )+ r ", (2.20)
47rco =1\)2 + (dn - Z)2 r2 + (dn + Z)2
and since
E = -v<D, (2.21)
with E(r, z) = E,(r, z)r + Ez(r, z) ,
E, (r, z) = 0qn + -qnr ,(2.22)47EO 1: (2 + (dn - z) 2)3/ 2  (r 2 + (dn + Z)2)3/2
Ez (r, z = 0) = V2d .(2.23)47rE ) ((r2 + d2()2/2
The solution of interest is at z = 0. Along the grounded surface the electric field lines
must be perpendicular to the surface, so the electric field is only in the z-direction
along the ground plane. The expression in (2.23) for the z-direction can be used
to determine the charge density on a flat probe of radius rprobe via Gauss's Law.
Integrating the charge density over the surface and dividing by the voltage difference
between the top sphere and the grounded probe yields the capacitance of the system
as given by
-27C rbOe 00/d/
Cprobe - 0  P Ez(r, z = 0)rdr = qn 1 - " ) . (2.24)V r=O n1 \r\probe + d2
The capacitance calculated in (2.24) is the solution for the capacitance between a
sphere and a circular flat disc with no lateral offset. While this capacitance relation-
ship is useful for our application, it does not account for changes in capacitance due
to lateral movement of the sphere relative to the capacitance probe. To account for
the lateral offset, the expressions in (2.18) and (2.23) were used to determine the sur-
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face charge density on circular regions of the infinite plane. By numerically summing
the surface charge density over these different circular regions with a corresponding
lateral offset, it was possible to calculate the appropriate charge, and thus calculate
the capacitance. Lilienkamp used MATLAB to implement this numerical solution;
this algorithm is available in Appendix B.
Approximate Expressions
In addition to using the infinite series solution and an iterative numerical approxi-
mation, Lilienkamp developed a method for approximating the capacitance between
a capacitance sensor and a spherical target with symbolic expressions. She used the
same techniques described in Section 2.2.4 when she developed her computational,
numeric solution to derive the resulting formulas in this subsection. More detailed
descriptions to the following derivations are being prepared for [28].
Using (2.16) and by symmetry, noting the electric potential is constant in the
azimuthal coordinate, we have
r Ii - - (2.25)
r Or Or Oz2
To start the calculation, Liliekamp initially imposed the assumption that the electric
potential would vary linearly in z, i.e.:
02 4) - 0.(2.26)
Oz2
Following the same reasoning used to obtain (2.17), Lilienkamp derived the following
expression for GA:
(D~A =VZ (2.27)
= V Z (2.28)
g + R -VR-2- r2'
where 6 is the length of the vertical line segment going from the grounded plane
to the spherical target that passes through the point (r, z), g is the minimum gap
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distance, R is radius of the sphere, and V is the potential of the sphere relative to the
grounded plane. Figure 2-11 shows the resulting straight equipotential lines running
from left to right to satisfy the first condition given in (2.26). The electric field lines
run from the sphere to the grounded plane and appear everywhere perpendicular to
the equipotential lines. She then took the first estimate 1DA and adjusted (2.16) to
satisfy
_ 2 =_  r .4DA (2.29)
Z2 Or ar)
Using (2.29) with (2.28), Lilienkamp derived an expression for '9 . She integrated
twice and solved for the two constants to satisfy the following boundary conditions
for the potential distribution on the sphere and the grounded plane:
4BZ= 0) 0 (2.30)
(DB(z-g +R - VR2 -r 2 ) =V. (2.31)
Solving for appropriate constants and performing the necessary integration, Lilienkamp
derived (2.32), a potential distribution to approximately satisfy Laplace's equation
via the conditions in (2.26) and (2.29).
2r2 (R 2 - r 2 )-1 vR2 - r21
(B (+R- R22+- V+
g+R- R2-r2)2 Rgr 2  R- R2 -r2 2 R 2 -r 2 )6_1
1 3R2 - 2r2 -
I IIV - (2.32)
g+R-VR 2 -r 2  3R 2 -3r 2
1[k+R 2R 2 -r 2 ) V
3[( R2 -r2) (2R2 - 2r2
Using the estimated potential expression in (2.32), it was possible to derive an
expression for the surface charge density on the grounded plane. The surface charge
density distribution could be integrated over a particular area to calculate the total
charge on a circular flat disc and the corresponding capacitance. The estimated
surface charge density on the grounded plane from (2.32) is
1 (3R 2 -2r2  1 2R 2 _r 2  -
S[kg + 4R2- r2 3R2 - 3r2 3R2 - r2 2R2 - 2r2)1 (2.33)
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where r is the distance from the origin, R is the radius of the sphere, and g is the
minimum gap distance.
Equipotentials and E field lines for 4A(rz)
0.3k (g=.1 mm, R=15 mm, r probe=2.5 mm)
E 0.2
.0
L.)
N
0.1
0-
1.9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5
radius (mm)
Figure 2-11: Resulting equipotential and electric field lines between a portion of a
sphere and a grounded plane satisfying (2.26) and (2.28). This figure was created by
Lilienkamp.
Finally, Lilienkamp used (2.33) to derive an approximate solution for the capaci-
tance between a circular disc and a sphere with zero lateral offset. This approximate
solution is given by
3rrobe + 2g 2 + 6gR
Cr,,obe a27rEOR In 2g2 + 6gR (2.34)
In this section, we have described several methods for deriving the capacitance be-
tween a sphere and a circular disc. In all cases except for the one involving FastCap,
we ignore fringing field effects between the sphere and the edges of the circular disc.
With FastCap, it is necessary to model the capacitance between the spherical target
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and an active area with a surrounding shield. In the next section, we numerically
show the accuracy of the methods of this section.
2.3 Evaluation of Capacitance Calculations
In this section, we verify the agreement between some of the previously-presented
numerical approximations or solutions to the pertinent, posed capacitance 
problems.
2.3.1 Capacitance Evaluations for Two Spheres
To gain confidence in the validity of the relationships for the capacitance 
between
two spheres given in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3, some tests were performed 
to compare
the resulting capacitance solutions. For these tests, both spheres had 
a radius of 1
m. For the FastCap 2.0 solution, each sphere had 1224 panels. Figure 2-12 
shows the
FastModel depiction of these two spheres with their centers separated 
by a distance
of 3 m.
iAl N
V
it7
Figure 2-12: FastModel shows two spheres composed of 1224 elements 
each having a
radius of 1 m. Their centers are separated by a distance of 3 m in 
this case.
Comparisons regarding the accuracy of (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), and the FastCap solution
for the geometry in Figure 2-12, are presented in Figures 2-13 and 
2-14. The self
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capacitances, Cu and C22, are equivalent in this case with the two spheres of equal
radii of 1 m, and the FastCap data points agree reasonably with the Maxwell and
Smythe solutions for the capacitance between two spheres separated by a specified
distance. The mutual capacitances, C12 and C21, are also equivalent, and the FastCap
data points agree well with the Maxwell, Snow, and Smythe solutions.
The point of doing the comparisons in Figures 2-13 and 2-14 is not to show that
Maxwell correctly derived his equations for describing the capacitance between two
spheres, but to show the usefulness and accuracy of FastCap, which has also been
used correctly by many others. Its accuracy in this case would have improved with
an increasing number of panels. After we tested FastCap with this relatively simple
geometry, we began to trust its application to more difficult problems.
1.8 x 10-10
SC 1, FastCap 2.0 with 2 Spheres of 1224 Panels
C1 Smythe Solution with 1000 terms
1.7- C1, Maxwell Solution with 1000 terms
1.6-
LL
1.3-
1.2-
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Distance between Sphere Centers (m)
Figure 2-13: The evaluated values for the C1 components of the Maxwell capacitance
matrix. The FastCap results agree reasonably well with the infinite series solutions
derived by Maxwell and Smythe, but the Maxwell and Smythe solutions agree so well
with each other that it is not possible to distinguish them in this figure. Both spheres
have radii of 1 m.
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x 10-10
-0.2-* ** (4
I -0.4
C FastCap 2.0 with 2 Spheres of 1224 Panels
CL C12 Smythe Solution with 1000 terms
L)-0.6 C 1 Maxwell Solution with 1000 terms
C 12Snow Solution with 1000 terms
-0.8 -
-1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Distance between Sphere Centers (m)
Figure 2-14: The evaluated values for the C12 components of the Maxwell capacitance
matrix by Maxwell, Smythe, Snow, and FastCap computation. In this figure, it is
not possible to distinguish between the Smythe, Maxwell, and Snow solutions. Note
that C12 < 0 by convention.
2.3.2 Capacitance Evaluation between a Sphere and a Grounded
Infinite Plane
In Figures 2-13 and 2-14, we give values for C1 and C12 for two spheres using Smythe,
Maxwell, Snow, and FastCap solutions. In Section 2.2.2, we describe how the capac-
itance between two spheres is related to the capacitance between a sphere and an
infinite grounded plane. An expression for the capacitance between the sphere and
the plane using this relation is shown in (2.13). In addition to (2.13) for the capaci-
tance between a sphere and a plane, we have also included (2.5), which is an infinite
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series expression for the capacitance between a sphere and an infinite grounded plane
presented by Smythe.
To numerically verify our derivation of (2.13), we present Figure 2-15, which shows
(2.13) is equivalent to (2.5) using Smythe's solutions. In Figure 2-15, we also show
that the FastCap solution solution for the capacitance between a sphere and a plate
via the capacitance between two spheres is valid. The FastCap boundary integral
solution agrees with Smythe's infinite series-based solution.
x 101
Smythe 
-C12flat
Smythe C 11spheres~ 12spheres
FastCap C 11spheres- 12spheres
LL
0(_
CL(U
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Twice the Distance between the Sphere Center and Plane (m)
Figure 2-15: Comparison of the solutions to the capacitance between two spheres to
the capacitance between a sphere and an infinite plane. The expression in (2.13) was
used to compare the FastCap results in Figures 2-13 and 2-14 to Smythe's solutions
for the capacitance between a sphere and a plane as shown in Figure 2-4. These
results were accomplished using 1000 terms of Smythe's solutions.
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2.3.3 Capacitance Evaluation between a Sphere and a Flat
Circular Disc
We finally show a comparison between some FastCap results and Katherine Lilienkamp's
numerical results shown in Figure 2-9. For the FastCap modeling, we found it was
important to include an annulus about the active area (see Figure 2-8) to reduce the
errors due to fringing fields from the edges of the circular disc. This annulus is equiv-
alent to the aforementioned guard ring. Figure 2-16 shows the calculated capacitance
values using FastCap and Lilienkamp's numerical method with no lateral offset. This
figure shows three conducting bodies, which results in a 3X3 Maxwell capacitance
matrix. In this case, conductor 1 is the disc, conductor 2 is the sphere, and conductor
3 is the annulus. Since we are only interested in the capacitance between the sphere
and the disc, we use C12, which represents the capacitance between the circular disc
and the spherical target.
-0.5 X 10
0.1 0.2 0.3 O.4 0.5
Min Gap (m)
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
x 10-4
Figure 2-16: C12 for the annulus, sphere, and disc combination compared to
Lilienkamp's numerical results. The annulus consisted of 5382 panels, the disc had
19952 panels, and the spherical target had 12544 panels. There was zero lateral offset.
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The FastCap capacitance simulations were dependent on the number of panels and
the geometry being simulated. For Figure 2-16, the annulus consisted of 5382 panels,
the disc had 19952 panels, and the spherical target had 12544 panels. Generally
speaking, the more panels used in simulations the more accurate the results were.
Of course, the drawback of using more panels was the additional time required for
running the simulations. An evaluation of the accuracy of the results is shown in
Figure 2-17.
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Min Gap (m)
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
x 104
Figure 2-17: C12 interpolated error between Lilienkamp's results and the FastCap
results for the annulus, sphere, and disc combination. Earlier results in Figure 2-16
show the capacitance versus the minimum gap distance. This figure shows measure-
ment error in units of meters that we would expect to see if we were to use the
FastCap solution instead of Lilienkamp's solution. Lilienkamp's results were taken as
the absolute for this error analysis.
Using linear interpolation on Lilienkamp's results with the difference in capaci-
tance between the two numerical methods in Figure 2-16, we were able to approx-
imate the error in units of meters. There was a maximum error of approximately
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6 pm between these two models. The reasons for this error may have been different
assumptions about the spherical target and the circular flat. In Lilienkamp's model,
the circular flat was just a small portion of an essentially infinite plane, which meant
there were no fringing fields and the sphere's image charge was distributed over a
larger area than just the circular flat. With the FastCap model, the charge not on
the sphere was confined to the annulus and the circular disc. In the FastCap model,
slight fringing could also occur due to the gap between the annulus and the circular
flat.
Also, after much of the numerical analysis in FastCap had been completed, we re-
alized that we probably should have used a larger spherical target for the simulations.
The projected spherical target onto the annulus plane had a smaller diameter than
the outer diameter of the annulus. Having a spherical target that was too small could
also explain problems that we had with getting the FastCap solution to converge
properly with increases in the number of panels.
Another reason for disagreement between the FastCap and Lilienkamp models
could have also been the imperfect nature of the FastCap geometry. The FastCap
geometry consisted of sets of panels that formed the spherical, geometric objects. The
resulting FastCap spheres were close approximations with first order discontinuities.
With the differences between the FastCap and Lilienkamp models, it was difficult
to determine which more adequately modeled the capacitance between a capacitance
sensor and a spherical target. However, Lilienkamp's data set required less comput-
ing time for generation, was chronologically completed before we obtained reasonable
FastCap solutions, showed good fitting to the capacitance sensor calibration (Sec-
tion 2.4), and was ultimately used to obtain the accurate AFM scans presented in
this thesis.
2.4 Capacitance Sensor Calibration
After we developed the capacitance model, we needed to verify the model with the
capacitance sensors and actual testing. So, we designed a mechanical apparatus to
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perform the testing. In combination with the mechanical testing, we also had to
develop a method for fitting the test data to the capacitance model with appropriate
offsets. In this section, we present the mechanical design of our capacitance sensor
calibration apparatus and the necessary data fitting.
2.4.1 Mechanical Design
Our proposed and implemented designs for sensor calibration are shown in Figure 2-
18. To perform the sensor calibration, we wanted to have relative motion between the
capacitance sensor and the spherical target in one axis. We also wanted the relative
motion to be straight, smooth (minimal stick-slip), and normal to the face of the
capacitance sensor. We desired the axis of motion to be as close to the centerline of
the capacitance sensor as possible, in order to avoid coupling to rotation via Abbe
offset.
In order to have smooth, straight relative motion between the capacitance sensor
and the spherical target, we adapted a Moore Tool linear slide from a jig borer. (We
thank Moore Tool for donating this to our lab.) The carriage portion of the linear
slide was moved with a differential micrometer and ball coupling. On the other end
of the carriage, a compression spring was used to apply a restoring force. Thus, we
were able to provide fine, smooth, and straight relative motion.
In order to perform the sensor calibration, we had to also accurately measure
the relative movement between the capacitance probe and the spherical target. The
differential micrometer could have been used for some of these measurements, but
we wanted higher accuracy and faster measurement acquisition. To meet these re-
quirements, we used a Heidenhain MT 2571 length gauge with 0.05 ptm resolution.
Although the capacitance sensors had higher resolution (on the order of a nanome-
ter), the Heidenhain length gauge allowed us to verify Lilienkamp's numerical results
with reasonable assurance as is shown in Figures 2-20 and 2-21.
We gathered the data in essentially two fashions. One method involved turning
the micrometer until there was just a change in the encoder count on the Heidenhain
gauge. After the encoder count change, we then recorded the capacitance sensor
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output and recorded the corresponding Heidenhain length gauge (encoder) position.
We did this approximately 20 times until we had covered the range of the capacitance
sensor. This was the manual approach and data results are shown in Figure 2-20. The
other approach was to sweep the spherical target through the range of the capacitance
sensor and allow the dSPACE 1103 data acquisition board to collect data. This
sweeping approach is shown in Figure 2-21.
Moore Tool linear slide Spherical target
Capacitance sensor
Ball coupling
Heidenhain length gauge
Micrometer adjustment
Figure 2-18: The linear calibration stage with accompanying solid model depiction. A
differential micrometer provides the actuation and moves the spring-loaded carriage
within the linear slide.
Even though we did obtain results that agreed with Lilienkamp's model, we point
out one of the possible metrological flaws of this setup: Abbe offset error. Abbe
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offset error often occurs when the axis of measurement is not aligned with the axis of
motion being measured. In our case, to avoid complicating the design of the linear
calibration status, we decided that the spherical target support structure was stiff
enough, the linear slide was straight enough, and the length gauge travel was aligned
well enough with the linear slide's travel to not place the length gauge in line with the
centerline of the capacitance sensor. Lateral adjustment of the sphere relative to the
sensor was accomplished by loosening the screws holding the spherical target fixture,
moving the fixture to an approximate location, and then tightening the fixture screws.
The axial motion of the sphere relative to the capacitance sensor was controlled by
the differential micrometer in the setup. The capacitance sensor was fixed, while the
sphere moved relative to the sensor. Additionally, if the Heidenhain length gauge's
resolution had been equal to that of the capacitance sensors, it might have been more
necessary to eliminate the Abbe offset error of this system.
Spherical Target Capacitance Sensor
Figure 2-19: A close look at the assembled sensor calibration apparatus. A ball
coupling was used to interface the micrometer to the linear stage without over con-
straining the linear slide. The Heidenhain length gauge measurements were compared
to the capacitance sensor measurements.
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Figure 2-20: The calibration data was fitted to Lilienkamp's capacitance model using
her curve fitting techniques. Each data point was taken manually. The lateral offset
in this case was determined to be 494 [m. The standoff distance was determined to
be 94.2 Am for this probe.
2.4.2 Determining Sensor Constants
We have just explained the mechanical design for the linear calibration stage. This
subsection focuses on the data processing required to account for the fact that the
testing apparatus had no way of measuring the absolute minimum gap or the ab-
solute lateral offset. To compensate for the lack of absolute gap and lateral offset
information, curve fitting techniques were utilized to align the measured data with
the numerical results. The curve fitting techniques involved an iterative process to
minimize the standard deviation between Lilienkamp's theoretical model and the
collected test data for initial minimum gap distances and lateral offset values. We
should also note that we are again indebted to Katherine Lilienkamp for her work in
developing the curve fitting techniques.
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Figure 2-21: The calibration data was fitted to Lilienkamp's capacitance model using
her curve fitting techniques. The data points were taken in one sweep. The lateral
offset in this case was determined to be 100 um. The standoff distance was determined
to be 94.1 ptm for this probe. This figure was produced by Lilienkamp.
The capacitance sensors did not measure absolute position to a flat target, but
they did measure relative displacement. The standoff distance (the absolute distance
between the probe and a flat target with 0 V output) was approximately 100 Mm as
previously mentioned. However, this was an approximate value that we found to vary
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between sensors. Table 2.1 displays the sensor standoff distances that we obtained
through our testing and curve fitting techniques.
To obtain these sensor standoff distances we used an algorithm that varied both
an initial minimum gap offset and a constant lateral offset to find the combination
that led to the lowest standard deviation from the theoretical model results. The
sensor standoff distances were assumed to be intrinsic qualities of each capacitance
sensor, while the lateral offset for each test was due to how the spherical target
was fixed relative to the capacitance sensor. The sensor standoff distances or sensor
constants were extremely important for the accurate metrology in the kinematics
and real-time implementation of the AFM. Because the spherical target's interaction
with each capacitance sensor was non-linear, it was better to use absolute positions to
describe motion of a spherical target relative to a capacitance sensor. In other words, a
displacement of 1 pm would have different changes in capacitance if the minimum gap
distance was 10 pim or 40 pum. The sensor constants (standoffs) allowed capacitance
readings to be associated with absolute distances between the sphere and the sensor.
Table 2.1: Sensor standoff distances (sensor constants) determined for the six AFM
capacitance sensors.
In this chapter, we have outlined the numerical methods for determining the ca-
pacitance between a sphere and a circular flat. In addition to developing the numerical
methods shown in this chapter, we have verified their accuracy through hardware test-
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Sensor Number Sensor Standoff Distance (pm)
1 94.7
2 94.2
3 94.1
4 95.3
5 94.6
6 94.5
ing. We are grateful for Katherine Lilienkamp's contributions to making this work
possible.
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Chapter 3
AFM Design Modifications
In this chapter, we present various changes and improvements made to the prototype
AFM. We show the design modifications necessary to accommodate the new spherical
target for capacitive sensing. For this new form of capacitive sensing, it was necessary
to machine the spherical target and modify the kinematic calculations for accurate
metrology. In addition to metrological changes, we also present practical changes and
considerations concerning the AFM electronics.
3.1 Spherical Target Concept
The initial prototype AFM built by Andrew Stein [48] used a cone shaped target for
capacitive sensing. The target was attached to the bottom of a piezo tube with a
tuning fork and probe tip mounted in the target close to the intersection of the cen-
terlines of the capacitance sensors. The capacitance sensors were calibrated by the
manufacturer for use with a flat target. However, the lack of calibration of the capac-
itance sensors to the cone shaped target contributed to measurement errors. These
errors are compounded by rotation of the cone shaped target along with "lateral"
movement of the piezo tube. In this section, we present Stein's kinematic derivations
and then modify them to account for the new spherical target geometry.
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3.1.1 Andrew Stein Kinematics
The cone shaped target surrounded by a set of capacitance sensors is shown in Fig-
ure 3-1. In the original prototype, Stein used three sensors for surface scanning.
During a scan the relative changes in distance between the nth capacitance sensor
surface face and the cone shaped target face were given by 6,,. The capacitance sen-
sors' orientation relative to the Z-axis was given by the angle 0 = 54.7', and each
capacitance sensor was 1200 apart in the azimuthal coordinate from its two adjacent
capacitance sensors. When the second set of three capacitance sensors (sensors 4, 5,
and 6, not pictured in the figure) was added to the AFM, the sensors were spaced in
the same manner, with sensor 4 aligned with the positive X-axis [48].
TARGET ENDPIECE - AFM HEAD -
SIDE VIEW TOP VIEW
CAPACITANCE SENSOR
CONE-SHAPED TARGET SENSOR 2
Z
T Y
j4_ 6 SENSOR 3 1200
1 - - - -- 60
SMEASUREMENT AXIS
PROJECTION OF SENSOR 1
MEASUREMENT AXIS
Figure 3-1: Modified Figure 4-4 from Stein's thesis. The capacitance probes are
shown surrounding a cone shaped target [48].
Using the geometry shown in Figure 3-1, Stein developed a kinematic relationship
for the cone shaped target displacements and the gap distances between the sensor
faces and the conical target. The resulting system of equations is shown in (3.1)
((4.1) through (4.3) in [48]). The xc, y,, and z, variables represent displacements of
the conical target and the probe tip assuming pure translations. The 61, 5 2, and 63
variables are the changes in gap distances between the capacitance sensors' faces and
the cone shaped target.
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xc = -6 1 sin cos6 0 -- 62 sin cos6 0 +63sin 0
Yc = 61 sin 6 sin 60 -- 2 sin 6 sin 60' (3.1)
zc = -6 1 cos0 - 62 cosO - 63 cosO
Using (3.1), Stein developed a relationship between the displacements of the probe
tip (xc, yc, and zc) and the voltage outputs from the capacitance sensors (V, V2, and
V 3 ). This relationship is given by
xe-sincos6 0  
-sin6cos6 0  sin0 V
Yc = (5ptm/V) sin sin 60' - sin 6 sin 60' 0 V2  , (3.2)
ze -cosO - cos 0 - cos 6 V3
where 0 = 54.7' is the angle between the probes and the Z-axis.
To account for an observed angle of rotation between the horizontal components
of the piezo tube actuation and the orientation of the sensors, a rotation of 0.43'
about the vertical axis (Z-axis) was applied. The resulting transformation given in
Stein's thesis [48] as (4.6) is given in (3.3) below.
Xc -0.41132 -0.40519 0.81654 V
Yc (5pim/V) 0.70182 -0.71244 0 V2 (3.3)
zc -0.58161 -0.57294 -0.57729 V3
Stein's transformations and assumptions concerning the linearity of the capaci-
tance relationships were very effective for initial scans performed with the prototype
AFM. Using the above transformations, Stein obtained the line scan shown in Fig-
ure 3-2. The steps are clearly resolved and the general form is correct. However,
Stein states that the measured pitch and measured height were much larger than the
specified pitch of 3 ym and specified height of 104.5 nm of the Mikromasch TGZ02
silicon calibration grating.
There are many factors that could have contributed to the measurement errors,
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but we believe the greatest error sources were due to assumptions made in the linear
transformation model developed for the cone shaped target. First, the cone is not
a flat target surface for the capacitance sensors. Non-linearities and gain shifts due
to the cone shaped target were ignored in the initial prototype. Second, Stein's
kinematic model assumes that the rotation of the cone shaped surface relative to the
faces of the capacitance sensors has negligible effects on the measurements. With
10 ptm of "lateral" movement of the piezo tube, Stein shows in Section 3.1.2 of his
thesis [48] that tip rotation is on the order of 3 x 10-4 rad about the X- or Y-
axis. These angular rotations would affect not only the number of variables needed
for accurate kinematic equations of motion but also the actual capacitance sensors'
measurements. To overcome the measurement errors due to non-linear capacitance
relationships and angular rotations, we present the details of our spherical target
design in the remaining subsections of this section.
12 14 16 18
X (micron)
20 22 24 26
Figure 3-2: Line scan of a Mikromasch TGZ02 calibration grating with step height of
104.5 nm and pitch of 3.0 pm from Stein's data [48]. The measured step height and
pitch are too large by a factor of approximately 1.2.
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3.1.2 Kinematics for Spherical Target Design
In the new prototype design, the conical target is replaced with a spherical target as
shown in Figure 3-3. Using the spherical target instead of the cone has a couple of
advantages. First, the relative position between a cylindrical, flat-faced capacitance
sensor and a spherical target is completely described with two parameters: the min-
imum gap distance and the lateral offset. We described the capacitance between a
cylindrical, flat-faced capacitance sensor and a spherical target given the minimum
gap distance and the lateral offset in Chapter 2. Second, the surface location of a
sphere is unaffected by rotation about its center. If the probe tip is located at the
center of the spherical target, the probe tip position is unaffected by the rotation
of the spherical target during surface scanning. Said another way, by measuring the
sphere surface position, we can then determine the probe location independent of
rotational components of the sphere motion.
Figure 3-3: The conical target geometry overlaid on the spherical target. Radius of
the sphere is 0.569 in or 0.01445 m.
Assuming the spherical target is sufficiently accurate in shape and has negligible
surface roughness variations, the spherical target's center position is determined by
the minimum gap distances, the lateral offsets, and the capacitance relationships. To
understand the kinematics of the spherical target's center position, Figure 3-4 shows
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the basic layout of a capacitance sensor relative to the spherical target for the AFM.
AFM HEAD -
TOP VIEW Z
SENSOR 2
d
Y
SPHERICAL TARGET(I~ __ ______ _____NSOR
SENSOR 3 a 1200-' SE NSOR
PROJECTION OF SENSOR 1
MEASUREMENT AXIS
Figure 3-4: Diagram depicting a point P on the sphere a distance d from the capac-
itance sensor face and offset a distance a from the sensor centerline. Here, CP is
perpendicular to the sensor face. The left half was taken and modified from Figure
4-4 of Stein's thesis [48].
For this model we assume that all the capacitance sensors are aligned at an angle
0 relative to the Z-axis as shown in Figure 3-4. If we were able to measure the
exact angle of every sensor relative to the Z-axis we could adjust our model easily by
replacing 0 with 6. (the subscript n being assigned to the correspondingly numbered
capacitance sensor) for each sensor. We also assume that the sensors are evenly spaced
in the azimuth coordinate and that all the centerlines of the capacitance sensors pass
through the origin of the measurement axes. For these evenly spaced sensors, we
define a, as the angle between an individual capacitance sensor and the X-axis in
the azimuth coordinate. We also define the probe tip position (center position of the
spherical target) to be at the origin of the measurement axes when the lateral offset
for each capacitance sensor has zero lateral offset (a, = 0). Even though the lateral
offsets are zero at the origin of the measurement axes, each capacitance sensor may
have a different minimum gap distance, d,. We spend the rest of this subsection
describing the rather dry but important steps of the kinematic model created for the
AFM with a spherical target.
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The point P is the point on the spherical target surface closest to the face of the
capacitance sensor. That is, P is the point on the sphere intersected by the radius
of the sphere, which is perpendicular to the face of the sensor. The X, Z coordinate
axes are fixed in the machine base frame, while point C (the probe tip with position
coordinates (Xc,Yc,Zc)) moves relative to X, Y, Z. The Y-axis points into the page.
The sensors are fixed with their centerline intersection at the origin of the coordinate
system X, Y, Z and with the sensor centerlines mutually perpendicular. According
to the sensor numbering system used in Section 3.1.1 and the coordinates used with
the cone shaped target described in Figure 3-1, the sensor shown in Figure 3-4 is
capacitance sensor number 4. Each point Pa's absolute position is given by
Xpn = R sin 0 cos a. + xc
Ypn = R sin 0 sin an + ye (3.4)
z =n  RcosO+ze,
where 0 =
coordinates
in Table 3.1
54.740, R is the radius of the sphere, and xpn, YPn, and zpn are the
of point P, associated with the nth sensor. The values for OZn are given
Table 3.1: Values of an for the six AFM ca pacitance sensors.
For the given sensor arrangement, Qn is the center point on the face of each sensor.
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Sensor Number a
1 -600
2 600
3 1800
4 00
5 1200
6 -1200
These points are fixed during AFM scanning. However, this absolute position can
vary tremendously depending on how each sensor is placed in the housing during
assembly. Each point Qn's absolute position is given by
xqn = Dnsin 6 cos a
Yqn = Dnsin 0 sin a (3.5)
Zqn = Dn cos 0,
where Dn is the distance of the point Qn from the intersection of the centerlines of
the three capacitive sensors, and xqn, Yqn, and Zqn are the coordinates of point Qn.
The term Dn may also be viewed as the summation of the radius of the sphere, R,
and the gap offset, gapn. The gap offset is the minimum gap distance between the
sphere and a sensor when the probe tip is at the origin of coordinates X, Y, Z.
Given two points on a line (x1 and x 2 ) with a point x0 off the line, the shortest
distance between the point and the line is given as
a = |(2 -X-X1) x (x1 - xo), (3.6)
jx2 - X1(
where a is the shortest distance between the point and the line [53]. Relating (3.6)
to Figure 3-4, (3.4), and (3.5), we have
a (XpnYqn - Ypnxqn) 2 + (ypzqn -z ypnYqn) 2 + (Zpnxqn - xpnzqn)2  (3.7)
where an is the lateral offset for each sensor.
To calculate the shortest distance between the sensor face and the point Pn, we
consider the sensor face to be part of the plane given by
XqnX + YqnY + ZqnZ - (x2 2+ + zq2) = 0. (3.8)
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The distance between the center of the sphere and the sensor face is given by
n XqnXc + YqnYc + ZqnZc - (Xqn + y + zn (39)
X2 n + Y 2 + z2Ve ( 3 .9)q
Given the geometry in Figure 3-4, it follows that dn is equal to the difference between
d, and R as shown in
dc = den- R (3.10)
We utilize a,, the lateral offset, and da, the minimum gap distance, to calculate the
voltage output at each capacitance sensor, V, as a function of motion of the sphere.
To calculate the voltage outputs we use interpolation on Lilienkamp's results shown
in Figure 2-9. The details of this kinematic interpolation procedure are shown in the
next subsection.
3.1.3 Parametric Representation for Kinematic Interpolation
One way to describe the probe tip motion is through a parametric representation.
In Figure 3-5, the motion of the probe tip goes from xc = -10 pm to +10 pm,
Yc = -10 prm to +10 pm, and zc = -1 pm to +1 pm. The motion is described by a
set of 21 points; each data point has an associated set of coordinate values (Xe, Yc, zc).
Using the previously defined relationships resulting in (3.6) and (3.10) with speci-
fied gap offsets, gapn, of 40 pm for each sensor, values for a, and d, may be calculated
for each capacitance sensor. To continue the parametric representation shown in Fig-
ure 3-5, the values for a1 and di are shown in Figure 3-6.
Using the results of Lilienkamp's numerical methods as shown in Figure 2-9, it is
then possible to continue using the parametric representation to show the capacitance
sensor outputs for each of the points along the straight-line trajectory in Figure 3-6.
Figure 3-7 shows the outputs of the capacitance sensors. The units are meters, which
represent the equivalent gap distance between two parallel discs with diameters of
5 mm and no fringing effects. This is how Lilienkamp chose to represent the output
of her capacitance calculations to attach a more physical metric to the results. The
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capacitance between two parallel discs of 5 mm is approximately the capacitance
measured by the ADE Technologies 2805 capacitance sensor to a flat. The ADE
Technologies capacitance sensor's active area with a diameter of 5 mm is surrounded
by a guard to eliminate fringing effects, and the charge is only measured on the active
area [4, 3].
Figure 3-7 in conjunction with Figure 3-5 could be used to identify intermediate
points along this line of travel using interpolation. For example, if the following sensor
readings were obtained for parametrization given in Figure 3-7: V = 112.1 pm,
V2 = 124 /tm, and V3 = 107.6 jim, an approximate interpolation would yield a
position halfway between points 4 and 5. The midpoint between points 4 and 5 is
Xc = -6.5 jim, yc = -6.5 jm, and z, = -0.65 jim.
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Figure 3-5: A parametric representation of a line of probe tip travel from one corner
of a rectangular prism to the diagonally opposite corner.
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Figure 3-7: The voltage outputs are given in units of meters via the capacitance
sensor scale factor of 0.2 V/pm with respect to a flat target. The outputs represent
the equivalent gap distance between two parallel discs with diameters of 5 mm.
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We are interested in a domain of points not confined to a single line, so the
parametric representation can be expanded to include a box of points as shown in
Figure 3-8. Each line intersection on the grid represents a point of the parametric
representation. The x, and yc domains are from -22 pm to +22 pm, and the z,
domain is from -5 um to +5 tm. The color map on the right shows the corresponding
voltage output from capacitance sensor 1, V1, in units of meters.
As mentioned previously, the AFM implementation requires a calculation of the
probe tip position by inversion from the given sets of capacitance sensor voltage out-
puts. In order to obtain probe tip positions for given sensor readings, the parametric
representation is rearranged by plotting V1, V2, and V3 against the probe tip coordi-
nates x,, yc, and z,. Figure 3-9 shows this representation. The data were compiled
using the sensor constants from Table 2.1 and relatively large gap offsets (gap,). The
gap offsets are the minimum gap distances between the spherical surface and the ca-
pacitance sensors when the sphere is at the origin of the measurement axes. The gap
offset for sensor 1 was 46.9 pm, 47.4 pm for sensor 2, 46.6 pm for sensor 3, 49.6 pm
for sensor 4, 49.4 pm for sensor 5, and 46.0 pm for sensor 6.
To estimate these gap offsets, we used algorithms to guess the gap offsets from
voltage output data with the spherical target at rest (no voltage applied to the piezo
tube). Different error minimization routines compared guessed positions of the spher-
ical target relative to sensors 1, 2, and 3 to guessed positions of the spherical target
relative to sensors 4, 5, and 6 to minimize the difference between the absolute coordi-
nate positions of the sphere's center according to sensors 1, 2, and 3 and the absolute
coordinate positions of the sphere's center according to sensors 4, 5, and 6. These
minimization routines concluded that the spherical target in its initial, resting posi-
tion had lateral offsets (a,) between the spherical target and the capacitance sensors
close to zero. In other words, the centerlines of the sensors were running through the
center of the sphere with the spherical target in its resting position. This conclusion
was not completely accurate, but there was not enough time (both computationally
and research-allotted) to create a more robust minimization routine for calculating
the initial minimum gap distances and their corresponding initial lateral offsets.
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Figure 3-8: Parametric representation of a box of points. V was calculated using
the appropriate sensor constant for sensor 1 as shown in Table 2.1. The estimated
gap offsets for the spherical target at the measurement axes' origin used for the V
calculation are from an AFM experiment conducted on November 18, 2004.
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Figure 3-9: Parametric representation of V1, V2 , and V3 in units of meters with a color
map of x,. The estimated gap offsets for the spherical target at the measurement
axes' origin used for the x, calculation are from an AFM experiment conducted on
November 18, 2004.
Additionally, with the capacitance sensors backed off from the spherical target
with minimum gap distances of approximately 45 Mm, the sensitivity to error with
changes in the minimum gap distance was significantly reduced. For larger minimum
gap distances, the capacitance outputs shown in Figure 2-9 behaved in a more linear
fashion. For relatively large minimum gap distances, the exactness of the minimum
gap distance was not as critical for calculating changes in position.
Similar figures to Figure 3-9 were produced for y, and z,. Figures 3-10 and 3-
11 show these other two probe tip coordinates related to capacitance sensor voltage
outputs. Using these data sets we determined probe tip positions for the AFM via
interpolation.
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Figure 3-10: Parametric representations of V1, V2, and V3 with a color map for yc.
The estimated gap offsets for the spherical target at the measurement axes' origin
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Figure 3-11: Parametric representations of V1, V2, and V3 with a color map for z,.
The estimated gap offsets for the spherical target at the measurement axes' origin
used for the z, calculation are from an AFM experiment conducted on November 18,
2004.
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With the sensors backed off the spherical target at relatively large distances, the
data sets in Figures 3-9, 3-10, and 3-11 consist of slightly curved surfaces. There
would be more curvature (more non-linear behavior) for values of d" closer to zero.
Relatively large gap offsets were used for this project to avoid additional complications
with increased non-linear behavior, but a better signal-to-noise ratio might have been
attained by taking advantage of the increased sensitivity with smaller gap offsets.
The interpolation for calculating intermediate probe tip positions with the infor-
mation presented in Figures 3-9, 3-10, and 3-11 was executed using the MATLAB
griddatan function [30] with the 'linear' option. For more information concerning
the algorithms used by MathWorks within the griddatan function, see [11, 42]. Both
sources involve mathematics that are beyond the scope of this thesis, but free software
is available at the website for [42]. On a practical note, the griddatan function in
MATLAB 6.5.1.199709 Release 13 (Service Pack 1) would not converge for data sets
with values on the order of 10'. It was necessary to scale all the values to an order
of 100 to achieve convergence. The results in figures where griddatan was utilized
have been scaled back to their appropriate values.
Figures 3-9, 3-10, and 3-11 consist of 103275 points. With an Intel Pentium IV 2.8
GHz processor running Windows XP, MATLAB required approximately 20 minutes
to generate the above data sets. If changes were made to the capacitance sensors'
positions relative to the spherical target, the data generation was executed. The
time required to generate the data sets was not as critical as the time required to
obtain coordinate values from the data sets via interpolation. The time required
for griddatan interpolation on the data from the capacitance sensors' outputs to
obtain one coordinate value was on the order of 40 seconds. This 40 second time
period fortunately did not scale linearly with additional points, but the time required
for interpolation using griddatan was too high, considering the desired run-time
frequency for the PC-based dSPACE digital controller was 10 kHz. In Chapter 4, we
explain how we overcame the slow interpolation speed of griddatan.
To ensure ourselves that the AFM accuracy would not be hindered by the inac-
curacy of the kinematics and data generation schemes, we tested the precision of just
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the numerics. To verify the precision of the interpolation scheme used by griddatan,
we performed two tests. The first test consisted of running the capacitance voltage
outputs from the data generation back through the griddatan function. In theory,
there should be no difference between the position coordinates generated in Figure 3-8
and the results of the griddatan function. Figure 3-12 shows the error (- 10-18 [ti)
to be extremely small and insignificant for this case.
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Figure 3-12: The error between the initially created position coordinates and the
resulting position values when identical capacitance sensor output values were used
by the griddatan interpolation. The horizontal axis is the point number from the
parametric representation, and there are 103275 points.
The second test entailed creating a second set of probe tip positions offset from the
first set by half the interval distances in the three orthogonal coordinate directions.
Figure 3-13 depicts these test points with x's. Corresponding capacitance sensor out-
puts were calculated for these inner points, and then the capacitance sensor outputs
were fed into the griddatan interpolation function to approximate the position co-
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ordinates. The differences between the newly interpolated positions and the original
positions are shown in Figure 3-14. The magnitude of the distance between the newly
interpolated positions and the original positions is shown in Figure 3-15. The magni-
tude of the error was on the order of 10-3 nm. This error due to numerical methods
is negligible in comparison to the error of the complete AFM.
The griddatan interpolation method worked well for post-processing position
values for sets of capacitance sensors' outputs, but it was not possible to implement
lateral control without real-time interpolation. As mentioned previously, Chapter 4
addresses real-time interpolation of the probe tip positions.
In this section, we have reviewed the uniting of the capacitance model with the
appropriate kinematics and numerical techniques for displacement measurements of
the probe tip. The probe tip positions were calculated by inverting the results of
the capacitance sensor voltage outputs created from simulated probe tip positions.
While developing the numerical methods necessary for probe tip displacement mea-
surements, we also made the mechanical modifications necessary for implementation
of these numerical techniques. In the next section, we detail the hardware improve-
ments of the prototype AFM.
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Figure 3-13: The x's on the corners of the inner box represent the test points used in
the second test of precision.
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3.2 Hardware Modifications and Improvements
In this section, we present the assembly work completed to implement the AFM design
modifications. Most of the AFM design modifications concerned tip mounting and
surface tracking detection modes. We pioneered a new form of tip mounting, which
we plan to present in a technical note by Mazzeo and Trumper to the American
Society for Precision Engineering [35]. This new form of tip mounting was applied
to shear and tapping surface tracking detection modes. Before describing the tip
mounting innovations, we will first look at the machined spherical target to which
the tip assemblies were attached.
3.2.1 Spherical Target Machining
As shown in Figure 3-3, the spherical target's volume fit within the volume of the
cone shaped target. Initially, we thought we would obtain precise spheres and use
wire EDM to cut them for the AFM application, but we decided that turning the
cone shaped targets into spheres would be sufficient for the prototype AFM. Figure
3-16 shows a resulting spherical target cut on a CNC lathe. More accurate, future
targets might best be cut on a diamond turning machine.
Figure 3-16: Machined spherical target sitting on its partially turned fixture.
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3.2.2 Tip Mounting
Many people have successfully mounted AFM probes to quartz tuning forks. In 1988
Wolfgang Pohl filed a United States patent on the use of a quartz tuning fork with
a pointed tip [38]. Figure 3-17 is a block diagram from Pohl's patent depicting a
pointed tip mounted to a piezoelectric crystal. The crystal is actuated through an
XYZ drive, which is similar to the piezo tube used in the experiments of this thesis.
In reality, Pohl's block diagram is very similar to the surface tracking scheme we used.
A few years later Karrai filed a US patent outlining more specific details about
the application of a quartz tuning fork. A quartz tuning fork may be used with an
optical fiber as shown in Figure 3-18. Based on the drawing the optical fiber appears
to be glued to one of the small sides of the tuning fork for shear mode detection [27].
The patents from Karrai and Pohl contain descriptions of how a piezoelectric
crystal and probe tip are utilized in atomic force or scanning microscopy. However,
instructions for mounting the tip to the piezoelectric device are not included. In fact,
very little was found about mounting optical fibers to a tine of a tuning fork. While
there is more than one way to mount an optical fiber to a tine of a tuning fork, we
describe some of the techniques used for both the shear and tapping modes in the
following subsections.
In addition to the patents from Karrai and Pohl, many others have mounted tips
to tuning forks. Figure 3-19 shows some examples taken from [6, 19, 41, 37].
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Figure 3-17: Figure from Pohl's US patent 4,851,671. A pointed tip is mounted to a
piezoelectric crystal as part of a scanning microscope system [38].
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Figure 3-19: Different examples of optical fibers mounted to tuning forks. Photo
(a) shows an optical fiber from UNC-Charlotte mounted to a ECS-3X8 fork with
an original resonance close to 32.768 kHz fork. This work was done by the author
without a refined process. Photo (b) is from [6]. Photo (c) is from [41, 37]. Photo
(d) is from [19].
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3.2.3 Initial Tip Mounting for Shear Mode Detection
For tip mounting in shear or tapping mode, the critical component is the optical fiber
with a very narrow tip. Marcin Bauza and Dr. Chunhai Wang under the direction of
Professor Robert Hocken at UNC-Charlotte provided the tips for the prototype AFM
in the MIT Precision Motion Control Lab. The tips produced by Dr. Wang had a
fiber base diameter of approximately 200 pm with a tapered tip. The fibers produced
by Bauza had an end radius on the order of 1 pm as estimated by comparisons to
similar probe tips measured with optical microscopy, and the fiber base diameter was
approximately 50 tam. The tips from UNC-Charlotte were produced using a heating-
and-pulling process with a Sutter Instrument P-2000 laser based micropipette puller.
Tips produced from this heating-and-pulling machine are shown in Figure 3-21.
Figure 3-20: The Sutter Instrument P-2000 laser based micropipette puller was used
at UNC-Charlotte [2].
Tip mounting was key to the experimental realization of our research. We suc-
cessfully mounted one of Dr. Wang's probes created at UNC-Charlotte on our first
try. We cut the end of the probe tip off of the optical fiber with a pair of scissors and
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placed it on a piece of double-sided tape on the assembly stage shown in Figure 3-22.
We then used a translation stage to align the tuning fork with the fiber, place a drop
of glue on the fork, and bind the fiber to one of the fork tines.
Figure 3-21: Optical fiber tips produced by Bauza of UNC-Charlotte. The tips are
very thin and have a long taper.
Figure 3-22: Stereo microscope with two translation stages for target with corre-
sponding micrometers, a rotational stage, and a translation stage for the probe tip.
Figure 3-23 shows one of the first probe tip-tuning fork assemblies produced in
July, 2005. The electrodes of the quartz tuning fork are visible, along with the optical
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fiber probe tip. The tip was attached to the optical fiber with cyanoacrylate glue
(superglue), and the photo shows that less glue should probably have been applied.
The photo also reveals the tapered nature of the probe tip.
Figure 3-23: One of the first fork-tip assemblies we produced for shear mode detection.
The optical fiber is one of the thicker, blunter tips produced by Dr. Wang. The image
was taken on July 15, 2004.
Mounting the first tip seemed straightforward, but as we started mounting more
tips, we began to realize that we were remarkably lucky on our first try. In fact, we
began to deplete our stockpile of Dr. Wang's probe tips by unfortunate processing
mishaps and were very fortunate to have Bauza of UNC-Charlotte supply us with
more probe tips (smaller, thinner, and more fragile). Some of these mishaps included
cutting the probe tip short only to have the end shoot off into some unknown place,
not successfully removing the probe tip from the double sided tape when attaching
the tip to the fork tine, and having problems with transporting the very small probe
tips with tweezers. To avoid breaking more tips, we developed the processes outlined
below.
3.2.4 Improved Tip Mounting for Shear Mode Detection
In our new mounting procedure, a tip was placed on the adhesive portion of a Post-
it@ note as shown in Figure 3-24. Post-it Notes 654 (76.2 mm x 76.2 mm) worked
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well. Using darker colored paper notes also sometimes allowed better visibility of the
optical fiber under a lamp. A pen was used to mark the general area near the tip of
the probe. Using a sharp, clean razor blade, the probe tip was separated from the
majority of the fiber. The probe to be attached to the fork was no more than a few
millimeters in length. It was important to make sure the fiber portion of interest was
in contact with the sticky note prior to slicing. Slicing the optical fiber on the Post-it
adhesive surface kept the optical fiber from shooting off to unknown locations.
Figure 3-24: Optical fiber tip resting on a Post-it note. Image taken with the Intel
Play QX3+ with a magnification of 60X.
After the tip was cut off, the tip was viewed under a microscope near the marked
spot on the sticky portion of the Post-it. Some of the tips were so small that they
could barely be seen by the naked eye. Using a light source from different angles
often helped in spotting the glint or shine of the fiber. In the MIT Precision Motion
Control Lab, a stereo microscope with a magnification of 20X or 40X was used for
manipulation, while other microscopes were used for taking pictures.
The tuning fork was mounted to the translation stage, and the Post-it note with
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the attached probe was taped down to a manipulation stage. One of the advantages
of using the Post-it was that the tip remained stuck to the paper, while the paper
was cut or rotated to orient the tip parallel to a tuning fork tine. In Figure 3-25, the
tuning fork was held loosely (i.e. not glued and free to slide) in a horizontal position
by the spherical target. Using the microscope, the tuning fork was positioned directly
over the optical fiber by the lateral translation stages. A drop of superglue (Loctite®
401) was placed on the fork with a needle or some other relatively small applicator.
Next, the fiber was brought up to meet the fork with the vertical translation stage.
After at least 10 minutes (time would vary with different glues), the Post-it was
brought down slowly. The probe tip remained attached to the fork and separated
from the Post-it. The glue bonded the fork and tip with greater strength than the
Post-it glue bonded the paper to probe, so proper separation of the probe from the
paper occurred. Figures 3-26 and 3-27 show a completed tip mount that performed
AFM scans.
Figure 3-25: Fork, Post-it note, spherical target, and portion of assembly stage are
shown in the shear mode tip mounting process. The optical fiber probe is too small
to be seen in this image.
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Figure 3-26: Tuning fork with tip used on February 18, 2005 with our prototype AFM
to obtain accurate images.
Figure 3-27: Another view of the tip in Figure 3-26.
3.2.5 Tip Mounting for Tapping Mode Detection
To mount the tip on the fork for tapping mode, the same steps outlined in Section 3.2.4
were followed, but there was a difference in the orientation of the probe tip relative
to the fork. Two methods were used to change the relative orientation of the probe
tip to the fork.
The first method involved changing the orientation of the fork relative to the tip.
Figure 3-28 shows the the fork perpendicular to the orientation shown in Figure 3-25.
In order to orient the fiber more precisely, the microscope was used in conjunction
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with the translation stages. A drop of glue was added to the short, horizontal side
of the fork closest to the probe. Care was taken to make sure the superglue did not
bind the two tines of the tuning fork together. If superglue did get between the two
tines, Loctite X-NMS Cleanup Solvent was used to remove the glue. After the drop
of glue was placed on the tuning fork, the probe tip was brought up to the fork for
bonding.
Figure 3-28: Fork attached to a different holder, which was glued to a spherical target
for tapping mode scanning. A relatively large metal tip is shown glued to the tuning
fork. The metal probe was pulled off the Post-it note.
The second method required changing the orientation of the tip relative to the
fork. Instead of taping the Post-it note with the probe tip to the manipulation stage,
the Post-it note was taped to a block. The block was free to slide in two directions
on the manipulation stage, and the Post-it was oriented in a vertical direction.
The microscope was again utilized to align the probe with the fork. Once the fork
and optical fiber were properly aligned, a drop of superglue was applied to one of the
tines of the fork. The fork was then moved to make contact with the optical fiber.
After the glue set for at least 10 minutes, the fork was backed off from the block,
and the optical fiber remained attached to the fork. One of the resulting fork-tip
assemblies is shown in Figure 3-29.
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Figure 3-29: This tapping mode fork with attached optical fiber tip was produced
using the block-Post-it method.
The mating process of the fork to the fiber was accomplished using a set of trans-
lation stages, along with a rotation stage. However, it would probably be possible
to glue the optical fiber to the fork with only one translation stage, which would be
used to bring the fork in contact with the fiber. Using a block on a flat surface with
a steady hand would be adequate for the horizontal positioning.
3.2.6 Tapping Mode Assembly
Once a probe tip was mounted on a quartz tuning fork in the proper orientation
for tapping mode detection, we then tried a couple of configurations for executing
scans in the tapping mode. First, we attempted to place the fork-tip assembly in a
fixture to glue it to the bottom of the spherical target as shown in Figure 3-30. We
were successful in completing this assembly, but we were never able to successfully
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scan a sample surface in this mode. It was while the microscope was in this coupled
form (the tuning fork movement coupled with the piezo tube actuation), that we
realized there was noise on the lock-in amplifier's measurement of the tuning fork
current signal. After much debugging we realized that the high voltage amplifier was
unstable and oscillating, and thus was causing the piezo tube to oscillate. Due to
the quartz tuning fork's piezoelectric nature, the piezo tube's undesired oscillation
affected the measured tuning fork current.
Figure 3-30: Tuning fork-tip assembly glued to a fixture attached to the spherical
target.
After stabilizing the high voltage amplifier as described in Section 3.3, we were
able to successfully image the TGZ01 calibration grating in the tapping mode with the
tuning fork decoupled from the piezo tube. This decoupled configuration is shown in
Figure 3-31. The tuning fork-tip assembly was fixed, while the surface being scanned
was attached to the piezo tube. Having the AFM in this orientation introduced
additional measurement errors with the tilting of the surface being scanned, but the
results in Section 5.2 show that the errors are no greater than the curvature errors
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already present in the shear mode results.
Figure 3-31: Photo of AFM in tapping mode with fork decoupled from piezo tube.
All the tapping mode results were obtained with the AFM in the decoupled tap-
ping mode. With time running short we did not put the microscope back in the cou-
pled tapping mode to test its relative performance to the decoupled tapping mode.
Instead, we returned to testing the microscope in the shear mode with the tuning
fork embedded in the spherical target. With the high voltage amplifier stabilized, the
AFM would have been able to perform scans in the coupled tapping mode.
3.2.7 Tip Centering
In our originally proposed spherical target concept, we wanted to place the probe tip
at the theoretical center of the spherical target to eliminate errors due to rotation of
the spherical target. In reality, we have only been able to center the probe tips by
eye relative to the spherical target.
Even though we have not implemented exact probe tip centering, we developed
a paper design for a centering fixture, which is shown in Figure 3-32. The quartz
tuning fork and attached probe are glued to the centering piece. The bolts go through
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oversized holes in the centering piece and into threaded holes in the spherical target.
The springs and washers provide a downward clamping force on the centering piece.
The set screws go through threaded holes in the centering piece with their ball ends
sitting on the modified spherical target.
Tuning Fork
Springs
Probe Tip
Bolts and
Washers
Set Screws
Centering Piece
Modified Spherical Target
Figure 3-32: Probe tip centering device and modified spherical target.
Fine adjustments could be made in six degrees of freedom by loosening or tight-
ening the set screws or tapping the centering piece itself. If we wanted to displace
the probe tip normal to the modified target's non-curved surfaces, we would loosen or
tighten all three set screws by the same amount. If we wanted to rotate the centering
piece about the axis going through the probe, we would twist the centering piece. If
we wanted pure lateral movements tangent to the non-curved surfaces of the modified
spherical target, we would shove the centering piece in either direction. If we needed
rotation about the two remaining axes of rotation, we would adjust one or two of the
set screws while leaving the other(s) fixed.
We have a proposed design for a tip centering device, but this device would be
useless without a centering procedure. To center the probe tip relative to the spherical
target, we could place the tip centering device and integrated spherical target on a
precision spindle as shown schematically in Figure 3-33. We would first center the
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spherical target to the spindle using a dial indicator. Then, we would center the
probe tip laterally by adjusting the set screws and the position of the centering piece,
until no movement of the probe tip would be noticeable with a rotating spindle.
This lateral monitoring of the probe tip would be accomplished by fixing an optical
microscope above the spindle. Next, we would place gauge blocks on either side of the
tip centering device with a long flat block going across them. The quartz tuning fork
would be driven by a signal generator, and the fork current would be monitored by
the lock-in amplifier. We would take advantage of the probe tip as a sensor and adjust
the probe tip's height by the right amount to interact with the calibration surface
(the measured tuning fork current decreases with probe tip-surface interaction). The
height adjustment would be accomplished by loosening and tightening the screws close
to the same amount. After satisfying the height requirement, the spindle would then
be rotated again to check the lateral centering. This process would be repeated as
many times as necessary to both satisfy the lateral centering and height requirements.
Due to time limitations this procedure was not implemented experimentally.
Figure 3-33: Spherical target with probe tip centering device mounted on a PI spindle.
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3.3 AFM Electronics
This section briefly describes some of the electronic issues (wiring configurations and
fixing an unstable amplifier) overcome, along with the tuning fork sensor circuit.
With respect to the tuning fork sensor circuit, no changes needed to be made. The
tuning fork sensor circuit design we used was identical to the one used by Stein in his
final design.
3.3.1 Wiring
One of the major challenges of modifying the microscope to work in the tapping mode
is the wiring to the leads of the fork. Initially, small lengths of thin cable were used
for their mechanically compliant nature as shown in Figure 3-34 (a). However, the
resonance of the tuning fork sensor was affected by changes in the distance between
these flexible wires. To eliminate this variability or noise, the wires were shielded as
close as possible to the fork. Using stiffer, shielded cables eliminated the variability
of the resonance of the tuning fork sensor circuit. The cable shields are joined at the
tuning fork.
b
C
Figure 3-34: Three wire connections to the tuning fork are shown. Samples (a) and
(b) show thin, flexible wires. Sample (b) shows an attempt to shield the wires with
aluminum foil. Sample (c) shows two shielded cables running to the leads of the
tuning fork.
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In addition to noise and stray capacitance from unshielded wires near the fork,
other unshielded sections of the cables carrying the fork current were also negatively
affected by the surrounding electronic instruments. Xiadong Lu suggested wrapping
aluminum foil around exposed areas, which eliminated a lot of the noise affecting
the tuning fork signals. We also wrapped aluminum foil around the exposed passive
elements (resistors) shown in Section 3.3.2 to be extra cautious.
3.3.2 Tuning Fork Circuit
Figure 3-35 shows the tuning fork circuit used for both tapping and shear mode
surface tracking. This figure is very similar to Figure 2-11 in Stein's thesis [48] and
represents the circuit Stein used during his AFM scans.
-----------------
SYNC OUT' SYNC IN
Signal VfGenerator 500 10kO
F- - IN
510 Lock-in
Amplifier
GND
Figure 3-35: Tuning fork circuit with a voltage source and lock-in amplifier.
An HP waveform generator was used to drive the tuning fork with a sinusoidal
signal at approximately 32 kHz (each fork-probe tip assembly resonant frequency
varied). The smallest specified voltage output from the signal generator was 50 mVpp,
so we used a voltage divider to attenuate the driving voltage and limit the amplitude
of the tuning fork excitation. The expression for the attenuated voltage at the fork
leads is given by (3.11).
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51Q
Vf = -VS (3.11)50Q + 10kQ + 51Q
The fork current was monitored by a Stanford Research Systems SR530 Lock-in
Amplifier. The lock-in amplifier also used a synchronous square wave signal from the
HP signal generator. The lock-in amplifier was capable of calculating the magnitude
of the fork current and the phase of the fork current relative to the driving voltage,
but it was faster to have dSPACE calculate the magnitude and phase of the fork
current using the R cos 6 and R sin 6 outputs from the lock-in amplifier. A typical
scan had the signal generator voltage output set to 210 mVpp (1.06 mVpp at the fork
electrodes) with approximately 4.3 nA of current running through the tuning fork.
3.3.3 High Voltage Amplifier Modification
The high voltage amplifier powers the piezo tube. In Section 2.2.1, of Stein's thesis
[481, he details the setup for the amplifier. The amplifier was originally designed by
Brian Boudreau at UNC-Charlotte while working on his PhD thesis from Michigan
Technologial University. To allow independent control of the piezo tube quadrant
electrodes, Stein modified the amplifier to have five independent outputs [47].
These five independent outputs or channels were driven by five Apex PA 88 oper-
ational amplifiers. Each of these operational amplifiers was set for a gain of 10. While
using the high voltage amplifier with these Apex amplifiers, an excessive amount of
noise was added to the lock-in amplifier's tuning fork current signal.
At first, the noise on the fork current signal was thought to be caused by a ground
loop or radio frequency interference. However, the problem was due to undesirable
excitation of the tuning fork by the high voltage amplifier. The high voltage amplifier
outputs were unstable. According to the PA 88 data sheet the amplifier outputs
should have been stable for "most capacitive loads at a gain of 4 or more." The data
sheet specified a compensation capacitor of 33 pF for a gain of 10. The compensation
capacitor used had a value of 10 pF, which was too small. The compensation capacitor
was replaced as shown in Figure 3-37 and the amplifier was stabilized for a gain of
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10. Before use with our AFM, the amplifier was probably set to have a higher gain
with some other application. The gain was probably reduced without an increase in
the compensating capacitance [10], resulting in instability.
Figure 3-36: Modified version of Boudreau's high voltage amplifier. The five Apex
PA88 operational amplifiers are visible.
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Figure 3-37: Modified version of Figure 2-18 from Stein's thesis [48] showing the
changed compensating capacitor.
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Chapter 4
Real-time Implementation and
Control
Up to this point, we have described the metrology and setup of the prototype AFM.
After we developed the metrology and AFM hardware, it was necessary to develop
a real-time position calculating process and better surface tracking control. This
chapter describes the data interpolation method for implementing the position calcu-
lations in real-time, the lateral control, and the surface tracking control methods for
both shear and tapping mode.
4.1 Real-time Position Interpolation
Once the position interpolation method described in Section 3.1.3 was developed,
"open loop" scans were run without lateral control. While the "open loop" scans
were being run, capacitance sensor data was collected and post-processed using the
MATLAB griddatan interpolation function. The griddatan interpolation function
could not be implemented in real-time in Simulink with the dSPACE system. In
order to obtain better images and control, it was necessary to develop another method
compatible with the DSP for interpolating the correct position coordinates in real-
time.
To computationally simplify our position determining process in real-time, we
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take resulting data sets (3-D plots of the capacitance sensor voltages with color val-
ues representing a probe tip position coordinate) from the capacitance model and
appropriate kinematics shown in Chapter 3 and first center them about the origin.
We then rotate these shifted data points into box-like forms. We next lay down a
set of points that form a grid within the rotated box-like form and perform interpo-
lation to calculate the coordinate position values at the new grid points. The new
grid points with their corresponding values are then entered into a 3-D lookup table
in Simulink with the dSPACE system. The dSPACE system efficiently performs 3-D
interpolation on a grid, and we interpolate in real-time on a set of six 3-D position
lookup tables with a refresh rate of 10 kHz. This method eliminates the need to post-
process the capacitance sensor outputs to calculate the probe tip displacements after
a scan is completed. In Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, we explain the details concerning
the real-time calculations.
4.1.1 Simulink Implementation
In order to perform real-time position interpolation, it is necessary to computationally
simplify part of the work done in Chapter 3. Using the parametric representation
from Section 3.1.3 with geometrical manipulation, rotation, and interpolation, we
implement the method mentioned above and show this method in block diagram
form in Figure 4-1.
We now go through the probe tip position determination process in more detail.
The signals from the capacitance sensors are multiplied by a gain of 50 pLm/(0.1 V)
because the output of the ADE Technologies 3800 gaging modules ranges from -10 V
to +10 V with the 2805 capacitance gauges calibrated for a linear range of 100 pum
and minimal offset of approximately 50 pm. The awkward (0.1 V) term is to account
for the 0.1 gain associated with the dSPACE analog-to-digital converters.
The signals are summed with the appropriate sensor constants. These are the
same sensor constants described in Section 2.4.2, which vary from sensor to sensor and
dictate absolute position. The sensor constant or standoff distance is the gap distance
between the face of the capacitance sensor and a flat target when the voltage output of
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the sensor is 0 V. Next, the Vct signals have the pb values subtracted from them and
are combined into matrix form. We describe the pb values in the next section. These
signals are then rotated or transformed via the RotMatrix parameter, separated and
sent to three separate 3-D lookup tables, where the DSP performs interpolation to
calculate values for xe, yc, and z,. These values for xc, yc, and z, are sent to the
rest of the control and data tracking systems. The RotMatrix and the lookup tables
are also described in the next section. In the actual implementation, there are six
capacitance sensors. In Figure 4-1, signals for capacitance sensors 4, 5, and 6, their
corresponding transformations, and lookup tables are not included.
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CapSensor1 Look-Up22 Gain1 Table (n-D) xjs~
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Figure 4-1: Real-time implementation of position determination in block diagram
form. The capacitance sensor outputs are shifted, scaled, rotated, and finally sent to
lookup tables for interpolation. The results from the lookup table interpolation are
the probe tip positions.
Figure 4-1 is taken directly from the MATLAB Simulink implementation of the
position determination portion of the real-time model. For Simulink and dSPACE
to perform multidimensional interpolation using the Lookup Table (n-D) block, it
is necessary to manipulate our capacitance data sets shown in Chapter 3 to be in a
grid-like form. In other words, the shape of the 3-D data set needs to conform to
a rectangular box. We follow the Simulink instructions of defining "a set of output
values ... and the values that correspond to its rows, columns, and higher dimensions
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with the Nth breakpoint set parameter." The manual also goes on to say that for
the breakpoint sets,"the vector values must increase monotonically." For the case
concerning Figures 3-9 through 3-11, it is necessary for the V, V2 , and 3 parameters
to be described in one-dimensional vectors. To make the data sets compatible with
Simulink's demands and to also increase the speed of real-time calculation, we apply
the rotation and numerical interpolation described in Section 4.1.2 [32].
4.1.2 Numerical Implementation
The first step is to center the data sets in Figures 3-9 through 3-11 about the origin.
We do this by finding the approximate center of the data sets and by then subtracting
the coordinate values of the approximate center from the coordinate values of all the
points in the data sets. The approximate center position of the data sets is determined
by making use of the two line segments shown in Figure 4-2. These line segments are
created by selecting the middle surface and selecting approximate midpoints of each
edge. We refer to the approximate point where these two line segments intersect as
the pb point, and the corresponding line segments are the pb line segments.
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Figure 4-2: Identical system of points as shown in Figures 3-9 through 3-11 with the
majority of the points left out to facilitate viewing of the pb line segments.
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With the endpoints of the pb line segments being on the edges of a curved surface,
there is no guarantee that the two line segments intersect. To calculate the shortest
line segment between the pb line segments, we use an algorithm by Paul Bourke,
which was translated into MATLAB by Cristian Dima. Dima's MATLAB function
linelineintersect finds the shortest line segment between the two pb line segments
and outputs two points lying on the original two pb line segments that fully describe
this shortest line segment. One of these two points is the pb point, which we use as an
approximate center for the data. On a practical note, MATLAB again has difficulties
with floating point values on the order of 10- with the linelineintersect function,
so the values were scaled to values close to 1 and then scaled back to the appropriate
units [14].
In Figure 4-2, the pb point is at V = 124.8 /um, V2 = 125.5 ptm, and V3 = 125.2
ym. To center the data set approximately about the origin, the coordinate values for
the pb point are subtracted from each data point, resulting in Figure 4-3. Excluding
the shift to the origin, this figure is identical to Figure 3-9.
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Figure 4-3: Capacitance sensor outputs shifted to be centered about the origin. The
color map contains the x, component of the probe tip positions.
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Now, the goal is to manipulate the data set into a rectangular, box-like form.
There are multiple ways to rotate the data set to accomplish this task, and we proceed
to show one working combination. This rectangular form is obtained by performing
two rotations on the data points. The voltage data set is first rotated about the
vertical axis. The angle of rotation, -yI, is determined by taking the inverse tangent
of the two horizontal components of the horizontal pb line segment. The rotation is
carried out according to
cos(-yi) - sin(-y1) 0
Vri V2ri V3ri ] s V2s V3s sin() cos(-i) 0 (4.1)
0 0 1
with -Y, = -44.9'. Here, Vnri are the corresponding coordinates of the rotated ca-
pacitance sensor outputs, and V,,, are the shifted coordinates of the voltage outputs
shown in Figure 4-3. The expression in (4.1) was adapted from [22].
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Figure 4-4: The shifted capacitance sensor outputs from Figure 4-3 have been rotated
-44.9' (clockwise from above view) about the vertical V3 Shifted axis.
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The data set from Figure 4-4 is then rotated again. The angle of rotation is
determined by the vector components of the more vertical pb line segment. The
rotation is performed about the V2 Rotated 1 axis with #1 = -55.1' and is given by
( cos(01) 0 sin(3 1 )
Vir 2 V2 r 2 Vr 2  Viri V 2ri V 3 ri 0 1 0 , (4.2)
-sin( 1 ) 0 cos(#1)
where Vnr2 are the corresponding coordinates of the twice rotated capacitance sensor
outputs, and Vnri are the rotated coordinates of the voltage outputs shown in Figure 4-
5. The expression in (4.2) was also adapted from [221.
The data set is now in a form close to a rectangular box. Another set of points
in a grid-like, rectangular box formation can be laid within the data set shown in
Figure 4-5. This new set of points can be defined by three one-dimensional vectors
that increase monotonically. The three one-dimensional vectors are compatible with
the Lookup Table (n-D) Simulink block for interpolation. We refer to this new data
set as the rectangular interpolation set. Figure 4-6 shows the rectangular interpolation
set within the domain of almost rectangular points shown in Figure 4-5.
Values for x,, yc, and z, are now interpolated using the griddatan function at each
point of the rectangular interpolation set. As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, the data set
values must be scaled close to a value of 1 before using the MATLAB interpolation.
The resulting surfaces are shown in Figures 4-7 through 4-9.
Going back to Figure 4-1, it is now possible to fill in the missing variables. The
pb(n) values are the coordinates of the pb point and shifted capacitance sensor outputs
as depicted in Figure 4-3. The variable RotMatrix is the rotation matrix combining
first the rotation about the vertical axis and then the rotation about one of the
horizontal axes. The order in which the matrix multiplications are performed is
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important [22]. The matrix, RotMatrix, is given as
ST T
cos(-yi) - sin(-yi) 0 cos(#1) 0 sin(#1 )
RotMatric sin(71) cos(-Y) 0 x 0 1 0 (4.3)
0 0 1 5 -sin(o1) 0 cos(1)
where 'y1 is the angle of the first rotation, and i1 is the angle of the second rota-
tion. The shifted and twice rotated capacitance sensor outputs then pass through the
lookup table interpolation process using the data sets in Figures 4-7 through 4-9.
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Figure 4-5: The shifted and rotated capacitance sensor outputs from Figure 4-4 have
been rotated -55.10 (clockwise according to right hand rule) about the horizontal V2
Rotated 1 axis. The number of points and surfaces shown has been reduced for the
sake of visibility.
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Figure 4-6: The rectangular interpolation set is embedded within the data set from
the twice rotated and shifted capacitance sensor outputs. 10000 points comprise the
rectangular interpolation set, but the number of points shown is reduced for the sake
of visibility.
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Figure 4-7: The values for x, are given in the color maps. The rectangular interpo-
lation set has V and V2 domains from -18 pim to +18 ,am and a V3 domain from
-3.75 ym to +3.75 pim.
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Figure 4-8: The values for y, are given in the color maps. The rectangular interpo-
lation set has V and V2 domains from -18 pm to +18 pm and a V3 domain from
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Figure 4-9: The values for z, are given in the color maps. The rectangular interpo-
lation set has V1 and V2 domains from -18 jim to + 18 pim and a V3 domain from
-3.75 jiLm to +3.75 jim.
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To verify the accuracy of this interpolation method, we tested a subset of the
points used in Figure 3-12. The x, and yc test points' domain is from -10 pm
to +10 pm, and the z, test points' domain is from -2.5 pm to +2.5 Mm. From
this data set the corresponding capacitance voltage outputs are calculated. The
corresponding capacitance voltages are then shifted by the appropriate pb values,
rotated twice, and passed to the MATLAB interp3 function, which performs the
linear interpolation [31]. The interp3 function is more similar to the Lookup Table
(n-D) Simulink block in that it does not use the complex convex hull algorithms
of griddatan. The resulting positions are then compared to the xe, yc, and z, test
points. Figure 4-10 shows the resulting error at each one of the test points. Figure
4-11 shows the magnitude of the error shown in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10: The position coordinate errors for xc, yc, and zc, using the shifted and
twice rotated data set. The tested position values are a subset of the test points used
in Figure 3-12.
For the set of test points used in Figures 4-10 and 4-13, the error is on the order
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of 10-9 nm, which is negligible. The error for a subset of the test points considered
in Figure 3-15 is also about the same order of magnitude. We note that this error is
solely due to the numerical methods and is not the error for the entire working AFM.
The x, and yc test point domains are from -9.5 pm to +9.5 pm, and the z, test point
domain is from -1.9 pm to +1.9 pm.
There are three important results of this section. First, the domain of points for
use with the real-time interpolation scheme is sufficient for the actual AFM due to
the limited movement of the piezoelectric ceramic tube. Second, a relatively small
number of data points (10000) used with the real-time interpolation method yields
more than sufficiently accurate position determination. Third, the data sets have
been manipulated in a way that yields itself to very fast 3-D interpolation. In fact, it
is fast enough that the dSPACE board is able to calculate the positions in real-time
for two sets of three sensors running at a sample rate of 10 kHz. This sampling rate
is more than sufficient for the control and overall system requirements.
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Figure 4-11: The magnitude of the errors for xe, ye, and z, using the shifted and twice
rotated data set. The tested position values are a subset of the test points used in
Figure 3-12.
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Figure 4-12: The position coordinate errors for xe, Yc, and zc using the shifted and
twice rotated data set. The tested position values are a subset of the test points used
in Figure 3-14.
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Figure 4-13: The magnitude of the errors for xc, yc, and ze using the shifted and twice
rotated data set. The tested position values are a subset of the test points used in
Figure 3-14.
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4.2 AFM Control
There are two aspects to controlling the AFM: lateral movement control of the probe
tip and surface tracking control of the probe tip. The lateral movement control is
the more straightforward of the two and does not differ much from the lateral control
scheme proposed and tested by Andrew Stein in his thesis [48]. Even though there
are non-linearities associated with the lateral plant, the obtained bandwidth is more
than high enough for the purposes of this AFM.
The surface tracking control is much trickier, and many have contributed to un-
derstanding the tip-surface interactions and the dynamics of quartz tuning forks
[38, 27, 21, 25, 40, 54, 19, 26]. Understanding tip-surface interactions and the dy-
namics of the whole system contribute to faster and more accurate AFM scans. In
our design, we are more concerned with the accuracy of the metrology than the scan
speed. However, we have improved the scan speed of our AFM by using the tapping
mode.
We have experimented with a variety of controllers to better engage a probe tip
with a surface to be measured, and we have used traditional linear based controllers
with a non-linear plant. While we have had success in improving our AFM's tracking
ability, more work could be done to better understand and control height regula-
tion/surface tracking.
In Figure 4-14, we show an overview of the signal routing and control systems for
the AFM. The lateral control systems have Xef and Ycf input signals that command
the piezo tube to move horizontally. The piezo tube moves horizontally as differential
voltages are applied to the opposing outer electrodes of the piezo tube. As the piezo
tube moves horizontally, the spherical target moves with it, and there are changes
measured by the capacitance sensors. The outputs from the capacitance sensors are
then fed back into the DS1103, where capacitance model lookup tables, along with
transformations, are applied to extricate the 3-D positions (X, Y, Z) for plotting and
negative feedback control relative to the commanded Xce and Yef inputs.
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Figure 4-14: High-level block diagram for the metrological AFM's control system.
Two lateral scanning controllers are used to control the probe tip's position in the
horizontal plane, while an axial height regulation system closes the loop on the tuning
fork proximity sensor signal to maintain a constant probe-sample gap. This diagram
is similar to Figure 5-1 in Stein's thesis [48].
The Ref is a constant input signal of either the desired magnitude or phase of the
tuning fork current. Typical reference magnitudes were between 90% and 98% of the
magnitude of the fork current away from the sample surface. The reference phase was
set to 50% of the phase of the fork current away from the sample. In the shear mode
scans with phase tracking control, the phase of the current relative to driving voltage
was on the order of -10' when the probe tip was away from the sample surface. As
the probe tip approached the surface, the phase would increase (get closer to 00).
To vertically move the probe tip closer to the sample, equal voltage is applied to
all of the outer electrodes. These equal voltages at all four electrodes are superposed
with the differential voltages inputs to obtain probe tip motion with three degrees
of freedom. The height degree of freedom is controlled by monitoring the magnitude
or phase of the fork current from the lock-in amplifier. As the probe tip gets closer
to the surface, the magnitude decreases and the phase increases (gets closer to zero).
The height tracking controller maintains either the magnitude or phase at Rce, and
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the probe tip scans a constant distance away from the surface.
Portions of this section are taken from a paper by Mazzeo, Stein, Trumper, and
Hocken, which is being submitted to ASPE's Precision Engineering journal [34]. Stein
had a direct impact on some of the wording and material in this section.
4.2.1 Lateral Control
The lateral control implementations are dependent on the capacitance sensors, the
high voltage amplifier, the metrology routines, and the piezo tube dynamics. Lateral
control is not dependent on the different mechanical scanning configurations described
in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.5. In other words, the lateral control implementation was
not dependent on whether or not the AFM was scanning in the tapping or shear
mode.
In Section 4.1, we set forth the process for determining the probe tip position in
real-time. The real-time position determination process is necessary for the lateral
position control of the AFM. Figure 4-15 shows a simplified block diagram for the X
scanning loop. The X-direction refers to one of the two horizontal axes of motion.
The controller acts on an error signal, e., to produce a drive signal, us, which is
converted to a differential pair of analog voltages and fed to the piezoelectric tube
scanner's high voltage amplifier. The resulting voltage condition, Viateral, dictates the
degree to which the tube scanner bends in the X-direction. The capacitance sensors,
transformations, and position interpolation on the lookup tables then provide the
measured position feedback used to calculate e,, which completes the loop. We leave
out discussion of the Y loop here, since it is essentially identical to what is described
for X.
LATERAL SCANNING PLANT
HIGH - -Z
x,,, + CONTROLLER HGVT E PNER CP ACITANCE X
AP SCANNE
Figure 4-15: A simplified block diagram created by Stein (Figure 5-4 in his thesis)
for the X scanning loop [48]. The Y loop is virtually identical.
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Figure 4-16 shows the open loop frequency response for this system measured
using a dSPACE-based dynamic signal analyzer that was developed by Katherine
Lilienkamp and created for the MIT Precision Motion Control Lab [29]. These data
indicate a lightly damped resonant peak at 960 Hz, corresponding to the tube scan-
ner's bending mode. The modeled open loop plant has one pair of complex poles
with natural frequency of 600 Hz and damping ratio of 0.65, along with another pair
of complex poles with a natural frequency of 960 Hz and damping ratio of 0.017.
The DC gain is 9. The measured transfer function corresponds to X/u, as shown in
Figure 4-15.
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Figure 4-16: Measured open loop frequency response for the X scanning
lightly damped resonant peak is observed at 960 Hz, which corresponds to
scanner's bending mode. The blue line is the theoretical open loop model
the data.
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Figure 4-17: Block diagram for the X plant and lateral scanning controller, which
consists of an integrator in series with a low-pass filter (see (4.4)). The same controller
is used for Y.
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Figure 4-18: Measured closed loop frequency response for the X scanning loop. The
lateral control system has a -3 dB crossover frequency of 198 Hz.
To close the loop on this system, we implement the controller given by
KL 1
s 7.958 x 10-s + 1'
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(4.4)
10 2 104
I.
where KL is the approximate gain of the controller at I rad/s. This controller is
an integrator in series with a low-pass filter. The theoretical negative of the loop
transmission frequency response is plotted in Figure 4-18. For Figure 4-18, KL has
a value of 85. The system crosses over at 109 Hz, with a measured phase margin of
48'. The measured closed loop -3 dB point is at approximately 198 Hz. Considering
the bandwidth of the surface tracking mode shown in the following subsections is less
than 100 Hz and the accuracy of the AFM images is only dependent on correct height
measurements at corresponding horizontal positions (not necessarily the exactness of
the lateral positions), the resulting lateral control performance is sufficient for the
scan speeds used at present. We also note that in many cases, the lateral control gain
was significantly reduced to avoid potential interference between the lateral position
control and vertical surface tracking.
4.2.2 Initial Shear Mode Detection with Thick Tips
The vertical height tracking control is dependent on the piezo tube dynamics in the
vertical direction, the lock-in amplifier, the high voltage amplifier, the probe-fork-
surface interaction, and the dynamics of the tuning fork. The analysis and data
taken in this subsection, Section 4.2.2, show the general method for setting up the
DSP control and data acquisition for the surface tracking in the shear mode. The
same techniques outlined in this subsection apply to the tapping mode, which will be
explained in Section 4.2.3.
The basic idea is that voltage is applied to all four outer electrodes on the piezo
tube to maintain the probe tip a constant distance away from the surface being
measured. The surface tracking feedback to determine the applied voltage to the
piezo tube is based on the magnitude or phase of the tuning fork relative to a set
reference value. In Figure 4-19, we provide a simplified block diagram for the axial
height regulation system.
Here, the controller acts on an error signal, eR, to command a common voltage,
Vax.ia, to the piezoelectric tube scanner's four outer electrodes, again via the high
voltage amplifier. This common driving voltage condition is used to adjust the tube
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scanner's length, which dictates the probe tip's vertical position, Zprobe. With the
tuning fork driven by a signal generator, the current flowing through the fork is a
function of the probe-sample gap size, AZ. A lock-in amplifier synchronously detects
the AC current at the driving frequency. The measured magnitude or phase of the
current, R, is then compared to the constant controller set point, Rref.
Axial Height Regulation Plant Zsample
High Piezo Tuning Lock-inController D/A Voltage Tube Fork Amplifier A/D
Amp Scanner 4b.
Figure 4-19: A simplified block diagram for the axial height regulation system, which
shows blocks containing the key components for surface tracking or axial height reg-
ulation. This figure is similar to Figure 5-15 in Stein's thesis [48].
Height Tracking Dynamics
In order to properly track a surface, we measured the dynamics of the interaction
of the probe tip of the tuning fork with a surface. The shear mode height dynamics
were measured by loosely holding the probe tip a set distance from a target surface,
introducing a sinusoidal disturbance, and using Lilienkamp's dynamic signal analyzer
to measure the transfer function of the fork current to the vertical command signal,
u,. Figure 4-20 shows the layout for determining the tapping mode dynamics.
0.90 Vert cal
Frrkctront r 0.01 Co ad 10 10 Vria
sensor ~Gain Inertr Digital to Analog H igh Voltage PTTb
Lock-in Amplfier Output Arp
Fork Current Fork CrrentSinusoidal Disturbance
Vont Commmnd
DynamicSignal Analyzer
Figure 4-20: Diagram depicting the setup for determining the plant dynamics.
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In Figure 4-20, the fork is set to loosely track at 90% of the maximum current
level. The gain in front of the integrator is kept low to keep the tip engaged with
the surface, but so as to not compensate tremendously for the sinusoidal disturbance.
The transfer function's output is the output of the lock-in amplifier (amplitude of the
current through the tuning fork). The input of the transfer function is the voltage
being applied to all the electrodes on the piezo tube. In this case, the voltage to
all four outer electrodes on the piezo tube is identical for movement in the vertical
direction.
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Figure 4-21: Frequency response of
sensing. The reference current was
nA).
the probe tip-surface interaction for
set to 75% of the maximum current
A measured frequency response for the AFM in shear mode is shown in Figure 4-
21. The frequency response was determined for a reference current of approximately
75%, and the gain for the integrator was 0.25. While the frequency response mea-
surements were executed, the amplitudes of the sinusoidal disturbance were increased
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to compensate for the inherent attenuation of the system at higher frequencies. The
data from these frequency response measurements were used to fit a transfer function
to describe the height tracking plant (probe tip-surface interaction). The line running
through the data points is the transfer function given by
Ifork 20nA 1 1PA (S) --- 200- (4.5)UZ 10mV S + I f ,S + V'27r( 1) 27r100iO )
where 'fork is the current through the tuning fork in units of nA and uz is the vertical
command signal as shown in Figure 4-19, which is 1/100 the voltage potential on the
outer electrodes of the piezo tube (signal passes through the dSPACE digital-to-analog
converters and the high voltage amplifier).
Height Control Implementation
To provide height tracking control, the standard block diagram in Figure 4-22 was
used to conceptualize the controlled system. Different forms of linear control were
attempted to achieve good height tracking. The first was to use an integrator in the
control block with a gain of 1,
CAl(S) = K, (4.6)
where Kei = 1. The integrator adds infinite DC gain, assuring zero steady-state
error. However, the integrator adds 90' of lag, which hampers bandwidth and phase
margin.
The frequency response of the theoretical negative of the loop transmission, CAPA
in this case, is shown in Figure 4-23. Pure integral control with a low gain works
reasonably well for very slow scans. The theoretical crossover frequency is at 17 Hz
(107 rad/s) with a phase margin of 23'. The closed loop frequency response is also
shown in Figure 4-23. The -3 dB closed loop bandwidth is approximately 24 Hz
(150 rad/s). The data match the theoretical curve reasonably well, but the input
amplitude had to be adjusted to get a reasonable closed loop frequency response.
The reference current was 75% (3.75 nA/5 nA).
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AXIAL HEIGHT
CONTROLLER REGULATION PLANT
Rref CA(S) PA(S) Rave
Figure 4-22: Simplified block diagram for the axial height regulation control loop.
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Figure 4-23: Theoretical and measured closed loop response of the integral controller
with unity gain for shear mode height tracking, along with the theoretical negative
of the loop transmission.
Another controller for the height control is given by
CA2 =Kc2 1 s (4-7)s -rs +
where Kc2 = 1.61, a = 10, and T = 0.01258 s. To compensate the loss of phase
margin due to pure integral control, a lead compensator was added to the integral
controller. The lead compensator was designed to boost the phase approximately 550
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at a crossover frequency of 40 Hz (251.3 rad/s). The gain, Kc2 , was then appropri-
ately adjusted to attain the desired crossover frequency. The negative of the loop
transmission in Figure 4-24 has a crossover frequency at 40 Hz (251 rad/s). The -3
dB closed loop bandwidth of the system is approximately 50 Hz (312 rad/s). The
theoretical closed loop response in Figure 4-24 corresponds well with data until about
111 Hz (700 rad/s). In general at higher frequencies, the combined plant and con-
troller exhibits less well-defined linear behavior. The reference current was again 75%
(3.75 nA/5 nA).
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Figure 4-24: The closed loop response of the integral-lead controller with a gain of
1.61 for shear mode height tracking, along with the negative of the loop transmission
of the integral-lead controller in conjunction with the axial height regulation plant.
The controller gain was also varied to try to obtain a better fit or a better frequency
response. When the implemented controller gain was increased to K c2 = 2.5, the data
in Figure 4-25 were collected. The theoretical line is the same theoretical model for the
closed loop frequency response shown in Figure 4-24 with theoretical gain K,2 = 1.61.
It is the gain of the implemented controller that was varied. Even though the gain
of the model and the implemented controller are inconsistent, the data fit the model
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better. The -3 dB closed loop bandwidth of the data and model in Figure 4-25 is
approximately 450 rad/s (72 Hz).
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Figure 4-25: The closed loop response (shear mode) of the integral-lead controller
with a model gain of 1.61 and an actually implemented gain of 2.5 for shear mode
height tracking.
Tuning Fork Excitation Settings
Using the control methods in Section 4.2.2 was relatively effective for surface tracking
in the shear mode with a thick optical fiber probe tip. However, as is shown in
Chapter 5, scanning was relatively slow in the shear mode and measurements drifted
over time when using the magnitude of the fork current for tracking. These problems
prompted a variety of new experiments and techniques.
The first parameter that we manipulated was the reference set point for the mag-
nitude of the current through the tuning fork. We started surface tracking with a
reference fork current magnitude of 50% of the measured fork current when the probe
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tip was away from the sample surface. Frequency response data and a controller
could be obtained for this set point, but actual scans were very poor. We then ran
tests and adjusted the reference fork current, until optimal scans were taken around
a reference set point of 98%. It was then we found [16], which suggests a set point of
99.9%. Our instrumentation did not have a signal-to-noise ratio great enough to set
our reference point at this level, but the best scans with the magnitude of the fork
current in shear mode detection were obtained by setting the reference fork current
magnitude to approximately 98%. Setting the reference fork current magnitude high
contributed to substantial improvement.
Another parameter that can seriously affect the AFM scanning in the shear mode
is the driving tuning fork voltage. If the driving voltage is too high, the amplitude of
the oscillating tines will be too large to accurately measure the valleys in a sample.
The effect of driving the tuning fork with too high a voltage in the shear mode is
shown in Section 5.1.2.
Additional Self Calibration
Another technique used in an effort to improve the AFM in the shear mode was peri-
odic self-calibration during scans. The periodic self-calibration was to help eliminate
some of the measurement drift found in scans requiring tens of minutes. With the
scans being performed in a normal lab environment without temperature, humidity,
or clean air control, the maximum magnitude of the fork current would vary slightly
over time when the probe tip was disengaged from a sample surface. This undamped
fork current magnitude would also vary slightly after having been engaged with or
driven into the sample surface.
To adjust to changes in the undamped fork current magnitude (measured fork
current when the probe tip is away from the sample surface), we adjusted the Simulink
model for the PC-based control to perform a self-calibration routine. Every five
minutes, or other designated period of time, the probe tip was brought approximately
100 nm away from the surface, and the undamped fork current magnitude was reset.
The reference set point percentage remained the same, but the undamped fork current
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magnitude was reset away from the surface. The tip was then brought back to the
surface and re-engaged. After giving the system enough time to settle, scanning
resumed.
The self-calibration method was executed successfully. Some of the results shown
in Chapter 5 were obtained using this method. Limited improvements were observed,
and the self-calibration method was not a panacea. Fortunately, frustration with the
shear mode accuracy led to development of the tapping mode for this prototype AFM
and surface tracking control in the shear mode with use of the fork current phase.
It should also be noted that the tests performed in this subsection were performed
before the high voltage amplifier was stabilized as discussed in Section 3.3.3.
4.2.3 Tapping Mode with Fork Decoupled from Piezo Tube
With the tapping mode we attempted two different forms of control implementation.
The first form used one loop encompassing a relationship between the piezo tube volt-
age and the measured tuning fork current without involving position measurements
from the capacitance sensors. Only results from the single loop control method are
presented in this thesis.
The second form involved two loops: a minor loop and an outer loop. The minor
loop used the capacitance sensors to perform position control. The minor loop be-
haved similarly to the lateral control previously described. For a given position input
the probe tip moved to that position. The outer loop performed the surface tracking
by commanding position based on the difference between the actual magnitude or
phase of the tuning fork current and the reference magnitude or phase current. Some
stationary surface tracking results were acquired, but we did not spend enough time
pursuing this control technique for robust surface tracking.
Height Tracking Dynamics
Using Lilienkamp's dSPACE-based dynamic signal analyzer again, we collected fre-
quency response data for the axial height regulation plant shown in Figure 4-26. The
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transfer function for the fitted plant dynamics is given as
PA(S)
These
AFM.
4.108 x 1013s + 1.438 x 1015
s5 + 8424s4 + 1.668 x 10 7s3 + 1.288 x 1010s2 + 3.043 x 1011s + 3.594 x 1012
(4.8)
plant dynamics and Bode plot are for a tapping mode version of the prototype
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Figure 4-26: Measured and fitted open loop frequency response data
tracking system in tapping mode.
for the height
One controller for which we collected performance data is given by
1.24 5.035 x10-3 s +1 1
CA (S) = 1.24(5.556 x 10- 2s + 1) .
s 5.035 x 10-4s +14.777 x 10-4s + 1
(4.9)
The resulting measured closed loop frequency response and theoretical negative of
the loop transmission, plotted in Figure 4-27, indicate a measured closed loop -3 dB
crossover frequency of approximately 50 Hz, with a theoretical negative of the loop
transmission crossover frequency of 100 Hz and a phase margin of 77'. The disagree-
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ment between the theoretical model and measured response is likely due to inherent
non-linearities in the height regulation system. We have tested different compen-
sators and gains for the AFM and admit that selecting an appropriate controller is
a very sensitive process. We tweaked gains and compensating elements by running
line scans on a calibration surface. Lower gains often meant longer scan times with
better tracking but more measurement drift. The data presented in Chapter 5 were
acquired using a variety of controllers.
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Figure 4-27: Measured and theoretical closed loop frequency response data for the
height tracking system, along with the theoretical negative of the loop transmission.
Tuning Fork Driving Settings
In our efforts to improve bandwidth and scanning ability, we experimented with
variations in the tuning fork driving voltage amplitude and frequency. Initially, we
would find the resonant peak of the tuning fork-probe tip assembly and then lower the
frequency approximately 1 Hz. Lowering the frequency off the resonant peak would
reduce the magnitude of the fork current as measured with the lock-in amplifier.
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To improve the linearity of the surface tracking plant, Jahncke [25] outlines some
practical tests and practices for the driving frequency of an AFM quartz tuning fork.
While we did not have time to execute all the analysis and testing Jahncke suggests,
we did set the driving frequency higher than the resonant frequency for experiments
executed after mid-December, 2005. The driving frequency was set to a higher value
that brought the magnitude of the fork current to approximately 75% of the peak
value. The data collected in Figures 4-26 and 4-27 were gathered using Jahncke's
practical suggestion. It should also be noted that the results in this subsection were
attained after the high voltage amplifier was stabilized as detailed in Section 3.3.3.
4.2.4 Shear Mode Tracking with a Thin Tip
We mounted thinner optical fiber tips than those used in Section 4.2.2 to a quartz
tuning fork for shear mode surface tracking. These probe tips had a smaller end
radius and were also more slender and less stiff. Being thinner and less stiff, these
probe tips were more difficult to mount to a quartz tuning fork. It was also more
difficult to create a fine-tuned controller for these thinner probe tips.
Height Tracking Control with Fork Current Magnitude
For the shear mode tracking setup with a thin tip, we used the fork current magnitude
in one set of scans and the fork current phase with another set of scans. We expected
the dynamics for the fork current magnitude tracking method to be similar to those
outlined in Section 4.2.2. However, some interesting behavior was observed. While
lowering the probe tip to engage with the surface, it was possible to bring it down
past a certain reversal point, where the correlation between tip-sample separation
and fork current magnitude reversed. In other words, as the probe tip got closer and
closer to the surface, the fork current magnitude would increase instead of decrease.
Initially, we thought that something was wrong with the mounting, but this rever-
sal behavior was observed with more than one tuning fork-tip assembly. We finally
determined that the probe tip had to be lowered very carefully, so that the probe tip
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did not go past this reversal point. If the tip did go past the reversal point, it was
often possible to bring the tip back up slightly and engage the tip with the surface in
the normal operation regime.
In addition to affecting the initial engagement of the probe tip with the surface,
this reversal behavior also affected the controllability of the system. If a command
voltage was too large, the probe tip would go down too far, and the negative feedback
would flip to positive feedback. The tip would then just be driven into the sample,
which was very undesirable from a surface scanning point of view.
To control this system using the tuning fork magnitude, we used a pure integrator
for control with a low gain. The results of these scans are shown in Section 5.3.1. The
scan rate was very low, but the system worked. With more time we might have been
able to better characterize the dynamics of the system and develop a better control
method, accounting for feedback reversal. For example, we could have monitored the
vertical height and tuning fork current magnitude to determine whether or not the
tuning fork current magnitude was increasing with increased separation between the
sample and the probe tip.
Physically, this reversal behavior was probably due to buckling of the probe tip.
The probe tip buckling may be thought of as causing the stiffness of the probe tip-
surface interaction to become negative. This reversal behavior was only observed
with our thin, more gradually tapered probe tip samples with smaller end radius.
Height Tracking Control with Fork Current Phase
Using the observations found in [40], we decided to attempt surface tracking using
the phase of the fork current relative to the driving voltage. Using the fork current
phase required minimal modifications to our signal routing because the magnitude
was already being calculated within the Simulink model. The difficulty lied in char-
acterizing the dynamics and developing a controller.
In an attempt to characterize the plant dynamics for the PA(s) block shown in
Figure 4-22, we used Lilienkamp's dynamic signal analyzer like we did in Figure 4-
20. Instead of monitoring the fork current magnitude, we monitored the fork current
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phase from the lock-in amplifier. Figure 4-28 shows one resulting swept sine response.
The transfer function being measured is the fork current phase versus the vertical
command signal, u, as shown in Figure 4-19. The fork current fraction or reference
was set to 50%.
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Figure 4-28: Frequency response of the fork current phase versus the vertical com-
mand signal, u,. These data were collected using a thin probe tip.
After obtaining similar results to those shown in Figure 4-28 on multiple frequency
response attempts, we decided to forego developing a fine-tuned controller based on
good system characterization. Instead, we tested a controller with a pure integrator.
This technique worked well and the resulting scans are shown in Section 5.3.2. The
resulting scan images with the thin probes resulted in some of the best images, but
the scan speed was relatively low, and the dynamics were not characterized very
well. The slow scan speed and hard-to-characterize dynamics may have been due to
the slender nature of the probe tips. The thin probe tips were less stiff, and their
additional compliance may have contributed additional dynamics to the axial height
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regulation plant. With more time, the fork current phase surface tracking might have
been improved.
In this chapter, we have discussed the necessary steps to implement the non-
linear capacitance model and appropriate kinematics in real-time. By using various
transformations and interpolation with the capacitance sensors signals, we are able to
computationally simplify the non-linear capacitance model and kinematics to output
the probe tip displacement in real-time at 10 kHz. We use the resulting horizontal
displacements to laterally control the position of the sphere. The resulting height
displacement is plotted to complete the surface profile of the sample being scanned.
The height is regulated by monitoring either the magnitude or the phase of the tuning
fork current as the probe tip interacts with the sample surface. By using these
techniques, we attain accurate images as shown in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Results
In this chapter, we present resulting images from AFM scans. We initially performed
scans in the shear mode with optical fiber probe tips remaining from Andrew Stein's
earlier experiments. In Section 5.1, we present some of these initial scans with lo-
calized step height accuracy within a couple of nanometers and RMS error between
3 and 4 nm. Later, scans were performed in the tapping mode using one of these
same types of probe tips with a different mount assembly as described in Sections
3.2.5 and 3.2.6. These tapping mode scans are presented in Section 5.2 and display
similar accuracy to the results from the shear mode with increased lateral scan speed.
Next, we present results from the AFM in the shear mode with a more gradually
tapered probe tip as shown in Section 3.2.4 using the magnitude of the fork current
and then showing the utility of the fork current phase for accurate results with less
drift over time. Finally, we demonstrate the importance of using the numerical meth-
ods and capacitance model with the spherical target for accurate scans with minimal
curvature.
5.1 Shear Mode with Thick Probe Tip
We confirmed the accuracy of the prototype AFM with the new spherical target and
the tip mounted for shear mode surface detection. Section 5.1.1 shows the results
of implementing the controller described in Section 4.2.2. In this case, there was no
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closed loop control of the lateral movement. The lateral movement was executed by
sending voltage commands to the quartered piezo tube without feedback position con-
trol from the capacitance sensors. The position data were calculated post-experiment
because the real-time position interpolation had not been developed yet for the spher-
ical target.
Section 5.1.2 shows some of the results of using the shear mode with real-time
control. All the results in this section, Section 5.1, were obtained before the high
voltage amplifier was stabilized as described in Section 3.3.3.
5.1.1 Shear Mode Detection without Lateral Control
Figure 5-1 shows a scan taken on August 11, 2004 using the surface tracking controller
described by (4.7) with the parameters chosen as K = 1.61, a = 10, and T =
0.01258 s. With these parameters, the integral-lead controller is given by
1 0.1258s+ 1
CA(s) = 1.61- . (5.1)
s 0.01258s + 1
We performed the scan in open loop fashion by commanding differential voltage values
on the two sets of opposing outer electrodes on the piezo tube. No lateral closed loop
control in the x-, y-directions was implemented. Even though lateral control was not
implemented, it was still possible to accurately measure features, since the capacitance
sensors were used to record the position of the target in x, y, and z.
The tuning fork was set to oscillate at 30.789 kHz with the signal generator set
to 1.18 Vpp (5.96 mVpp at the fork electrodes by (3.11)). The reference magnitude
current was set to approximately 98% (4.9 nA/5 nA). The scan required approxi-
mately 1 hour. The data were sampled at 10 Hz without filtering, while the DSP was
running a 10 kHz update rate. In this case, we did not filter the data, and we did not
save sample data at 10 kHz due to the excessive amount of storage space required for
lengthy scans and the limitations of the dSPACE hardware and software. Real-time
positioning had not been developed for the spherical target, so the positions were
post-processed from the recorded capacitance sensor outputs. In Figure 5-1, the only
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additional data processing was centering the scan points about the origin.
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Figure 5-1: Resulting scan of a MikroMasch silicon grating TGZ01 sample using the
shear tracking mode and similar probe tips used by Stein in earlier experiments. The
dashed lines indicate fitted lines to the x-z and y-z coordinates of the data. The
original scan (data acquisition) was performed on August 11, 2004.
The dashed lines are resulting first order polynomial fits for the x-z and y-z
coordinates of the data. Said another way, we took all the data points and fitted a line
to just the y-z components. Then, we fitted another line to just the x-z components
of the same data set. The slopes of the dashed lines were used to determine the
necessary angles of rotations to "flatten" the image. Figure 5-2 shows a flattened
image. The image was first rotated about the x-axis by 0.49' and then rotated about
the y-axis by 0.73'. For the rotation about the y-axis, 0.2' of the 0.73' was added by
hand adjustment in addition to the numerical fit. Rotating images does not change
the relative position of any of the points, but rotations allow us to get better feature
measurements. Even though the angles of rotation are minuscule, the effects are
quite visible because the vertical heights being measured are on the order of tens
of nanometers, while the lateral motion is on the order of micrometers. Given the
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AFM's machined and assembled tolerances these post-processing angles of rotation
are not unreasonable. Figure 5-3 shows two side views of the flattened data.
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Figure 5-2: Shear mode tracking scan flattened by two rotations. The original data
are shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-3: Side views of shear mode tracking scan. The upper trace consists of all
the data points shown in Figure 5-2 projected into the x-z plane. The lower trace is
the same data projected into the x-y plane.
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From Figures 5-2 and 5-3, it is difficult to make assessments about the accuracy of
the AFM. Figure 5-4 shows a portion of one of the scan lines without any additional
filtering or processing. The mean height in the z-direction, over the span of approxi-
mately -1.6 ptm to -0.1 jim in the x-direction, is -9.48 nm. The RMS error from the
mean over this same interval is 3.4 nm. The average difference from the mean is 2.70
nm.
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Figure 5-4: One portion of the flattened shear mode tracking scan shown in Figure 5-
2. The upper trace is a portion of one line scan projected into the x-z plane. The
lower trace shows the lateral motion of the line scan in the x-y plane.
The mean height in the z-direction, over the approximate span between +0.2 ,am
and +1.2 pim in the x-direction, is 18.34 nm. The RMS error from the mean over
this interval is 3.6 nm, and the average difference from the mean is 2.86 nm. The
difference between the means for the low portion and high portion is 27.82 nm. The
MikroMasch sample has a specified step height of 26.5 nm with a specified accuracy
of 1 nm. That means the error in the measurement of the localized step height is
somewhere between 0.32 nm and 2.32 nm ignoring the RMS noise.
For the pitch, several point-click estimates on the data points in Figure 5-4 show
the pitch to be approximately 3.1 pim. The MikroMasch pitch is nominally 3.0 pIm
with an accuracy within 5% [39]. Considering that this scan was performed in a non-
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clean room environment, the target has been subject to use/abuse, and the orientation
of the walls relative to the scanning motion is uncertain, these results are reasonable.
It should be noted that this scan was performed while the high voltage amplifier
output was unstable. Many other scans were taken in the shear mode, but this scan
was one of the most accurate. Many of the other scans did not resolve the vertical
walls of the steps as well and did not settle quickly after encountering a step. Some
of the parameters that affected accuracy and the AFM's ability to resolve steps were
the lateral scan speed, the entire time required for the scan, the surface tracking
controller, the frequency and magnitude of the excitation tuning fork voltage, and
the reference or threshold tuning fork current used for surface tracking. In this case,
the lateral scan speed was extremely slow, and the field of view was limited.
5.1.2 Shear Mode Tracking with Lateral Control
The scans presented in this section were performed in the shear mode with lateral
closed loop control. Lateral closed loop control allows nearly identical portions of a
surface to be scanned repetitively and may also prevent the probe tip from wandering
when encountering surface features. In contrast, having a lateral controller that
introduces unwanted oscillation can also negatively affect surface tracking ability. In
many cases, the gain for the lateral control was reduced to avoid interference with
surface tracking.
We scanned with a different probe tip than the one used in Section 5.1.1. This
probe tip assembly did not glean the same accuracy over a small region as shown in
Figure 5-2. However, the lack of accuracy prompted the debugging of the unstable
high voltage amplifier (Section 3.3.3), the self-calibration procedure (Section 4.2.2),
and the exploration of the tapping mode.
Figure 5-5 shows a scan of a MikroMasch TGZ01 silicon grating taken on Octo-
ber 13, 2004. In this case, the voltage across the tuning fork was 2.26 mVpp (448
mVpp signal generator output) with a fork current of approximately 4 or 5 nA. The
excitation frequency was set to 31.5505 kHz. The reference current level was set at
approximately 98%. There was a gain of 50 set on the lateral controller (see expres-
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sions in (4.4) and (5.2)), and a very small gain of 0.01 on the height tracking control
(see expressions in (4.7) and (5.3)).
CL (s) = 1(5.2)
s 7.958 x 10-4s + 1
1 0.1258s+ 1
CAWs = 0.01 1025s l(5.3)
s 0.01258s + 1
The scan speed was set to 15 nm/s over an approximate lateral space of 15 pum x
15 Mm. The scan time was a period of 2.5 hours. The spikes in the data are from the
self-calibration routine. During the self-calibration routine, the piezo tube would pull
up away from the surface a distance on the order of 100 nm to reset its maximum
reference current. In other words, if the reference current level was set to 98% of
the maximum current, the original maximum current was 5 nA, and the maximum
reference current was detected at a new level of 5.1 nA during a self-calibration cycle,
the actual reference current used during the scan would change from 4.90 nA to 4.998
nA. The self-calibration cycle was repeated every 5 minutes.
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Figure 5-5: Scan from October 13, 2004 shows the raw data from the real-time
interpolation for the shear mode tracking with lateral control. The upper data set is
from capacitance sensors 4, 5, and 6. The lower data set is from sensors 1, 2, and 3.
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To assure the proper function of the real-time interpolation method described
in Section 4.1, Figure 5-6 shows the error between the dSPACE real-time position
results for capacitance sensors 1, 2, and 3 and the MATLAB post-processing of the
corresponding voltage data using the appropriate transformations with the interp3
function. The resulting numerical error is on the order of 10-" nm in each coordinate
direction, which is negligible. The data are arranged according to point number.
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the MATLAB interpolation of the position data
3 and the dSPACE real-time implementation.
These results are purely numerical and show that the linear interpolation used by
dSPACE is virtually identical to the linear interpolation performed by the MATLAB
interp3 function.
The bottom set of data in Figure 5-5 was flattened via two rotations, and the
spikes during self-calibration were removed to produce Figure 5-7. The data were
first rotated 0.170 about the x-axis and then -0.54' about the y-axis. A slight tweak
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rotation of 0.0860 was a portion of the -0.54' about the y-axis. There are little spikes
(not due to self-calibration) along the wall edges of the grating. Whether the probe
is going up or down the slope does not seem to determine whether or not there is
a spike. The spiking behavior may be a function of the contact angle between the
probe and the wall.
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Figure 5-7: Shear mode tracking scan with lateral control flattened by two rotations.
The original data are from sensors 1, 2, and 3 as shown in Figure 5-5. The self-
calibration spikes have been removed.
Figure 5-8 shows a line scan portion of the flattened scan shown in Figure 5-7. The
probe was moving from left to right, so it appears that the tip encounters problems
going up hills, but as just mentioned, those spikes occur on the same edges regardless
of the direction. The pitch is approximately 3.1 pm. The width of the plateaus is
approximately 1.6 pm, although it is hard to make a conclusive measurement from
this scan. The mean height, over a span of approximately -0.8 pm to -0.3 Am along
the x-axis, is -15.3 nm. The RMS noise about this mean value in the specified range
is 3.2 nm. The average difference from the mean is 2.56 nm. Between approximately
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+0.7 pm and +1.9 pm along the x-axis, the mean height is 12.5 nm. The RMS
noise about this mean value is 3.5 nm. The average difference from the mean value
is 2.78 nm. Subtracting the first mean height from the second one, the height of the
step is 27.8 nm. This is again reasonable for the TGZ01 grating with its calibration
value of 26.5 nm t 1 nm. The flaw with this system is the way it responds to the
disturbance of a change in height.
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Figure 5-8: One line of the flattened scan for shear mode operation with lateral control
shown in Figure 5-7. The upper trace shows the line scan data projected into the x-z
plane. The lower trace shows the line scan data lateral movement in the x-y plane.
Higher Fork Voltage Amplitude
Figure 5-9 shows a scan of a MikroMasch TGZ01 silicon grating taken on October
12, 2004. In this case, the voltage across the tuning fork was 22.8 mVpp (4.520 Vpp
signal generator output), and the fork was excited at 31.5505 kHz. There was a gain
of 50 set on the lateral controller (see expressions in (4.4) and (5.2)), and a very small
gain of 0.01 on the height tracking control (see expressions in (4.7) and (5.3)). This
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scan was run with the self-calibration method enabled, but these extra points have
been removed from the shown image. Besides the driving voltage on the tuning fork,
the time required for the scan (scan speed), and the date, this experiment is identical
to the one shown in Figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-9: AFM scan performed on October 12, 2004 in the shear mode with a
relatively large driving voltage of 22.8 mVpp at the tuning fork electrodes.
The line scan shown in Figure 5-10 has a pitch of approximately 3.1 Pm. The
measured valley width is approximately 0.6 Mm, and the measured plateau width is
approximately 2.5 pum. The measured plateau width in Figure 5-9 is approximately
1.6 pm. There is a difference of 0.9 pm between these two measurements for the
plateau width. This means that the amplitude of oscillation has increased by 0.45 ym
on either side of the plateau with the higher excitation voltage. Now, the difference
between the two voltage inputs is 20.54 mVpp (10.27 mV) at the fork electrodes.
Assuming the driving voltage to amplitude of oscillation relationship is linear and
dividing 0.45 prm by 10.27 mV, we would expect a conversion factor of approximately
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44 nm/mV (amplitude of the tuning fork probe per given amplitude of voltage at the
fork electrodes) for our AFM in the shear mode.
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Figure 5-10: Portion of the AFM scan shown in Figure 5-9. The pitch is approximately
3.1 ,um, but the valleys are too narrow. The measured plateau width in the scan is
approximately 2.5 pm.
5.2 Tapping Mode Results
In a quest for better scans, we modified the AFM for tapping mode. Initially, tapping
mode tracking was performed with the fork coupled to the piezo tube (the tuning fork
was attached to the spherical target), which yielded very poor results. However, once
the amplifier was stabilized and the tuning fork was decoupled from the piezo tube
(the tuning fork was mounted to the AFM base plate and the sample was attached
to the moving spherical target as shown in Figure 3-31), the results in this section
were obtained.
Using an integrator with a gain of 0.1 for the surface tracking contol, along with
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lateral control, we scanned the MikroMasch TGZ01 silicon grating again to obtain
the flattened image shown in Figure 5-11. The scan was originally taken on Novem-
ber 9, 2004 using capacitance sensors 4, 5, and 6. The reference current was set to
approximately 98% of a max current of approximately 4 or 5 nA, and self-calibration
was performed every five minutes. The driving fork frequency was 32.519 kHz.
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Figure 5-11: Tapping mode scan with lateral control from November 9, 2004. The
scan was flattened by two rotations, and the self-calibration peaks were removed.
The scan in Figure 5-11 had a scan time of 2 hours with a lateral travel speed
of 25 nm/s. The scan was first rotated about the x-axis by -0.75' and then rotated
about the y-axis by 0.910. No visual rotational tweaking was necessary in this case.
To investigate the accuracy of this scan, one line was selected and is shown in
Figure 5-12. The mean height, along the x-axis between -0.6 1um and +0.6 pm,
is 21.17 nm in the z-direction with RMS noise of 3.2 nm and an average difference
of 2.56 nm from the mean. The mean height, along the x-axis between +1 pm
and +2.2 pm, is -7.29 nm in the z-direction with RMS noise of 3.0 nm and average
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difference of 2.37 nm from the mean. The average step height between these two
line portions is then 28.46 nm, which is within a few nanometers to the specified
26.5 nm ± 1 nm height of the TGZ01 grating. The measured pitch is approximately
3.1 1um.
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Figure 5-12: One line of the tapping scan with lateral control shown in Figure 5-12.
The upper trace is the line segment projected into the x-z plane, while the lower trace
shows the line segmented projected into the x-y plane.
Side views of the data in Figure 5-11 are shown in Figure 5-13. The scan required
two hours, over which time the measurements drifted. The observed drift in the ver-
tical direction is on the order of 100 nm. In the final hour of scanning, the height
measurements drifted 50 nm closer to their original state. In a non-environmentally
controlled room, the AFM is most likely susceptible to drift because of varying tem-
peratures, humidity, air currents, or free-floating particles. However, as is shown in
Section 5.3, the AFM was less susceptible to measurement drift over long periods of
time when operated in the shear mode using the phase of the fork current for surface
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Figure 5-13: Side views of the tapping mode scan shown in Figure 5-11. The upper
trace shows the data projected into the y-z plane. In the y-z projection, the probe
tip can be conceptualized as having moved from the left side to the right side during
the two hour scanning period. The lower trace shows the lateral movement of the
probe tip in the x-y plane.
Two more examples are shown in Figures 5-14 and 5-15. Figure 5-14 was taken on
November 10, 2004 using capacitance sensors 1, 2, and 3. The height tracking used
integral control with a gain of 0.1. The reference tracking current magnitude was set
at 98%, and the tuning fork was driven with the signal generator set to 210 mVpp
(1.06 mVpp at the tuning fork electrodes). The driving frequency was 32.519 kHz,
and the lateral control gain was set to unity. Self-calibration was performed every
five minutes. The data set was first rotated -1.93' about the x-axis and then 1.190
about the y-axis.
Figure 5-15 was taken on November 17, 2004 using capacitance sensors 1, 2, and
3. The controller can be described by
CA = Ke- (a78+ 1)2 (5.4)
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where K, = 0.1, a = 10, and r = 0.0066667 s. The reference tracking was set to 90%,
and the tuning fork was driven at a frequency of 32.519 kHz. The self-calibration
method was not utilized. The scan was first rotated -0.75' about the x-axis and
then 1.160 about the y-axis. About the x-axis 0.097' of the -0.75' rotation was
visually based. About the y-axis 0.11' of the 1.160 rotation was visually based.
The difference between these two images is the time required for the scans. Fig-
ure 5-14 required two hours, while Figure 5-15 only required ten minutes with a lateral
scan speed of approximately 0.80 pm/s. The improved scan speed was due to a mod-
ified controller. The faster scan was performed over the same area (different number
of lines comprised the scan) and had the same distinctive aberration in the upper
right hand corner, which is likely a dirt particle on the grating surface. Instead of
moving the scans to another portion of the sample, the aberration served as a fiducial
mark for multiple scans.
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Figure 5-14: Tapping mode scan with integral surface tracking control. Time required
for scan was two hours. Abberation (fiducial mark) in upper right hand portion of
scan is visible.
Figure 5-16 shows the flattened fast scan from several perspectives. The x-z
and y-z perspectives are shown to indicate that the rotation flattened the image in
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both axes. Errors in rotation in one perspective affect measurements taken in other
perspectives. Figure 5-16 also shows less drift of the measurements over time.
Using a portion of the line scan shown in Figure 5-17, some measurements con-
cerning the accuracy of the scan were performed. The mean height, along the x-axis
between -1.8 Mm and -0.8 ym, is -14.6 nm with an RMS noise of 3.1 nm and an
average difference from the mean value of 2.47 nm. The mean height, along the x-
axis between -0.6 pm and +0.6 pm, is 11.1 nm with an RMS noise of 3.4 nm and
an average difference of 2.78 nm from the mean. So, the step height in the region
between -1.8 pim and +0.6 pm is 25.7 nm.
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Figure 5-15: Tapping mode scan with integral and double lead tracking control.
Time required for scan was ten minutes. The aberration (fiducial mark) in the upper
right-hand portion of the scan is visible and more pronounced in this image than in
Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-16: Side views of the tapping mode scan shown in Figure 5-15. The top
trace shows the data projected into the x-z plane, the middle trace shows the data
projected into the y-z plane, and the bottom trace shows the lateral motion of the
probe tip in the x-y plane.
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Figure 5-17: Portion of the tapping mode scan shown in Figure 5-15. The upper trace
is the data projected into the x-z plane. In this view, slight curvature is observed
over the 20 pam span. The lower trace shows the lateral motion of the probe tip in
the x-y plane.
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Another 10 minute tapping mode scan performed on February 4, 2005 is shown in
Figure 5-18. The tuning fork was driven with a signal generator setting of 210 mVpp
(1.06 mVpp at the fork electrodes). The driving frequency was 32.51889 kHz. The
reference fork current magnitude was set to 90% (90% of approximately 4.3 nA).
Self-calibration was not used. The surface tracking controller was given by
1 0.0666667s + 1 \2
CA = 0.25!-- %~ 1 (5.5)
s 0.00666667s + I
and the lateral controller was given by
1 1
CL = 85 - (5.6)
s 0.007958s + 1
The flattened image was first rotated -0.67' about the x-axis and then 1.25' about
the y-axis.
Between x = -1.295 pm and -0.093 pm in Figure 5-20, the average height is
3.59 nm. The RMS error is 2.7 nm. The average mean error is 2.12 nm. Between
x = +0.310 ptm and +1.513 pm in Figure 5-20, the average height is -23.08 nm. The
RMS error is 3.7 nm, and the average mean error is 2.95 nm. So, the average step
height for this one step in the scan is 26.67 nm.
5.3 Shear Mode with Thin Probe
In Section 5.2, we successfully performed scans in the tapping mode after stabilizing
the high voltage amplifier for the AFM. After having obtained these positive results,
we desired to implement the AFM in the shear mode again. This section outlines AFM
results in the shear mode with use of a thinner optical fiber probe tip as described in
Section 3.2.4. The fork was attached to the spherical target, and the scanned surface
was fixed below the tip as shown in Section 1.4.1.
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Figure 5-18: Another ten minute tapping mode scan performed on February 4, 2005.
Two rotations were applied to flatten the image.
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Figure 5-19: Side views of another tapping mode scan performed in ten minutes.
The data were taken from Figure 5-18. The top trace shows the data projected into
the x-z plane, the middle trace shows the data projected into the y-z plane, and the
bottom trace shows the lateral motion of the probe tip in the x-y plane. These views
were used to verify the flatness of the rotated data.
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Figure 5-20: Side views of a portion of the scan in Figure 5-18 after the two rotations
were applied. The upper trace is the line segment projected into the x-z plane, while
the lower trace shows the line segment projected into the x-y plane.
5.3.1 Fork Current Magnitude Detection
Using the magnitude of the fork current for surface tracking, a scan of the TGZO1
(Figure 5-21) was performed in the shear mode on February 21, 2005. The tuning
fork was driven with a signal generator setting of 50 mVpp (0.252 mVpp at the fork
electrodes). The excitation frequency was 32.689920 kHz. The reference fork current
magnitude was set to 98% (98% of approximately 1.169 nA). The scan time was
approximately 50 minutes with a lateral scan speed of 10 nm/s. Self-calibration was
not used, and the surface tracking controller was given by
1
CA = 0.1-,
S
and the lateral controller was given by
(5.7)
11
CL=l-
s 0.007958s + 1
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The flattened image was first rotated 0.1420 about the x-axis and then 0.014' about
the y-axis.
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Figure 5-21: 3-D view of a shear mode scan taken with a thin optical fiber. The scan
was executed on February 21, 2005, and the magnitude of the fork current was used
for surface tracking.
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Figure 5-22: Side views of the scan in Figure 5-21. Two rotations were applied. The
top trace shows the data projected into the x-z plane, the middle trace shows the
data projected into the y-z plane, and the bottom trace shows the lateral motion of
the probe tip in the x-y plane.
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Figure 5-23: Side views of one portion of the scan shown in Figure 5-21. The upper
trace shows the line data projected into the x-z plane. The lower trace shows the
lateral movement projected into the x-y plane. Slight disturbances in the lateral
motion are observed as the probe tip encounters the grating steps.
Between x = -1.52291 pm and -0.34175 1am in Figure 5-23, the average height
is 16.93 nm. The RMS error is 3.3 nm. The average mean error is 2.62 nm. Between
x = -0.1566 um and +1.39633 pm in Figure 5-23, the average height is -9.82 nm.
The RMS error is 3.7 nm, and the average mean error is 2.90 nm. So, the average
step height for this one step in the scan is 26.75 nm.
5.3.2 Fork Current Phase Detection
In an effort to obtain better scans with the thin optical fiber tip in the shear mode, we
performed a few experiments using the phase of the fork current for surface tracking.
The phase measurement was taken from the R cos 6 and R sin 6 outputs from the lock-
in amplifier. The phase calculations were performed on the dSPACE board within
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the Simulink controller and signal processor.
A four hour shear mode scan with a lateral speed of approximately 30 nm/s
performed on February 23, 2005 is shown in Figure 5-24. The tuning fork was driven
with a signal generator setting of 50 mVpp (0.252 mVpp at the fork electrodes) at
32.689920 kHz. The reference fork current phase was set to 50%, where the minimum
phase (most negative phase) was -80. Self-calibration was not used. The surface
tracking controller was given by
1
CA = 0.010-, (5.9)
s
and the lateral controller was given by
1 1
CL =- 1 (5.10)
s 0.007958s + 1(
The flattened image was first rotated -0.00096' about the x-axis and then 0.00750
about the y-axis.
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Figure 5-24: 3-D view of a shear mode scan using the phase of the fork current for
surface tracking. The scan was performed on February 23, 2005.
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Figure 5-25: Side views of the scan shown in Figure 5-24. The top trace shows the
data projected into the x-z plane, the middle trace shows the data projected into the
y-z plane, and the bottom trace shows the lateral motion of the probe tip in the x-y
plane.
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Figure 5-26: Side views of a line portion of the scan in Figure 5-24. The upper trace
shows the line data projected into the x-z plane. The lower trace shows the lateral
movement projected into the x-y plane.
Between x = -0.8973 pm and +0.5377 /im in Figure 5-26, the average height is
-0.0035 pm. The RMS error is 1.9 nm. The average mean error is 1.4 nm. Between
x = +0.6931 ptm and +1.9047 /Lm in Figure 5-26, the average height is 2.31 nm. The
RMS error is 1.8 nm. The average mean error is 1.4 nm. So, the average step height
for this one step in the scan is 26.6 nm.
Even though we did not fully characterize the shear mode phase dynamics and
create a fine-tuned controller, using the phase for height tracking in the shear mode
resulted in better scans with the thin probe tips. In the last scan, there was also
less measurement drift over time than in the prior experiments. The drift measured
over a time period of four hours in the z-direction shown in Figure 5.3.2 is on the
order of 50 nm. When we performed a few scans using the phase of the fork current,
there seemed to be less measurement drift over time than observed from the scans
performed using the magnitude of the fork current.
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5.4 Linear-Non-linear Comparison
One of the differences between Stein's prototype and the current AFM is the use of a
non-linear capacitance-gap model to characterize the interaction between the capaci-
tance sensors and a spherical target. The non-linear model requires more computation
and leads to more accurate results. In this section, some comparative images between
the first prototype and the revised AFM are shown.
Figure 5-27 shows a scan using the same capacitance sensor outputs obtained in
Figure 5-15. To flatten the image, the data was first centered. The centered image
then had a rotation of -0.75' first applied about the x-axis, followed by a rotation of
1.160 about the y-axis. The capacitance sensor outputs were used with the prototype
transformation matrix shown in (3.3). Using this transformation did not account
for the non-linear relationship between the spherical target and the sensor or the
numerical relationship shown in Figure 2-9.
0.6
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0.2E -.. . . .
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-15M
Figure 5-27: Simulated scan image using a linear transformation for position calcu-
lations without the non-linear capacitance relationships or modified kinematics.
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The images shown in Figure 5-28 compare the results of using the linear transfor-
mations from Stein's thesis to the results using the computationally more demanding
transformation-interpolation method. The top image shows a direct comparison of
the same line shown in Figure 5-17. The curvature in the processed data with the
linear transformations is due to non-linearities and lack of calibration.
The linear transformations in Stein's thesis for position mapping were not used
with a spherical target. The linear transformations were used with a conical target,
which also exhibited non-linear bowl-like behavior. Using the linear transformations
with a conical target may have resulted in less curvature than that shown in Figure 5-
28. Before we began exploring the use of the spherical target and new capacitance
models with the prototype AFM, David Otten performed an experiment on Feb-
ruary 19, 2003 with the conical target and linear transformations, which displayed
curvature with 90 nm of error in the vertical direction along a line scan of 20 [Lm.
Regardless, Figure 5-28 shows the importance of using the modified transformation-
interpolation method with a spherical target.
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Figure 5-28: Same region shown in Figure 5-17 with a comparison between results
from the modified transformation-interpolation method and results using the linear
transformations from the initial AFM prototype. The middle two panels show the
same results shown in the top panel and are included to distinguish the two traces
apart without color printing. The bottom panel shows the lateral movement of the
probe tip. The upper trace in the bottom panel is from the new modified AFM
computational results, while the lower trace in the bottom panel is from the linear
transformations of the original prototype.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Suggestions
This chapter summarizes and concludes the research presented in this thesis. In
addition to stating the final results, we make suggestions for future or followup work.
6.1 Summary
We successfully improved Andrew Stein's prototype atomic force microscope. With
a proper model for the capacitance between a sphere and a circular flat, along with
the necessary kinematic transformations, lookup tables and data rotations, the AFM
was able to measure localized step heights with accuracy on the order of 1 nm and
RMS noise on the order of several nanometers. In addition to accurately measuring
step heights, we measured the pitch of the Mikromasch TGZ01 calibration grating to
within its 5% specified accuracy.
The maximum lateral bandwidth attained (100-200 Hz) was not significantly dif-
ferent from the lateral bandwidth attained by Stein. Our implemented lateral con-
troller was almost identical to the one used by Stein. The lateral bandwidth also had
a relatively small impact on the AFM's ability to resolve surface features because the
X, y, and z position measurements were determined through the capacitance sensors.
In many cases, we reduced the gain for the lateral controller to avoid disturbing the
surface tracking control in the vertical direction.
With respect to surface tracking speed, we definitely made improvements by using
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the tapping mode. In the tapping mode, we were able to accurately track the surface
at a lateral speed of 800 nm/s. In the shear mode, we were only able to run at
approximately 10 nm/s using the magnitude of the fork current and 30 nm/s using
the phase of the fork current. Although our goals for this project did not focus
on scanning speed, it was generally better to run the scans as fast as possible to
avoid drifts in measurements over time. Also, the productivity of such a measuring
instrument is leveraged by scanning speed.
Using the magnitude of the fork current for surface tracking, we created Bode
plots as shown in Chapter 4 to characterize the dynamics of the AFM's interaction
with a sample surface. Using these frequency response plots, various controllers were
designed and implemented for enhanced surface tracking ability. By tuning these
controllers and adjusting parameters such as the tuning fork driving voltage and
frequency, the reference height magnitude, and the scan speed, we were able to attain
accurate measurements using the magnitude of the fork current for surface tracking
in both the tapping and shear modes.
In addition to using the magnitude of the fork current for surface tracking, we
performed a few experiments using the phase of the fork current relative to the tuning
fork's driving input. Unfortunately, we were not able to characterize the AFM's
dynamics using the phase of the fork current for surface tracking because we only
ran phase tests with a very thin probe tip, which was generally difficult to stabilize
using either the magnitude or the phase of the fork current for surface tracking. Even
though we were not able to carefully characterize the dynamics of the thin probe tip's
surface tracking ability, we were able to successfully use the phase of the fork current
with integral control to attain accurate measurements as shown in Section 5.3.
Upon performing accurate scans in both the tapping and shear modes, we made a
couple of observations concerning scanning performance. First, higher surface track-
ing bandwidth in a "stationary" location did not always mean improved scanning
accuracy or step resolution. After having designed a controller for a "stationary"
location, it was often necessary to reduce the controller gain or modify the entire
surface tracking controller to perform real-time scans. Second, scans performed in
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the shear mode using the magnitude of the fork current seemed more susceptible to
measurement drift than scans performed using the phase of the fork current. With
more tests we could better verify this second point for both the shear and tapping
modes of surface tracking.
In order to perform the accurate scans in this thesis and gather the results we
have presented, it was necessary to make a few hardware modifications to the initial
prototype and produce tuning fork-probe tip assemblies. The probe tips used were
tapered optical fibers produced by UNC-Charlotte's Center for Precision Metrology,
and the tuning forks were standard oscillators used in digital watches. While ex-
perimenting with different techniques for attaching an optical fiber to a tuning fork,
we developed a method for tip mounting using Post-it® notes, which is outlined in
Section 3.2.4. Tip mountings were accomplished for both tapping and shear mode
scanning assemblies.
6.2 Suggestions for Further Work
6.2.1 Capacitive Modeling
In this project, we were able to use numerical solutions developed by Lilienkamp for
the capacitance between a sphere and a flat, circular disc. Lilienkamp developed
an empirical solution (see expression in (2.34)) for the capacitance between a sphere
and a circular flat with no lateral offset. Lilienkamp also developed a couple of
numerical solutions to account for the capacitance between a sphere and a circular
flat including the lateral offset. The numerical results for the geometry in our AFM
are shown in Figure 2-9. In addition to the results shown in Figure 2-9, Lilienkamp
utilized the infinite series solution outlined in Section 2.2.4 to numerically solve for the
capacitance. Appendix B includes MATLAB scripts that can be used to numerically
solve for the capacitance between a sphere and flat circular disc given a lateral offset
and a minimum gap distance.
More numerical testing could be executed using FastCap 2.0 or other commercial
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electrostatic modeling software packages. In the case of FastCap, it might be bene-
ficial to use a larger portion of the spherical surface used for modeling as mentioned
in Section 2.3.3. Also, it is possible that the results from more careful FastCap 2.0
simulations could be more accurate than Lilienkamp's results for this problem. Im-
proved accuracy might be due to the fact that the slight gap between the annulus and
the active area, along with any fringing effects, are not accounted for in Lilienkamp's
simulations. In addition, the total charge opposite the charge on the sphere is dis-
tributed on finite surface areas, whereas Lilienkamp's model sums the charge on a
portion of an essentially infinite plane. Another factor not considered in this thesis
is the surface roughness [15] of the spherical target or the capacitance sensors. These
numerical topics might be interesting for a more in-depth study of the capacitive
sensing and modeling, but we believe Lilienkamp's capacitance results are sufficiently
accurate for the scope of this project.
6.2.2 Metrology
The resulting scans in Chapter 5 all displayed some curvature. In reality, the curvature
is quite small. There is a height variation of approximately 20 nm over a length of
20 pm, or about 0.1%. It is possible that this curvature could be related to the sample
itself or errors in our metrology. To trace the source of the curvature, we would need
to execute further tests.
Another source of measurement error could be due to errors in the estimated gap
offsets (gap,) between the spherical target and the capacitance sensors. We had no
way of measuring the absolute distances between the sensors and the spherical tar-
get before activating motion in the piezo tube. As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, we
employed a minimization routine, which only estimated the gap offsets of the sensors
relative to the spherical target. Work could be done either to precisely fix the capac-
itance sensors relative to the spherical target, to develop some way of determining
their relative positions more exactly, or to develop a better minimization routine to
use the data from all six capacitance sensors for initial position calculations.
We could also improve measurement accuracy and possibly reduce the undesirable,
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observed curvature by centering the probe tip in the spherical target. We proposed
one method in Section 3.2.7, but we did not have time to implement it. Centering
the probe tip to the spherical target would fulfill the initially proposed concepts and
benefits of going to a spherical target. In addition to centering the probe tip to the
spherical target, using a precision sphere instead of our turned spherical target from
a standard CNC lathe might lead to improved results.
6.2.3 Surface Tracking Sensor
For the surface tracking sensor, we limited ourselves to a standard tuning fork and
optical fiber probe tip. There are many other tuning forks and probe tips available.
With respect to tuning forks, better results could probably be attained by using a
stiff tuning fork of resonance greater than 1 MHz as demonstrated in [23, 43]. In [43],
Seo and Jhe were able to run with a sharp fiber tip at a scan speed of 2.4 mm/s,
which is over 1000 times faster than the speed we were able to obtain with our setup.
Exploring new crystal resonators could definitely improve our surface tracking speed.
According to [43, 21], the settling time is directly proportional to the Q factor and
inversely proportional to the resonant frequency of the resonator. So, to achieve lower
settling times (faster scanning) it would be necessary to have a probe with a relatively
low Q factor and a high resonant frequency. Even though there are advantages to
having a tuning fork with a low Q factor, it would still be necessary to have a relatively
high Q factor, so that the system would be highly sensitive to the weak forces acting
on the probe tip [43].
In addition to experimenting with different tuning forks, we could also test differ-
ent probe tips. We are extremely grateful to UNC-Charlotte for the probe tips they
provided, but we might also try a diamond tip as shown in [52]. In fact, Dr. Danze-
brink from PTB sent us a tuning fork with one of their diamond tips for tapping
mode detection. Unfortunately, we did not find the time to test their probe tip with
our AFM, but it would have been interesting to develop a controller for use with their
tuning fork-probe tip assembly, especially since we successfully performed scans in
the tapping mode with optical fibers.
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6.2.4 Environmental Control
In Section 7.3.1 of his thesis [48], Stein addressed the issues of environmental control.
He suggested that we put some type of enclosure around the AFM housing to attempt
to regulate temperature, to prevent air currents from affecting the scans, and to avoid
contamination of the sample surface and probe tip. Having an appropriate enclosure
would have been helpful, but we were able to make our AFM improvements without
one.
Essential to obtaining the images in this thesis was the ultrasonic cleaner we used
to prepare the sample surfaces for scanning. After removing the samples from the
cleaning solution, we then rinsed them with distilled water. Even with the ultrasonic
cleaning, we were not able to eliminate all the particles that appeared in the AFM
scans. For further testing it would be advisable to use an enclosure for environmental
control, and to operate in a temperature-controlled clean room.
6.2.5 Control
For future work it would be prudent to spend more time running experiments using
the phase of the fork current for surface tracking. We did not have the opportunity
to try our AFM in the tapping mode with the fork current phase. Based on the
improvements we witnessed in the shear mode, we might have been able to increase
scan speed.
With respect to scan speed, it was difficult to gauge our success because our scan
speed was limited by our ability to manage step changes in height. For instance, it was
much easier for us to scan an optical flat because there were no large disturbances to
track with minimal overshoot, nor disturbances to cause the surface tracking control to
go unstable. In further research, it would be interesting to model probe tip interaction
with a vertical wall and apply the results to a better control scheme. In addition to
modeling complicated probe tip interaction with a vertical wall, it would be interesting
to use models developed by others for probe tip-surface interactions [26] to develop
a better control scheme.
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In this thesis, we attempted to control a non-linear system with linear control
techniques, which is what others have successfully done in the past. For example, work
has been done to linearize the probe tip-surface interactions for greater bandwidth
as shown in [25] in order to apply linear control. In our case, it would probably be
more advantageous to improve the sensing components before investing more time
in complex control algorithms, but it would be interesting to solely spend additional
time developing better surface tracking algorithms or controllers.
In conclusion and on a personal note, we are pleased with the results obtained
in this thesis. There were moments when all we wanted the AFM to do was resolve
a distinguishing feature on the sample. There was excitement when we successfully
incorporated Lilienkamp's non-linear capacitance model with the kinematic transfor-
mations in real-time. There were moments when the end never seemed in sight, but
we somehow managed. There were comic moments when we broke lots of special fiber
optic tips in developing new tip mounting techniques. Finally, there were moments of
exhilaration when we finally resolved proper step heights and pitches of the sample
in both the shear and tapping modes. Overall, this new instrument is successful in
demonstrating promising approaches for accurate AFM metrology.
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Appendix A
Mechanical Drawings
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Appendix B
MATLAB Scripts
B.1 Lilienkamp Capacitance Calculations
This section provides the scripts necessary to generate the fitted polynomials for the
capacitance calculations, along with the scripts necessary for capacitance calculations
of a sphere to a circular flat. The script find-poly-coeffs2 was written by Katherine
Lillienkamp.
B.1.1 find-poly coeffs2
This script calculates the necessary coefficients for the capacitance calculations and
outputs p5, a matrix for use with the function capcalcAheory2. The radius of the
sphere, the radius of the capacitance sensor, the minimum gap distances, and the
lateral offsets can all be specified.
R=.01445; rprobe=.0025; offset=[O 10 500]*le-6; %offset=[0 10 500]*1e-6;
%glist=[.02: .02: .75];
dr=le-6; r2=.5*dr:dr: (rprobe); r=.5*dr:dr: (rprobe+1. 1*max(off set));
ep0=8.8542e-12; g=[2:1:58]*1e-6; h=g+R;
%integrate over an OFFSET geometry...
nmax=1000; d=zeros(nmax,length(g)); q=d; d(1,:)=h;
q(1,:)=4*pi*epO*R; for n=2:nmax;
n
d(n,:)=h - R^2./(h+d(n-1,:));
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Xq(n,:)=q(n-1,:).*(R./(h+d(n-1,:)));
q(n,:)=q(n-1,:).*(h-d(n,:))./R;
end
qdummy=1+0*q(:,1); rdummy=1+0*r;
for n=1:length(g) % for each desired gap
['gap' num2str(n)]
dmat=d(:,n)*rduimmy;
qmat=q(:,n)*rdummy;
rmat=qdummy*r;
Eprobe(n,:)=sum((1/(2*pi*ep0))*(dmat.*qmat)./((rmat.^2 + (dmat).^2).^(1.5)));
end
dt=pi*1e-3;
theta=[.5*dt:dt:pi]; % NOTE: only half the probe! (factor 2 is used in Cmat later)
xmat=cos(theta)'*r2; ymat=sin(theta)'*r2;
Cmat=zeros(length(offset),length(g)); g2=2*max(g)*[.01:.01:2];
Cflat=pi*ep0*(rprobe.^2)./g2; clear xout p5 for n=1:length(offset)
n
Rmat=((xmat+offset(n)).^2+ymat.^2).^.5;
% *** min(min(Rmat)) can be less than "min(r)" due to roundoff...
% ... fixed below:
Rmat=max(Rmat,min(min(r)));
for n2=1:length(g)
Emat=interpl(r,Eprobe(n2,:),Rmat);
Cmat(n,n2)=2*epo*sum(sum(dr*dt*Rmat.*Emat));
end
XCprobe=sum(q.*(-d./(rprobe^2+d.^2).~.5));
XCprobe2=cumsum(q.*(-d./(rprobe^2+d.^2).^.5));
figure(n); clf
subplot(211);
xout=interpl(Cflat,g2,Cmat(n,:),'spline');
plot(1e6*g,1e6*xout,'b.')
xlabel('Actual gap, g-a.c-t (microns)');
ylabel('Measured gap, g-m-e-a-s (microns)');
subplot(212);
plot(100./(1e6*xout),log(1e6*g),'b.');
xlabel('100/g-m_e_a_s(\mum)');
ylabel('ln(ga-c.t(\mum))');
p5(n,:)=polyfit(100./(1e6*xout),log(1e6*g),5);
hold on
plot(100./(1e6*xout),polyval(p5(n,:),100./(1e6*xout)),'r--');
subplot(211); hold on
plot(exp(polyval(p5(n,:),100./(1e6*xout))),le 6*xout,'r--');
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drawnow
save partrun
end
B.1.2 capcalcitheory2
This script is based on a script written by Katherine Lilienkamp and was then modi-
fied to output the distance between two parallel plates of the same surface area as the
capacitance sensor that would have the equivalent capacitance as that found between
a spherical target and a capacitance sensor for our AFM with a given minimum gap
distance and a given lateral offset. For different sized spheres and circular capacitance
sensors, you would use find_poly-coeffs2 to generate the appropriate p5 coefficients
first.
function [Zd,pfit5del]=capcalc theory2(Xg,Yo)
XThis function is based on a MATLAB function originally written by
%Katherine Lilienkamp
%Zd=capcalc-theory(Xg,Yo)
%Inputs are in microns. Output is in microns.
for q=1:length(Yo),
delta-use=Yo(q);
del=[0:10:600];
pfit5cal=[-0.05215540 0.44949986 -1.58896449 2.93963618 -5.09315199 6.67889574
-0.05215859
-0.05216819
-0.05218419
-0.05220659
-0.05223542
-0.05227068
-0.05231239
-0.05236057
-0.05241524
-0.05247642
-0.05254416
-0.05261847
-0.05269940
-0.05278697
-0.05288124
-0.05298224
-0.05309003
-0.05320466
-0.05332618
0.44952467
0.44959909
0.44972316
0.44989694
0.45012049
0.45039391
0.45071732
0.45109085
0.45151466
0.45198892
0.45251385
0.45308965
0.45371658
0.45439490
0.45512490
0.45590690
0.45674121
0.45762821
0.45856827
-1.58904350
-1.58928056
-1.58967575
-1.59022922
-1.59094119
-1.59181191
-1.59284170
-1.59403095
-1.59538011
-1.59688967
-1.59856019
-1.60039231
-1.60238671
-1.60454413
-1.60686538
-1.60935134
-1.61200294
-1.61482118
-1.61780713
2.93976950
2.94016948
2.94083625
2.94177003
2.94297111
2.94443987
2.94617678
2.94818237
2.95045730
2.95300227
2.95581809
2.95890567
2.96226598
2.96590009
2.96980915
2.97399442
2.97845724
2.98319903
2.98822132
-5.09327663
-5.09365057
-5.09427392
-5.09514682
-5.09626951
-5.09764226
-5.09926542
-5.10113940
-5.10326468
-5.10564180
-5.10827135
-5.11115402
-5.11429052
-5.11768166
-5.12132831
-5.12523139
-5.12939190
-5.13381092
-5.13848957
6.67891791
6.67898445
6.67909536
6.67925068
6.67945046
6.67969477
6.67998368
6.68031729
6.68069569
6.68111902
6.68158739
6.68210097
6.68265991
6.68326440
6.68391461
6.68461077
6.68535309
6.68614181
6.68697719
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-0.05345464 0.45956180 -1.62096190 2.99352572 -5.14342906 6.68785948
-0.05359012 0.46060921 -1.62428672 2.99911393 -5.14863066 6.68878897
-0.05373267 0.46171098 -1.62778282 3.00498777 -5.15409572 6.68976597
-0.05388236 0.46286757 -1.63145156 3.01114914 -5.15982565 6.69079078
-0.05403927 0.46407948 -1.63529433 3.01760003 -5.16582193 6.69186374
-0.05420347 0.46534724 -1.63931260 3.02434255 -5.17208613 6.69298519
-0.05437505 0.46667141 -1.64350791 3.03137888 -5.17861987 6.69415549
-0.05455407 0.46805256 -1.64788189 3.03871134 -5.18542488 6.69537503
-0.05474064 0.46949131 -1.65243623 3.04634232 -5.19250292 6.69664420
-0.05493485 0.47098828 -1.65717268 3.05427433 -5.19985587 6.69796341
-0.05513678 0.47254414 -1.66209310 3.06251000 -5.20748565 6.69933311
-0.05534655 0.47415958 -1.66719939 3.07105204 -5.21539430 6.70075372
-0.05556425 0.47583532 -1.67249357 3.07990330 -5.22358389 6.70222572
-0.05578998 0.47757210 -1.67797771 3.08906671 -5.23205663 6.70374960
-0.05602388 0.47937071 -1.68365396 3.09854535 -5.24081476 6.70532586
-0.05626605 0.48123196 -1.68952459 3.10834238 -5.24986063 6.70695502
-0.05651661 0.48315669 -1.69559192 3.11846111 -5.25919667 6.70863761
-0.05677569 0.48514577 -1.70185836 3.12890495 -5.26882541 6.71037420
-0.05704343 0.48720011 -1.70832644 3.13967745 -5.27874945 6.71216538
-0.05731996 0.48932065 -1.71499874 3.15078227 -5.28897149 6.71401173
-0.05760542 0.49150838 -1.72187796 3.16222321 -5.29949432 6.71591388
-0.05789996 0.49376429 -1.72896690 3.17400419 -5.31032081 6.71787246
-0.05820374 0.49608945 -1.73626843 3.18612927 -5.32145396 6.71988815
-0.05851691 0.49848493 -1.74378555 3.19860264 -5.33289683 6.72196163
-0.05883963 0.50095185 -1.75152134 3.21142865 -5.34465260 6.72409359
-0.05917208 0.50349139 -1.75947899 3.22461177 -5.35672454 6.72628477
-0.05951443 0.50610474 -1.76766181 3.23815662 -5.36911604 6.72853592
-0.05986687 0.50879315 -1.77607321 3.25206797 -5.38183057 6.73084781
-0.06022958 0.51155791 -1.78471670 3.26635075 -5.39487173 6.73322124
-0.06060277 0.51440034 -1.79359593 3.28101003 -5.40824322 6.73565704
-0.06098663 0.51732183 -1.80271465 3.29605105 -5.42194884 6.73815604
-0.06138136 0.52032379 -1.81207675 3.31147921 -5.43599253 6.74071913
-0.06178720 0.52340769 -1.82168621 3.32730009 -5.45037833 6.74334720
-0.06220436 0.52657506 -1.83154717 3.34351941 -5.46511040 6.74604117
-0.06263308 0.52982745 -1.84166389 3.36014310 -5.48019302 6.74880200
-0.06307359 0.53316649 -1.85204076 3.37717724 -5.49563061 6.75163067
-0.06352615 0.53659384 -1.86268232 3.39462811 -5.51142769 6.75452819
-0.06399100 0.54011124 -1.87359323 3.41250217 -5.52758895 6.75749558
-0.06446842 0.54372047 -1.88477832 3.43080609 -5.54411917 6.76053393
-0.06495868 0.54742337 -1.89624256 3.44954670 -5.56102330 6.76364432
-0.06546206 0.55122183 -1.90799106 3.46873108 -5.57830642 6.76682788 ];
probe-use=Xg(q);
%probe_use=35:150;
pfit5del=interpl(del,pfit5cal,delta-use);
%yout=probe-use;
% for i=1:length(Xg),
rootstemp=roots([pfit5del(1) pfit5del(2) pfit5del(3) pfit5del(4) pfit5del(5)...
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pfit5del(6)-log(Xg(q))]);
for j=1:length(rootstemp)
if isreal(rootstemp(j)),
realroot=rootstemp(j);
end
end
if exist('realroot')
Zd(q)=100./(realroot);
else
Zd(1)=NaN;
end
end
B.2 Sensor-Sphere Position Determination Scripts
and Functions
The scripts in this section were utilized to estimate the initial minimum gap distances
and initial lateral offsets between the capacitance gauges and the spherical target.
B.2.1 find-gaps.m
stringname='1_28_05_1'; Dater=load(cat (2, 'center-pos_' , stringname));
Dater=getf ield (Dater, cat (2, ' center-pos ' , stringname))
t=Dater.X.Data; sensorl=Dater.Y(1).Data*50*le-6;
sensor2=Dater.Y(2).Data*50*le-6; sensor3=Dater.Y(3).Data*50*le-6;
sensor4=Dater.Y(4).Data*50*le-6; sensor5=Dater.Y(5).Data*50*le-6;
sensor6=Dater.Y(6).Data*50*le-6;
figure(1) plot(t,sensorl,'.',t,sensor2,'x',t,sensor3,'+')
xlabel('time (s)') ylabel('Linear Cap (m)') legend('Sensor
1', 'Sensor 2', 'Sensor 3') MEAN1=mean(sensor1) ; MEAN2=mean(sensor2);
MEAN3=mean(sensor3);
figure(2) plot(t,sensor4,'.',t,sensor5,'x',t,sensor6,'+')
xlabel('time (s)') ylabel('Linear Cap (m)') legend('Sensor
4','Sensor 5','Sensor 6') MEAN4=mean(sensor4); MEAN5=mean(sensor5);
MEAN6=mean(sensor6);
/pproximate Initial Gap with "Zero Voltage" on piezo tube in sensor output meters
% MEAN1=3.172331093555659e-005;
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% MEAN2=3.21938737 7079446e-005;
% MEAN3=3.282018253459265e-005;
sensorconst1=94.7e-6; sensor-const_2=94.2e-6;
sensorconst_3=94.le-6;
%Assume Zero Lateral Offset
absflat-measl=MEAN1+sensorconst_1;
absflat-meas2=MEAN2+sensorconst_2;
absflatmeas3=MEAN3+sensorconst_3;
[min-gap_1]=min-gap-calc(O, absflatmeasl*1e6);
[min-gap_2]=min-gap-calc(0 absflatmeas2*1e6);
[min-gap_3]=min-gap-calc(O, absflatmeas3*1e6);
min-gap_1=mingapj1*1e-6 min-gap_2=min-gap_2*le-6
min-gap_3=min-gap_3*le-6
% MEAN4=3.052379551218516e-005;
% MEAN5=3.120376055513448e-005;
% MEAN6=3.219470123746503e-005;
sensorconst_4=95.3e-6; sensorconst_5=94.6e-6;
sensorconst_6=94.5e-6;
XAssume Zero Lateral Offset
absflatmeas4=MEAN4+sensorconst_4;
absjflatmeas5=MEAN5+sensorconst_5;
absflat-meas6=MEAN6+sensorconst_6;
[min-gap_4]=min-gap-calc(0,absflatmeas4*1e6);
[min-gap_5]=min-gap-calc(0,absflatmeas5*1e6);
[min-gap_6]=min-gap-calc(0,absflat-meas6*1e6);
min-gap_4=min.gap_4*le-6 min-gap_5=min-gap_5*le-6
min-gap_6=min-gap_6*le-6
save MEANS MEAN1 MEAN2 MEAN3 MEAN4 MEAN5 MEAN6
gl-guess=min-gap_1; g2_guess=min-gap_2; g3_guess=min-gap_3;
g4_guess=min-gap_4; g5_guess=min-gap_5; g6_guess=min.gap_6;
[gaps,feval,exitf lag]=fminsearch(Ogap-func_2_sets_ ....
[g1_guess,g2_guess,g3_guess,g4_guess,g5guess,g6guess],...
optimset('TolX' ,le-9, 'TolFun' ,le-9));
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B.2.2 gap-func_2_sets-.m
function [error-value2]=gap-func-2_setsl(gap-offsets-param)
%July 13, 2004
sensorconst_1=94.7e-6; sensor-const_2=94.2e-6;
sensor-const_3=94.le-6; sensorconst_4=95.3e-6;
sensorconst_5=94.6e-6; sensor-const_6=94.5e-6;
load MEANS
Vlinput=MEAN1+sensor-const_1; V2_input=MEAN2+sensorconst_2;
V3-input=MEAN3+sensor-const_3; V4_input=MEAN4+sensorconst_4;
V5-input=MEAN5+sensor-const_5; V6_input=MEAN6+sensorconst_6;
save voltage-input V1_input V2_input V3-input V4_input V5_input
V6_input
gap-offset_1=gap-offsets-param(1);
gap-offset_2=gap-offsets-param(2);
gap-offset_3=gap-offsets-param(3);
gap-offset4=gap-offsets-param(4);
gap-offset-5=gap-offsets-param(5);
gap-offset_6=gap-offsets-param(6);
% gap-offset_1=2.4962e-005;
% gap.offset_2=2.6561e-005;
% gap-offset_3=2.4018e-005;
% gap-offset_4=2.6437e-005;
% gap-offset_5=2.5006e-005;
% gap-offset_6=2.5045e-005;
save gap-offsets gap-offset_1 gapoffset_1 gap-offset_2 gap-offset_3
gap-offset_4 gap.offset_5 gap-offset_6
thetal=(54.74)*pi/180; theta2=(54.74)*pi/180; theta3=(54.74)*pi/180;
theta4=(54.74)*pi/180; theta5=(54.74)*pi/180; theta6=(54.74)*pi/180;
save thetas thetal theta2 theta3 theta4 theta5 theta5 theta6
alphal=-60*pi/180; alpha2=60*pi/180; alpha3=180*pi/180;
alpha4=0*pi/180; alpha5=120*pi/180; alpha6=240*pi/180;
save alphas alphal alpha2 alpha3 alpha4 alpha5 alpha6
R=.5690766*.0254;
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save R
xcguess=Oe-6; ycguess=O; zcguess=O;
%Produce Center Position Coordinates for Given Gap Offsets
[coor,feval,exitflag]=fminsearch(coordtovolts,...
[xcguess,ycguess,zcguess],...
optimset('TolX',ie-10,'TolFun',ie-10));X,'MaxFunEvals',100))
xcl=coor(:,1); ycl=coor(:,2); zcl=coor(:,3); save centerpos xci ycl
zcl centersetl=[xci ycl zcl]
% D=R+gap-offset_1;
% D2=R+gap-offset_2;
% D3=R+gap-offset_3;
D4=R+gap-offset_4; D5=R+gap-offset_5; D6=R+gap-offset_6;
xp4=R*sin(theta4)*cos(alpha4)+xcl;
yp4=R*sin(theta4)*sin(alpha4)+ycl; zp4=R*cos(theta4)+zci;
xp5=R*sin(theta5)*cos(alpha5)+xcl;
yp5=R*sin(theta5)*sin(alpha5)+yc; zp5=R*cos(theta5)+zcl;
xp6=R*sin(theta6)*cos(alpha6)+xcl;
yp6=R*sin(theta6)*sin(alpha6)+ycl; zp6=R*cos(theta6)+zcl;
xq4=D4*sin(theta4)*cos(alpha4); yq4=D4*sin(theta4)*sin(alpha4);
zq4=D4*cos(theta4); xq5=D5*sin(theta5)*cos(alpha5);
yq5=D5*sin(theta5)*sin(alpha5); zq5=D5*cos(theta5);
xq6=D6*sin(theta6)*cos(alpha6); yq6=D6*sin(theta6)*sin(alpha6);
zq6=D6*cos(theta6);
a4=sqrt((xp4.*yq4-yp4.*xq4).^2 +(yp 4 .*zq4-zp4.*yq4).^2+...
(zp4.*xq4-xp4.*zq4).^2)./sqrt(xq4.^2+yq4.^2+zq4.^2);
a5=sqrt((xp5.*yq5-yp5.*xq5).^ 2+(yp 5 .*zq5-zp5.*yq5).^2+...
(zp5.*xq5-xp5.*zq5).^2)./sqrt(xq5.^2+yq5.^2+zq5.^2);
a6=sqrt((xp6.*yq6-yp6.*xq6).^ 2+(yp 6 .*zq6-zp6.*yq6).^2+...
(zp6.*xq6-xp6.*zq6).^2)./sqrt(xq6.^2+yq6.^2+zq6.^2);
dc4=abs((xq4*xci+yq4*yci+zq4*zcl-(xq4.^2+yq4.^2+zq4.^2))./...
sqrt(xq4.^2+yq4.^2+zq4.^2));
dc5=abs((xq5*xci+yq5*ycl+zq5*zci-(xq5.^2+yq5.^2+zq5.^2))./...
sqrt(xq5.^2+yq5.^2+zq5.^2));
dc6=abs((xq6*xci+yq6*yci+zq6*zcl-(xq6.^2+yq6.^2+zq6.^2))./...
sqrt(xq6.^2+yq6.^2+zq6.^2));
d4=dc4-R; d5=dc5-R; d6=dc6-R;
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% EpsilonO=8.854e-12;
% r=.0025;
% A=pi*r.^2;
%Cd2=2*pi*EpsilonO*R*log(1+(3*r.^2./R)./(2.*Yo./R.*(3-Yo./R)));
%Zd2=EpsilonO.*A./Cd2;
d4reshape=reshape(d4, (size(d4,1)*size(d4,2)*size(d4,3)),1);
d5reshape=reshape(d5, (size(d5,1)*size(d5,2)*size(d5,3)), 1);
d6reshape=reshape(d6,(size(d6,1)*size(d6,2)*size(d6,3)),1);
a4reshape=reshape(a4, (size(a4,1)*size(a4,2)*size(a4,3)) ,1);
a5reshape=reshape(a5, (size(a5,1)*size(a5,2)*size(a5,3)),1);
a6reshape=reshape(a6, (size(a6,1)*size(a6,2)*size(a6,3)) ,1);
V4reshape=capcalc-theory2(d4(1:length(d4reshape))*1e6,...
a4(1:length(a4reshape))*1e6)'*le-6;
V5reshape=capcalc-theory2(d5(1:length(d5reshape))*1e6,...
a5(1:length(a5reshape))*1e6) '*1e-6;
V6reshape=capcalc-theory2(d6(1:length(d6reshape))*1e6,...
a6(1:length(a6reshape))*1e6)'*le-6;
gap-offsets-param
errorvalue2=sqrt ( (V4-input-V4reshape).-2...
+(V5_input-V5reshape).^2+(V6_input-V6reshape).^2)
function [error-value]=coord_tovolts(coords)
%[error-value] =coordtovolts( [xc,yc,zc])
%Takes in xc,yc,zc in m and outputs V1,V2,V3 in absolute units of m
%In other words, V1=50e-6, corresponds to an actual sensor reading of 0 V.
xc=coords(:,1); yc=coords(:,2); zc=coords(:,3);
load gap-offsets load thetas load alphas load R load voltage-input
D1=R+gap-offset_1; D2=R+gap-offset_2; D3=R+gap-offset_3;
xpl=R*sin(thetal)*cos(alphal)+xc; ypl=R*sin(thetal)*sin(alphal)+yc;
zpl=R*cos(thetal)+zc; xp2=R*sin(theta2)*cos(alpha2)+xc;
yp2=R*sin(theta2)*sin(alpha2)+yc; zp2=R*cos(theta2)+zc;
xp3=R*sin(theta3)*cos(alpha3)+xc; yp3=R*sin(theta3)*sin(alpha3)+yc;
zp3=R*cos(theta3)+zc;
xq1=D1*sin(theta1)*cos(alpha1); yql=D1*sin(thetal)*sin(alphal);
zql=D1*cos(thetal); xq2=D2*sin(theta2)*cos(alpha2);
yq2=D2*sin(theta2)*sin(alpha2); zq2=D2*cos(theta2);
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xq3=D3*sin(theta3)*cos(alpha3); yq3=D3*sin(theta3)*sin(alpha3);
zq3=D3*cos(theta3);
al=sqrt((xpl.*yql-ypl.*xql).^2+(yp1.*zq1-zp1.*yq1).^2+...
(zpl.*xql-xpl.*zql).^2)./sqrt(xq1.^2+yq1.^2+zq1.^2);
a2=sqrt((xp2.*yq2-yp2.*xq2).^2+(yp2 .*zq2-zp2.*yq2).^2+...
(zp2.*xq2-xp2.*zq2).^2)./sqrt(xq2.^2+yq2.^2+zq2.^2);
a3=sqrt((xp3.*yq3-yp3.*xq3).^ 2 +(yp 3 .*zq3-zp3.*yq3).^2+...
(zp3.*xq3-xp3.*zq3).^2)./sqrt(xq3.^2+yq3.^2+zq3.^2);
dcl=abs((xql*xc+yql*yc+zql*zc-(xql.^2+yq1.^2+zq1.^2))./...
sqrt(xq1.^2+yq1.^2+zq1.^2));
dc2=abs((xq2*xc+yq2*yc+zq2*zc-(xq2.^2+yq2.^2+zq2.^2))./ ...
sqrt(xq2.^2+yq2.^2+zq2.^2));
dc3=abs((xq3*xc+yq3*yc+zq3*zc-(xq3.^2+yq3.^2+zq3.^2))./ ...
sqrt(xq3.^2+yq3.^2+zq3.^2));
dl=dcl-R; d2=dc2-R; d3=dc3-R;
dlreshape=reshape(dl,(size(dl,1)*size(dl,2)*size(dl,3)),1);
d2reshape=reshape(d2,(size(d2,1)*size(d2,2)*size(d2,3)),1);
d3reshape=reshape(d3,(size(d3,1)*size(d3,2)*size(d3,3)),1);
alreshape=reshape(al,(size(a1,1)*size(al,2)*size(al,3)),1);
a2reshape=reshape(a2,(size(a2,1)*size(a2,2)*size(a2,3)),1);
a3reshape=reshape(a3,(size(a3,1)*size(a3,2)*size(a3,3)),1);
Vlreshape=capcalc-theory2(dl(1:length(dlreshape))*1e6,...
al(1:length(alreshape))*1e6)'*le-6;
V2reshape=capcalc-theory2(d2(1:length(d2reshape))*1e6,...
a2(1:length(a2reshape))*1e6)'*le-6;
V3reshape=capcalc.theory2(d3(1:length(d3reshape))*1e6,...
a3(1:length(a3reshape))*1e6)'*le-6;
errorvalue=sqrt( (V1input-Vlreshape) . ^2+(V2_input-V2reshape). 2...
+(V3input-V3reshape).^2);
function [Zd,pfit5del]=capcalc-theory2(Xg,Yo)
XThis function is based on a MATLAB function originally written by
%Katherine Lilienkamp
XZd=capcalc-theory(Xg,Yo)
%Inputs are in microns. Output is in microns.
for q=1:length(Yo),
deltause=Yo(q);
del=[0:10:600];
pfit5cal=[-0.05215540 0.44949986 -1.58896449 2.93963618 -5.09315199 6.67889574
204
-0.05215859
-0.05216819
-0.05218419
-0.05220659
-0.05223542
-0.05227068
-0.05231239
-0.05236057
-0.05241524
-0.05247642
-0.05254416
-0.05261847
-0.05269940
-0.05278697
-0.05288124
-0.05298224
-0.05309003
-0.05320466
-0.05332618
-0.05345464
-0.05359012
-0.05373267
-0.05388236
-0.05403927
-0.05420347
-0.05437505
-0.05455407
-0.05474064
-0.05493485
-0.05513678
-0.05534655
-0.05556425
-0.05578998
-0.05602388
-0.05626605
-0.05651661
-0.05677569
-0.05704343
-0.05731996
-0.05760542
-0.05789996
-0.05820374
-0.05851691
-0.05883963
-0.05917208
-0.05951443
-0.05986687
0.44952467
0.44959909
0.44972316
0.44989694
0.45012049
0.45039391
0.45071732
0.45109085
0.45151466
0.45198892
0.45251385
0.45308965
0.45371658
0.45439490
0.45512490
0.45590690
0.45674121
0.45762821
0.45856827
0.45956180
0.46060921
0.46171098
0.46286757
0.46407948
0.46534724
0.46667141
0.46805256
0.46949131
0.47098828
0.47254414
0.47415958
0.47583532
0.47757210
0.47937071
0.48123196
0.48315669
0.48514577
0.48720011
0.48932065
0.49150838
0.49376429
0.49608945
0.49848493
0.50095185
0.50349139
0.50610474
0.50879315
-1.58904350
-1.58928056
-1.58967575
-1.59022922
-1.59094119
-1.59181191
-1.59284170
-1.59403095
-1.59538011
-1.59688967
-1.59856019
-1.60039231
-1.60238671
-1.60454413
-1.60686538
-1.60935134
-1.61200294
-1.61482118
-1.61780713
-1.62096190
-1.62428672
-1.62778282
-1.63145156
-1.63529433
-1.63931260
-1.64350791
-1.64788189
-1.65243623
-1.65717268
-1.66209310
-1.66719939
-1.67249357
-1.67797771
-1.68365396
-1.68952459
-1.69559192
-1.70185836
-1.70832644
-1.71499874
-1.72187796
-1.72896690
-1.73626843
-1.74378555
-1.75152134
-1.75947899
-1.76766181
-1.77607321
2.93976950
2.94016948
2.94083625
2.94177003
2.94297111
2.94443987
2.94617678
2.94818237
2.95045730
2.95300227
2.95581809
2.95890567
2.96226598
2.96590009
2.96980915
2.97399442
2.97845724
2.98319903
2.98822132
2.99352572
2.99911393
3.00498777
3.01114914
3.01760003
3.02434255
3.03137888
3.03871134
3.04634232
3.05427433
3.06251000
3.07105204
3.07990330
3.08906671
3.09854535
3.10834238
3.11846111
3.12890495
3.13967745
3.15078227
3.16222321
3.17400419
3.18612927
3.19860264
3.21142865
3.22461177
3.23815662
3.25206797
-5.09327663
-5.09365057
-5.09427392
-5.09514682
-5.09626951
-5.09764226
-5.09926542
-5.10113940
-5.10326468
-5.10564180
-5.10827135
-5.11115402
-5.11429052
-5.11768166
-5.12132831
-5.12523139
-5.12939190
-5.13381092
-5.13848957
-5.14342906
-5.14863066
-5.15409572
-5.15982565
-5.16582193
-5.17208613
-5.17861987
-5.18542488
-5.19250292
-5.19985587
-5.20748565
-5.21539430
-5.22358389
-5.23205663
-5.24081476
-5.24986063
-5.25919667
-5.26882541
-5.27874945
-5.28897149
-5.29949432
-5.31032081
-5.32145396
-5.33289683
-5.34465260
-5.35672454
-5.36911604
-5.38183057
6.67891791
6.67898445
6.67909536
6.67925068
6.67945046
6.67969477
6.67998368
6.68031729
6.68069569
6.68111902
6.68158739
6.68210097
6.68265991
6.68326440
6.68391461
6.68461077
6.68535309
6.68614181
6.68697719
6.68785948
6.68878897
6.68976597
6.69079078
6.69186374
6.69298519
6.69415549
6.69537503
6.69664420
6.69796341
6.69933311
6.70075372
6.70222572
6.70374960
6.70532586
6.70695502
6.70863761
6.71037420
6.71216538
6.71401173
6.71591388
6.71787246
6.71988815
6.72196163
6.72409359
6.72628477
6.72853592
6.73084781
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-0.06022958
-0.06060277
-0.06098663
-0.06138136
-0.06178720
-0.06220436
-0.06263308
-0.06307359
-0.06352615
-0.06399100
-0.06446842
-0.06495868
-0.06546206
0.51155791 -1.78471670 3.26635075
0.51440034 -1.79359593 3.28101003
0.51732183 -1.80271465 3.29605105
0.52032379 -1.81207675 3.31147921
0.52340769 -1.82168621 3.32730009
0.52657506 -1.83154717 3.34351941
0.52982745 -1.84166389 3.36014310
0.53316649 -1.85204076 3.37717724
0.53659384 -1.86268232 3.39462811
0.54011124 -1.87359323 3.41250217
0.54372047 -1.88477832 3.43080609
0.54742337 -1.89624256 3.44954670
0.55122183 -1.90799106 3.46873108
-5.39487173 6.73322124
-5.40824322 6.73565704
-5.42194884 6.73815604
-5.43599253 6.74071913
-5.45037833 6.74334720
-5.46511040 6.74604117
-5.48019302 6.74880200
-5.49563061 6.75163067
-5.51142769 6.75452819
-5.52758895 6.75749558
-5.54411917 6.76053393
-5.56102330 6.76364432
-5.57830642 6.76682788 ];
probeuse=Xg(q);
%probeuse=35:150;
pfit5del=interpl(del,pfit5cal,deltause);
%yout=probeuse;
% for i=1:length(Xg),
rootstemp=roots([pfit5del(1) pfit5del(2) pfit5del(3) pfit5del(4)...
pfit5del(5) pfit5del(6)-log(Xg(q))]);
for j=1:length(rootstemp)
if isreal(rootstemp(j)),
realroot=rootstemp(j);
end
end
if exist('realroot')
Zd(q)=100./(realroot);
else
Zd(1)=NaN;
end
end
function [min-gap,pfit5del]= min-gap-calc(lat-off set, capprobeout)
%Function based on another MATLAB script created by Katherine Lilienkamp
del= [0:10:600]; pfit5cal= [-0.05215540 0.44949986 -1.58896449
2.93963618
2.93976950
2.94016948
2.94083625
2.94177003
2.94297111
2.94443987
2.94617678
2.94818237
2.95045730
2.95300227
2.95581809
-5.09315199
-5.09327663
-5.09365057
-5.09427392
-5.09514682
-5.09626951
-5.09764226
-5.09926542
-5.10113940
-5.10326468
-5.10564180
-5.10827135
6.67889574 -0.05215859
6.67891791 -0.05216819
6.67898445 -0.05218419
6.67909536 -0.05220659
6.67925068 -0.05223542
6.67945046 -0.05227068
6.67969477 -0.05231239
6.67998368 -0.05236057
6.68031729 -0.05241524
6.68069569 -0.05247642
6.68111902 -0.05254416
6.68158739 -0.05261847
0.44952467
0.44959909
0.44972316
0.44989694
0.45012049
0.45039391
0.45071732
0.45109085
0.45151466
0.45198892
0.45251385
0.45308965
-1.58904350
-1.58928056
-1.58967575
-1.59022922
-1.59094119
-1.59181191
-1.59284170
-1.59403095
-1.59538011
-1.59688967
-1.59856019
-1.60039231
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2.95890567
2.96226598
2.96590009
2.96980915
2.97399442
2.97845724
-5.11115402 6.68210097 -0.05269940 0.45371658 -1.60238671
-5.11429052 6.68265991 -0.05278697 0.45439490 -1.60454413
-5.11768166 6.68326440 -0.05288124 0.45512490 -1.60686538
-5.12132831 6.68391461 -0.05298224 0.45590690 -1.60935134
-5.12523139 6.68461077 -0.05309003 0.45674121 -1.61200294
-5.12939190 6.68535309
B.3 Kinematic Data Set Generation
In this section, we include the scripts necessary to generate the lookup table data for
the Simulink implementation of the real-time position calculating process from the
capacitance sensor outputs.
B.3.1 kinematics-actual_bothAdual.m
%Spherical Target Kinematics
%September 2, 2004
clear all; load gap-offsets gapoffset_1=gap-offset_1;
gap-offset_2=gap-offset-2; gap.offset_3=gap-offset_3;
gap.offset_4=gap.offset_4; gap.offset_5=gap-offset_5;
gap-offset_6=gapoffset_6;
thetal=(54.74)*pi/180; theta2=(54.74)*pi/180; theta3=(54.74)*pi/180;
theta4=(54.74)*pi/180; theta5=(54.74)*pi/180; theta6=(54.74)*pi/180;
alphal=-60*pi/180; alpha2=60*pi/180; alpha3=180*pi/180;
alpha4=0*pi/180; alpha5=120*pi/180; alpha6=240*pi/180;
alpha=60*pi/180; R=.5690766*.0254;
xcdomain=[-22e-6:100e-8:22e-6]; ycdomain=[-22e-6:100e-8:22e-6];
zcdomain=[-5e-6:2e-7:5e-6];
numgridpoints=length (xcdomain) *length (ycdomain) *length (zcdomain)
[xc,yc,zc]=meshgrid(xcdomain,ycdomain,zcdomain);
D1=R+gap-offset_1; D2=R+gap-offset_2; D3=R+gap-offset _3;
D4=R+gap-offset_4; D5=R+gap-offset-5; D6=R+gapoffset_6;
xpl=R*sin(thetal)*cos(alphal)+xc; ypl=R*sin(thetal)*sin(alphal)+yc;
zpl=R*cos(thetal)+zc; xp2=R*sin(theta2)*cos(alpha2)+xc;
yp2=R*sin(theta2)*sin(alpha2)+yc; zp2=R*cos(theta2)+zc;
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xp3=R*sin(theta3)*cos(alpha3)+xc; yp3=R*sin(theta3)*sin(alpha3)+yc;
zp3=R*cos (theta3) +zc;
xp4=R*sin(theta4)*cos(alpha4)+xc; yp4=R*sin(theta4)*sin(alpha4)+yc;
zp4=R*cos(theta4)+zc; xp5=R*sin(theta5)*cos(alpha5)+xc;
yp5=R*sin(theta5)*sin(alpha5)+yc; zp5=R*cos(theta5)+zc;
xp6=R*sin(theta6)*cos(alpha6)+xc; yp6=R*sin(theta6)*sin(alpha6)+yc;
zp6=R*cos(theta6)+zc;
xql=D1*sin(thetal)*cos(alphal); yql=D1*sin(thetal)*sin(alphal);
zql=D1*cos(thetal); xq2=D2*sin(theta2)*cos(alpha2);
yq2=D2*sin(theta2)*sin(alpha2); zq2=D2*cos(theta2);
xq3=D3*sin(theta3)*cos(alpha3); yq3=D3*sin(theta3)*sin(alpha3);
zq3=D3*cos(theta3);
xq4=D4*sin(theta4)*cos(alpha4); yq4=D4*sin(theta4)*sin(alpha4);
zq4=D4*cos(theta4); xq5=D5*sin(theta5)*cos(alpha5);
yq5=D5*sin(theta5)*sin(alpha5); zq5=D5*cos(theta5);
xq6=D6*sin(theta6)*cos(alpha6); yq6=D6*sin(theta6)*sin(alpha6);
zq6=D6*cos(theta6);
al=sqrt((xpl.*yql-ypl.*xql).^2+(ypl.*zql-zpl.*yql).^2+...
(zpl.*xql-xpl.*zql).^2)./sqrt(xq1.^2+yq1.^2+zq1.2);
a2=sqrt((xp2.*yq2-yp2.*xq2).^ 2+(yp 2 .*zq2-zp2.*yq2).^2+...
(zp2.*xq2-xp2.*zq2).^2)./sqrt(xq2.^2+yq2.^2+zq2.^2);
a3=sqrt((xp3.*yq3-yp3.*xq3).^ 2+(yp 3 .*zq3-zp3.*yq3).~2+...
(zp3.*xq3-xp3.*zq3).^2)./sqrt(xq3.^2+yq3.^2+zq3.^2);
a4=sqrt((xp4.*yq4-yp4.*xq4).^ 2+(yp 4 .*zq4-zp4.*yq4).^2+...
(zp4.*xq4-xp4.*zq4).^2)./sqrt(xq4.^2+yq4.^2+zq4.^2);
a5=sqrt((xp5.*yq5-yp5.*xq5).^2+(yp5.*zq5-zp5.*yq5).^2+...
(zp5.*xq5-xp5.*zq5).^2)./sqrt(xq5.^2+yq5.^2+zq5.^2);
a6=sqrt((xp6.*yq6-yp6.*xq6).^ 2+(yp 6 .*zq6-zp6.*yq6).^2+...
(zp6.*xq6-xp6.*zq6).^2)./sqrt(xq6.^2+yq6.^2+zq6.^2);
dcl=abs((xql*xc+yql*yc+zql*zc-(xql.^2+yql.^2+zq1.^2))./...
sqrt(xq1.^2+yq1.2+zq1.^2));
dc2=abs((xq2*xc+yq2*yc+zq2*zc-(xq2.^2+yq2.^2+zq2.^2))./...
sqrt(xq2.^2+yq2.^2+zq2.^2));
dc3=abs((xq3*xc+yq3*yc+zq3*zc-(xq3.^2+yq3.^2+zq3.^2))./ ...
sqrt(xq3.^2+yq3.^2+zq3.^2));
dc4=abs((xq4*xc+yq4*yc+zq4*zc-(xq4.^2+yq4.^2+zq4.^2))./...
sqrt(xq4.^2+yq4.^2+zq4.^2));
dc5=abs((xq5*xc+yq5*yc+zq5*zc-(xq5.^2+yq5.^2+zq5.^2))./ ...
sqrt(xq5.^2+yq5.^2+zq5.^2));
dc6=abs((xq6*xc+yq6*yc+zq6*zc-(xq6.^2+yq6.^2+zq6.^2))./...
sqrt(xq6.^2+yq6.^2+zq6.^2));
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dl=dcl-R; d2=dc2-R; d3=dc3-R; d4=dc4-R; d5=dc5-R; d6=dc6-R;
dlreshape=reshape(dl,
d2reshape=reshape(d2,
d3reshape=reshape(d3,
d4reshape=reshape(d4,
d5reshape=reshape(d5,
d6reshape=reshape(d6,
alreshape=reshape(al,
a2reshape=reshape(a2,
a3reshape=reshape(a3,
a4reshape=reshape(a4,
a5reshape=reshape(a5,
a6reshape=reshape(a6,
(size(dl,1)*size(d1,2)*size(dl,3)),1)
(size(d2,1)*size(d2,2)*size(d2,3)),1)
(size(d3,1)*size(d3,2)*size(d3,3)),1)
(size(d4,1)*size(d4,2)*size(d4,3)),1)
(size(d5,1)*size(d5,2)*size(d5,3)),1)
(size(d6,1)*size(d6,2)*size(d6,3)),1)
(size(al,1)*size(al,2)*size(a1,3)),1)
(size(a2,1)*size(a2,2)*size(a2,3)),1)
(size(a3,1)*size(a3,2)*size(a3,3)),1)
(size(a4,1)*size(a4,2)*size(a4,3)),1)
(size(a5,1)*size(a5,2)*size(a5,3)),1)
(size(a6,1)*size(a6,2)*size(a6,3)),1)
Vlreshape=capcalc-theory2(dl(1:length(dlreshape))*1e6,...
a1(1:length(alreshape))*1e6)'*1e-6;
V2reshape=capcalc-theory2(d2(1:length(d2reshape))*1e6,...
a2(1:length(a2reshape))*1e6)'*le-6;
V3reshape=capcalc-theory2(d3(1:length(d3reshape))*1e6,...
a3(1:length(a3reshape))*1e6)'*1e-6;
V4reshape=capcalc-theory2(d4(1:length(d4reshape))*1e6,...
a4(1: length(a4reshape))*1e6) '*1e-6;
V5reshape=capcalc-theory2(d5(1:length(d5reshape))*1e6,...
a5(1:length(a5reshape))*1e6)'*1e-6;
V6reshape=capcalc-theory2(d6(1:length(d6reshape))*1e6,...
a6(1:length(a6reshape))*1e6)'*le-6;
V1=reshape(Vlreshape,size(xc)); V2=reshape(V2reshape,size(xc));
V3=reshape(V3reshape, size(xc)); V4=reshape(V4reshape, size(xc));
V5=reshape(V5reshape,size(xc)); V6=reshape(V6reshape, size(xc));
xcreshape=reshape(xc, (size(xc,1)*size(xc,2)*size(xc,3)) ,1);
ycreshape=reshape(yc, (size(yc,1)*size(yc,2)*size(yc,3)) ,1);
zcreshape=reshape(zc, (size(zc,1)*size(zc,2)*size(zc,3)) ,1);
combinexc yc-zcV1 V2_V3=[xcreshape, ycreshape, zcreshape,...
Vireshape, V2reshape, V3reshape];
combinexc yczcV4-V5_V6=[xcreshape, ycreshape, zcreshape,...
V4reshape, V5reshape, V6reshape];
tot-datal=combine-xc-yc.zcViV2_V3;
totdata2=combine-xc-yc-zcV4_V5_V6; matdimension=size(xc);
save tabledatabig xcreshape ycreshape zcreshape Vireshape V2reshape
V3reshape V4reshape V5reshape V6reshape matdimension load
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tabledatabig xcreshape ycreshape zcreshape Vireshape V2reshape
V3reshape V4reshape V5reshape V6reshape matdimension
xcdomain=[-22e-6:100e-8:22e-6]; ycdomain=[-22e-6:100e-8:22e-6];
zcdomain=[-5e-6:2e-7:5e-6];
numgridpoints=length(xcdomain)*length(ycdomain)*length(zcdomain)
[xc,yc,zc]=meshgrid(xcdomain,ycdomain,zcdomain);
V1=reshape(V1reshape,size(xc)); V2=reshape(V2reshape,size(xc));
V3=reshape(V3reshape,size(xc)); V4=reshape(V4reshape,size(xc));
V5=reshape(V5reshape,size(xc)); V6=reshape(V6reshape,size(xc));
Vreshape=[Vireshape, V2reshape, V3reshape];
minvalue=1; figure(1); cif
for i=1:length(zcdomain),
mesh(V1(:,:,i),V2(:,:,i),V3(:,:,i),xc(:,:,i))
hold on
xlabel('V1 (I)')
ylabel('V2 (i)')
zlabel('V3 (I)')
end hold on title('xc colormap from position calculations') colorbar
view(-147.5,28)
%This linelineintersect function is from
% This a simple conversion to MATLAB of the C code posted by Paul
% Bourke at
% http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/~pbourke/geometry/lineline3d/. The
% author of this all too imperfect translation is Cristian Dima
% (csd~cmu.edu)
midplanenum=round(matdimension(3)/2);
Vlmidhorz-l=V1(1,round(matdimension(2)/2),midplanenum);
Vlmidhorz_2=V1(matdimension(1) ,round(matdimension(2)/2) ,midplanenum);
V2midhorzA=V2(1,round(matdimension(2)/2),midplanenum);
V2midhorz_2=V2(matdimension(1) ,round(matdimension(2)/2) ,midplanenum);
V3midhorz_1=V3(1,round(matdimension(2)/2),midplanenum);
V3midhorz_2=V3(matdimension(1) ,round(matdimension(2)/2) ,midplanenum);
plot3([Vlmidhorz_1 Vlmidhorz_2],[V2midhorz_1
V2midhorz_2],[V3midhorz_1 V3midhorz_2])
Vlmidvert_1=Vl(round(matdimension(1)/2),1,midplanenum);
Vlmidvert_2=V1(round(matdimension(1)/2),matdimension(2),midplanenum);
V2midvert_1=V2(round(matdimension(1)/2),1,midplanenum);
V2midvert-2=V2(round(matdimension(1)/2),matdimension(2) ,midplanenum);
V3midvert_1=V3(round(matdimension(1)/ 2),1,midplanenum);
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V3midvert_2=V3(round(matdimension(1)/2) ,matdimension(2) ,midplanenum);
plot3([Vimidvert_1 Vlmidvert_2], [V2midvert_1
V2midvert_2] , [V3midvert_1 V3midvert_2])
pl=[Vlmidhorz_1 V2midhorz_1 V3midhorz_1]*1e5; p2=[Vlmidhorz_2
V2midhorz_2 V3midhorz_2]*1e5; p3=[Vlmidvert_1 V2midvert_1
V3midvert_1]*le5; p4=[Vlmidvert_2 V2midvert_2 V3midvert_2]*1e5;
[pa, pb, mua, mub] =LineLineIntersect(pl,p2,p3,p4);
pa=pa*le-5; pb=pb*le-5; mua=mua*le-5; mub=mub*1e-5;
Vlshifted=Vlreshape-pb(1); V2shifted=V2reshape-pb(2);
V3shifted=V3reshape-pb(3);
%Shifted to origin
figure(2) clf
for i=1:length(zcdomain),
mesh(V1(:,:,i)-pb(1),V2(:,:,i)-pb(2),V3(:,:,i)-pb(3),xc(:,:,i))
hold on
xlabel('V1 (m)')
ylabel('V2 (m)')
zlabel('V3 (m)')
end hold on title('xc colormap from position calculations sensor set
1') colorbar view(-147.5,28)
gamma=-atan(abs ( (V2midhorz_1-V2midhorz_2) /(Vlmidhorz_1-Vlmidhorz_2)));
gammadeg=gamma*180/pi
%Rotate about V3-axis by gamma
Rzgamma=[cos(gamma) -sin(gamma) 0
sin(gamma) cos(gamma) 0
0 0 1]';
Vshifted=[Vlshifted, V2shifted, V3shifted];
Vrotated=Vshifted*Rzgamma;
Vlrotatedmat=reshape(Vrotated(: ,1) ,imatdimension);
V2rotatedmat=reshape(Vrotated(: ,2),matdimension);
V3rotatedinat=reshape(Vrotated(: ,3),matdimension);
figure(3) clf
for i=1:length(zcdomain),
mesh(Vlrotatedmat(: ,,i) ,V2rotatedmat(:,: ,i) ,V3rotatedmat(:, ,i) ,xc(:, ,i))
hold on
xlabel('V1 (m)')
ylabel('V2 (m)')
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zlabel('V3 (m)')
end hold on title('xc colormap from position calculations') colorbar
view(-147.5,28)
%Rotate about the V2-axis by beta
beta=-atan(abs((V3midvert_1-V3midvert_2)/(sqrt((Vimidvert_1-Vlmidvert_2)^2...
+(V2midvertA-V2midvert_2)^2))));
betadeg=beta*180/pi RyB=[cos(beta) 0 sin(beta)
0 1 0
-sin(beta) 0 cos(beta)]';
Vrotatedrotated=Vrotated*RyB;
Vlrotatedrotatedmat=reshape(Vrotatedrotated(:,1),matdimension);
V2rotatedrotatedmat=reshape(Vrotatedrotated(:,2),matdimension);
V3rotatedrotatedmat=reshape(Vrotatedrotated(:,3),matdimension);
figure(4) clf for i=1:length(zcdomain),
mesh(Vlrotatedrotatedmat (: , :, i) ,V2rotatedrotatedmat (:,, i),...
V3rotatedrotatedmat(: ,:,i),xc(:,:,i))
hold on
xlabel('V1 (m)')
ylabel('V2 (m)')
zlabel('V3 (m)')
end hold on title('xc colormap from position calculations') colorbar
view(-147.5,28)
%Now create meshgrid for transformed voltages
V1domain=[-18e-6:150e-8:18e-6]; V2domain=[-18e-6:150e-8:18e-6];
V3domain=[-3.75e-6:5e-7:3.75e-6];
numVgridpoints=length(V1domain)*length(V2domain) *length(V3domain)
[Vitrans,V2trans,V3trans]=meshgrid(Vldomain,V2domain,V3domain);
mattransdimension=[length(Vldomain) length(V2domain)
length(V3domain)]; Vtrans=[reshape(Vltrans,[numVgridpoints 1]),
reshape (V2trans, [numVgridpoints 1]), reshape (V3trans, [numVgridpoints
1])];
%Interpolate on "rectangular grid" to get new xc values for this newly
%defined grid
xctranstest=griddatan(Vrotatedrotated*10^5,xcreshape*10^5,...
Vtrans*10^5,'linear')*1e-5;
yctranstest=griddatan(Vrotatedrotated*10^5,ycreshape*10^5,...
Vtrans*10^5,'linear')*le-5;
zctranstest=griddatan(Vrotatedrotated*10^5,zcreshape*10^ 5 ,...
Vtrans*10^5,'linear')*1e-5;
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xctranstest-mesh=reshape (xctranstest,size (Vitrans));
yctranstest-mesh=reshape(yctranstest,size(Vitrans));
zctranstest mesh=reshape(zctranstest,size(Vltrans)); save
tabledatashort Vidomain V2domain V3domain Vitrans V2trans V3trans
mattransdimension xctranstest xctranstestmesh yctranstest
yctranstestmesh zctranstest zctranstestmesh beta gamma pb
figure(5) clf
for i=1:length(V3domain),
mesh(Vltrans(:,:,i),V2trans(:,:,i),V3trans(:,:,i),xctranstest mesh(:,:,i))
hold on
xlabel('V1 (m)')
ylabel('V2 (m)')
zlabel('V3 (i)')
end hold on colorbar view(-147.5,28) title('Interpolation going from
Voltages to Positions')
%Rotate back about the V2-axis by -beta
beta3=-beta; betadeg3=beta3*180/pi RyB3=[cos(beta3) 0 sin(beta3)
0 1 0
-sin(beta3) 0 cos(beta3)]';
%Rotate about V3-axis by -gamma
gamma3=-gamma; gammadeg3=gamma3*180/pi Rzgamma3=[cos(gamma3)
-sin(gamma3) 0
sin(gamma3) cos(gamma3) 0
0 0 1]';
Rotateback=RyB3*Rzgamma3; Vtransbackminusshift=Vtrans*Rotateback;
%Shift away from origin
Vltransback=Vtransbackminusshift (:,1)+pb(1);
V2transback=Vtransbackminusshift (:,2) +pb (2);
V3transback=Vtransbackminusshift (:,3) +pb (3);
Vltransbackmesh=reshape (Vltransback, mattransdimension);
V2transback-mesh=re shape (V2transback, mattransdimension);
V3transbackmesh=reshape (V3transback, mattransdimension);
figure(6) clf for i=1:length(V3domain),
mesh(Vltransback-mesh(: ,:,i) ,V2transback.mesh(: ,,i), ...
V3transback-mesh(: ,:,i),xctranstest-mesh(: ,,i))
hold on
xlabel('V1 (m)')
ylabel('V2 (m)')
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zlabel('V3 (m)')
end hold on
% plot3(Vltest*10^5,V2test*10^5,V3test*10^5,'*')
colorbar view(-147.5,28) title('Interpolation going from Voltages to
Positions')
%Sensor Set 2
figure(7); clf
for i=1:length(zcdomain),
mesh(V4(:,:,i),V5(:,:,i),V6(:,:,i),xc(:,:,i))
hold on
xlabel('V4 (i)')
ylabel('V5 (i)')
zlabel('V6 (i)')
end hold on title('xc colormap from position calculations sensor set
2') colorbar view(-147.5,28)
%This linelineintersect function is from
% This a simple conversion to MATLAB of the C code posted by Paul
% Bourke at
% http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/~pbourke/geometry/lineline3d/. The
% author of this all too imperfect translation is Cristian Dima
% (csd~cmu.edu)
Note that the horz and vertical terms are actually switched below
midplanenum=round(matdimension(3)/2);
V4midhorz_1=V4(1,round(matdimension(2)/2),midplanenum);
V4midhorz_2=V4(matdimension(1) ,round(matdimension(2)/2) ,midplanenum);
V5midhorz_1=V5(1,round(matdimension(2)/2),midplanenum);
V5midhorz_2=V5(matdimension(1) ,round(matdimension(2)/2) ,imidplanenum);
V6midhorzj=V6(1,round(matdimension(2)/2),midplanenum);
V6midhorz_2=V6(matdimension(1) ,round(matdimension(2)/2) ,midplanenum);
plot3([V4midhorz_1 V4midhorz_2],[V5midhorz-1
V5midhorz_2],[V6midhorz-1 V6midhorz-2])
V4midvertA=V4(round(matdimension(1)/2),1,midplanenum);
V4midvert-2=V4(round(matdimension(1)/2) ,matdimension(2) ,midplanenum);
V5midvert_1=V5(round(matdimension(1)/2),1,midplanenum);
V5midvert_2=V5(round(matdimension(1)/2) ,matdimension(2) ,imidplanenum);
V6midvert_1=V6(round(matdimension(1)/2),1,midplanenum);
V6midvert_2=V6(round(matdimension(1)/2),matdimension(2),midplanenum);
plot3([V4midvert_1 V4midvert_2],[V5midvert_1
V5midvert_2],[V6midvert_1 V6midvert_2])
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pl=[V4midhorz_1 V5midhorz_1 V6midhorz_1]*1e5; p2=[V4midhorz_2
V5midhorz-2 V6midhorz_2]*1e5; p3=[V4midvert_1 V5midvert_1
V6midvertl]*le5; p4=[V4midvert_2 V5midvert_2 V6midvert_2]*1e5;
[pa2, pb2, mua2, mub2]=LineLineIntersect(pl,p 2 ,p 3 ,p 4 );
pa2=pa2*le-5; pb2=pb2*le-5; mua2=mua2*le-5; mub2=mub2*le-5;
V4shifted=V4reshape-pb2(1); V5shifted=V5reshape-pb2(2);
V6shifted=V6reshape-pb2(3);
%Sensor Set 2 Shifted to origin
figure(8) clf
for i=1:length(zcdomain),
mesh(V4(: ,,i)-pb2(1) ,V5(: ,,i)-pb2(2) ,V6(: ,,i)-pb2(3) ,xc(: ,,i))
hold on
xlabel('V4 (m)')
ylabel('V5 (m)')
zlabel('V6 (m)')
end hold on title('xc colormap from position calculations sensor set
2') colorbar view(-147.5,28)
gamma2=-atan(abs((V4midvert_1-V4midvert_2)/(V5midvert_1-V5midvert_2)));
gammadeg2=gamma2*180/pi
gamma2=atan(abs((V6midhorz_1-V6midhorz_2)/(V5midhorz_1-V5midhorz-2)));
gammadeg2=gamma2*180/pi
%gamma2=0*pi/180
%Rotate about V4-axis by gamma
Rzgamma2=[1 0 0
0 cos(gamma2) -sin(gamma2)
0 sin(gamma2) cos(gamna2)]';
Vshifted2=[V4shifted, V5shifted, V6shifted];
Vrotated2=Vshifted2*Rzgamma2;
V4rotatedmat=reshape(Vrotated2(: ,1) ,matdimension);
V5rotatedmat=reshape(Vrotated2(:,2) ,matdimension);
V6rotatedmat=reshape(Vrotated2(:,3) ,matdimension);
figure(9) clf
for i=1:length(zcdomain),
mesh(V4rotatedmat(:,:,i),V5rotatedmat(:,:,i),...
V6rotatedmat(:,:,i),xc(:,:,i))
hold on
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xlabel('V4 (m)')
ylabel('V5 (m)')
zlabel('V6 (m)')
end hold on title('xc colormap from position calculations sensor set
2') colorbar view(-147.5,28)
XAnother evaluation of a line on the midplane of the rotated data
V4midvert_1=V4rotatedmat (round (matdimension(1)/2), 1, midplanenum);
V4midvert_2=V4rotatedmat (round(matdimension(1)/2) ,matdimension(2) ,midplanenum);
V5midvert_1=V5rotatedmat (round(matdimension(1)/2), 1, midplanenum);
V5midvert_2=V5rotatedmat (round(matdimension(1)/2) ,matdimension(2) ,midplanenum);
V6midvert_1=V6rotatedmat (round(matdimension(1)/2), 1, midplanenum);
V6midvert_2=V6rotatedmat (round(matdimension(1)/2) ,matdimension(2) ,midplanenum);
plot3([V4midvert_1 V4midvert_2l,[V5midvert_1
V5midvert2] ,[V6midvert_1 V6midvert_2])
%Rotate about the V5-axis by beta
beta2=-atan(abs ( (V6midvert_1-V6midvert_2) / (V4midvert_1-V4midvert_-2)));
betadeg2=beta2*180/pi RyB2=[cos(beta2) 0 sin(beta2)
0 1 0
-sin(beta2) 0 cos(beta2)]';
Vrotatedrotated2=Vrotated2*RyB2;
V4rotatedrotatedmat=reshape(Vrotatedrotated2(:,1),matdimension);
V5rotatedrotatedmat=reshape (Vrotatedrotated2 (:, 2) ,matdimension);
V6rotatedrotatedmat=reshape(Vrotatedrotated2(: ,3) ,matdimension);
figure(10) clf for i=1:length(zcdomain),
mesh(V4rotatedrotatedmat (: ,: , i) ,V5rotatedrotatedmat (:,i),...
V6rotatedrotatedmat(:,:,i),xc(:,:,i))
hold on
xlabel('V4 (m)')
ylabel('V5 (m)')
zlabel('V6 (i)')
end hold on title('xc colormap from position calculations sensor set
2') colorbar view(-147.5,28)
%Now create meshgrid for transformed voltages
V4domain=[-18e-6:150e-8:18e-6]; V5domain=[-18e-6:150e-8:18e-6];
V6domain=[-3.75e-6:5e-7:3.75e-6];
numVgridpoints2=length(V4domain) *length(V5domain) *length(V6domain)
[V4trans,V5trans,V6trans]=meshgrid(V4domain,V5domain,V6domain);
mattransdimension=[length(V4domain) length(V5domain)
length (V6domain) I; Vtrans2= [reshape (V4trans, [numVgridpoints2 1]),
reshape(V5trans,[numVgridpoints2 1]),
reshape(V6trans,[numVgridpoints2 1])];
XInterpolate on "rectangular grid" to get new xc values for this newly
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%defined grid
xctranstest2=griddatan(Vrotatedrotated2*10^5,xcreshape*105,..
Vtrans2*10^5,'linear')*le-5;
yctranstest2=griddatan(Vrotatedrotated2*10^5,ycreshape*10^5,...
Vtrans2*10^5,'linear')*le-5;
zctranstest2=griddatan(Vrotatedrotated2*10^5,zcreshape*10^5,...
Vtrans2*10^5,'linear')*le-5;
xctranstest -mesh2=reshape(xctranstest2, size(V4trans));
yctranstest-mesh2=reshape(yctranstest2,size(V4trans));
zctranstestmesh2=reshape(zctranstest2,size(V4trans)); save
tabledatashort Vidomain V2domain V3domain V4domain V5domain V6domain
Vitrans V2trans V3trans V4trans V5trans V6trans mattransdimension
xctranstest xctranstestmesh yctranstest yctranstestmesh
zctranstest zctranstestmesh beta gamma pb xctranstest2
xctranstestmesh2 yctranstest2 yctranstestmesh2 zctranstest2
zctranstestmesh2 beta2 gamma2 pb2
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